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Providence College, Providence, Rhode Island

Protest draws local media to campus
by

Kristin DiQuollo ’02

News Staff

In an unusual turn of events,
the local media flocked to
campus Wednesday morning to
cover the first in a potential
series of demonstrations to
resume protesting what some
consider a lack of diversity at
Providence College.
“We want to bring the lack
of diversity to the forefront.
We’re trying to solicit 60 new
MLK Scholarships by the year
2005, and we’re trying to get the
diversity requirement implem
ented for the class of 2004,”
stated Brendan Hurson ’00.
Unlike past on-campus
demonstrations, the protesters’
message will reach a larger
audience this time, because
media including NBC 10,
WPRO radio, and the
Providence Journal stationed
themselves in front of Harkins
to capture the signs and chants.
By getting the attention of
the outside media, said Terza
Lima ’00, “we definitely
achieved the goal of letting the
community at large know
what’s going on on campus.
Now we can have their support
too.”
However, Dr. Eric Hirsch,
Professor of Sociology, hopes
“the President (Rev. Philip A.
Smith, O.P.) will take action
without having to bring the
community members into it.”
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Committee
finds College
on track with
diversity
by

Kristin Stanley ’01

News Staff

Students protest lack of diversity outside Harkins Hall
Action also means taking be more to this school than just
initiatives to recruit more a select few minorities,” and
minority students at PC.
that takes simple recruiting
“I think in some places we around the area, she said.
have the right people working.
However, recruiting minor
Chris Lydon, (Dean of ities becomes more difficult
Admissions), is doing a really when PC is perceived as a
good job... increasing minority hostile environment because of
enrollment, but he needs the unusually low percentage of
support,” said Devon Chase ’02. minority students enrolled here,
Chansamay Phimmasone commented Carla Mayorga ’02.
’01 stressed the importance of
Students plan to continue
extending the PC community to picket line protests like
reach more minorities. “If you Wednesday’s on a weekly basis
look at our school, it is situated “until we get recognition from
in a diverse city, but the school the President and the
is really isolated. There could
Protest, page 4

For the protesters, action
from Administration means
setting up a fundraising
campaign to solicit enough
money to build 60 new MLK
Scholarships by 2005.
“I think it’s pretty pathetic
that as the years go on, they
(Administration) don’t use the
money in the right way. They
used to give full scholarships,
and now they’re giving half and
partial scholarships,” stated
Rick Slaughter ’03. “It’s a
realistic goal to shoot for the
year 2005 because it’ll take time
to build up the money.”

In the wake of the multiple
racial incidents that occurred
in Fennell last semester.
Student Congress assembled a
diversity committee to critique
and improve the College’s
treatment of diversity.
They were pleasantly
surprised with their findings,
according to committee chair
and Student Congress
President C.J. LeGeyt.
The committee, assembled
in November, is comprised of
representatives from each
graduating class, a BOP
representative and four
Congress members. “As a
committee we set goals,
investigate
and
take
strategical, logical and rational
steps in finding a way to solve
diversity problems,” said
committee member Cory
Cabral ’01.
With some negativity
surrounding Providence Coll
ege’s treatment of diversity
issues, the committee deemed
it necessary to obtain inform
ation directly from the source

Diversity committee, page 5

Downtown Providence Celebrates Black History
by

Laura Meneses ’03

News Staff

In observance of Black
History Month, several
universities and churches in the
city of Providence are
sponsoring programs to honor
the achievements of AfricanAmericans.
As Bela Teixeria, executive
director of the Rhode Island
Black Heritage Society,
commented, Providence is “full
of events (celebrating the)
accomplishments...and various
ways that (blacks) have
participated in the community.”
The celebration of black
history first received official
approval in 1926 when Carter
Godwin Woodson, founder of
the Association for the Study of
Negro Life, started Black
History Week, which included
the birthday of Woodson’s role
model, Frederick Douglas.
Black History Week was
extended to Black History
Month through the efforts of the
Association of Afro-American
Life and History in 1976.

Parents’
Weekend
2000

The state of Rhode Island is
Johnson and Wales Extravaganza” was held on
rich with black history dating University is honoring the February 11 at Johnson and
back to the times of the Atlantic achievements of African- Wales University. It involved
slave trade and the abolitionist Americans in society through African dance, drumming, and
movement. According to the events administered by the monologues relating to the
House Resolution proclaiming school’s Multicultural Center. African-American experi
February as Black History During the past week, Black ence. The underlying theme of
Month in Rhode Island, “The History Month activities this family-oriented prog
citizenry and the
ram’s activi
State of Rhode
ties
was
Island owe a debt
“wisdom
of gratitude to
through
the ‘people of
education.”
color’ whose
The Multi
documented
cultural Center
achievements
looks ahead to
have many times
another Black
in our past gone
History
unnoticed and
event,Gospel
unrecognized. It
Explosion
behooves all
2000, on Feb
Rhode Islanders
ruary 19 at 3
to observe th
p.m. Gospel
is month of
Explosion 2000
February
by Jungle Dance by Aaron Douglas, artist on display at RISD
not or|ly
familiarizing
feature
the
themselves with black history.” included a Soul Food Saturday Johnson and Wales University
Providence is celebrating Brunch, a Black American West Ensemble Gospel Choir, but
Black History Month with Exhibit, and a panel discussion guest gospel choirs from the city
programs sponsored primarily entitled “Afro-American Staff of Providence as well.
The Feinstein College of
by local colleges and in the New Millenium.”
universities.
The “Essence of Africa Continuing Education at the

Parents and students got
together to enjoy a weekend
of events that catered to
interests of all ages.
Page 6

University of Rhode Island
sponsored Before the Dream, a
program portraying the youth of
Martin Luther King, Jr. Patron
donations benefited the
Providence Black Repertory
Company’s Youth
Arts
Education Program.
As Elizabeth McDonald,
Peer Counselor at the
University of Rhode Island,
explained, Before the Dream
was “a flashback kind of
play...(including) a lot of
speeches that (Martin Luther
King, Jr.) had done.”
. McDonald felt the play was
especially educational for the
younger generation that was
unable to witness the work of
Martin Luther King first-hand.
The play was “as realistic as it’s
going to get (for the children),”
said McDonald.
In observance of Black
History Month, the Rhode
Island School of Design (RISD)
Museum is exhibiting the work
of Aaron Douglas, a prominent
Harlem Renaissance artist.

Black history, page 4

Men’s Basketball broke
their ten game losing
streak on Wednesday with
a 47-45 win at Miami.
Page 30
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Inside

Congress
• The Student Life Committee is looking into making the campus safer. They are
currently addressing the concern about icy spots and when salting and plowing
should begin.
• The Committee for Legislature Affairs is investigating restructuring the judicial
review process to include student input.
• When asked about the current status of the sports fields on campus Fr. McPhail
answered that they are currently being measured to find a proper use. When
asked about the status of getting the male rugby games played on campus Father
replied that he was “pretty sure” that would happen.
• The Student Life Committee sponsored a bill promoting the investigation of
the feasibility of video rentals on campus. We will be discussing and voting on
this recommendation at our next meeting.
• The Student Life Committee sponsored a recommendation to increase lighting
around campus. We will be discussing and voting on this recommendation at our
next meeting.
• The Committee on Legislative Affairs will being voting on officially recognizing
the Providence College Human Resource Management Club at the next meeting.
• When asked about the reporting and statistics of sexual assaults on campus Fr.
McPhail expressed that he can only report on information given to him. If assaults
are reported to the priests and the counselors they are not reported to the Office
of Student Services unless the student chooses to do so.
• When asked about calling 911 from dorms and apartments Fr. McPhail answered
that it is faster to call ext. 2391 or ext. 2222. The security department can not
only meet fire/rescue at the gate but they can also send EMTs to the student for
initial care.
• The Food Committee is working with your suggestions to improve Ray and
Alumni. You can call the Ray Menu Line, ext. 1685, to see what is being served
for all three meals. The Food Committee would also like to announce that there
is pizza and soda delivery from Alumni.
• The Student Life Committee has developed a Weight/Nautilus Room Suggestion
Hotline. Offer your opinion by dialing 2000
6700.
*
• The Class of 2000 will be having 100 Nights February 25th. Buses leave at
5:30 p.m.
compiled by Katelyn Connolly ’01

Political journalist
offers challenge
by

Caylen Macera ’01

Asst. News Editor

Ecstasy, GHB, Ketamine, and
Rohypenol, all classified as club drugs,
were the focus of the Southeastern
Massachusetts and Rhode Island
Colleges Alcohol Consortium on
Wednesday in Slavin 100.
Led by Special Agent Tina Murphy
from the U.S. Department of Justice
Drug Enforcement Administration, the
Consortium covered the dangers of these
drugs, especially on college campuses.
Substance Abuse Counselor Dr. Anne
Coleman, STEP 1 Peer Educator Barbara
Fiorvanti, and Health and Wellness
Educator Cynthia Jacobson, R.N.,
represent PC in the Consortium.
This Consortium, according to
Coleman, “meets approximately every
three months.” Murphy discussed “club
drugs with regard to club drug trafficking
and (to provide) the latest DEA alert
information ... to help campuses deal
with the problem of club drugs,”
Coleman said.
Club drugs are also known as
designer drugs, or “factory-made drugs
that are usually more powerful than the
original substance,” Coleman said.
Most of these drugs are available at
dance clubs, but they are also dealt on
high school and college campuses,
according to Murphy.
Ecstasy, also known as MDMA
(methylenedioxymethamphetamine),
looks like an aspirin pill, usually costs
50 cents to two dollars to manufacture
and is usually sold for 25 to 30 dollars a
pill. Each pill is usually stamped with a
certain logo and is either a white, tan,
yellow, or green color. The majority of
MDMA are pills, but it can also come in
a powder form. Once the pill is taken, it
has a stimulant effect; yet, in time, it can
also have a hallucinogenic effect.
One of the biggest problems,
according to Murphy, is “there is a
perception out there that this is a safe
drug.” There have been occasions where

users believe they are buying ecstasy,
when in reality, it is a mix of heroin and
cocaine.
GHB (gammahydrorybutyrate) can
come in clear liquid, white powder,
tablet, or capsule forms. A central
nervous system depressant, GHB is
abused for its “euphoric effect,” said
Murphy. “It stimulates muscle growth
and when combined with alcohol, it can
be life threatening.” The effects are felt
in the first 10 to 20 minutes, an
unconscious state can develop in 15
minutes, and a user can slip into a coma
in 30 to 40 minutes.
Rohypnol, most commonly called the
date rape drug, is a “heavy sleeping pill,”
according to Murphy. When this
odorless, tasteless drug is slipped into an
alcoholic beverage, effects can be felt in
15 to 20 minutes. Individuals who ingest
the drug can be in a temporary state of
amnesia for four to 12 hours.
The sudden popularity of club drugs
has prompted concern. “I predict it will
move across the country,” Murphy said.
The problem Murphy is facing,
however, is that “these types of programs
are not allowed on campuses.”
As a result, Murphy said college
campuses should rely on literature and
workshops to create awareness about
club drugs.
According to Coleman, this
consortium was not open to students,
because this speaker was meant for the
faculty involved in Consortium.
Representatives from Rhode Island
College, Roger Williams University,
Bryant College, Salve Regina
University, and Bridgewater State
University made up the majority of the
audience.
Another reason the Consortium was
not open to students, according to
Coleman, is because the luncheon was
on a “limited budget paid for by Fr.
McPhail” (Rev. J. Stuart McPhail, O.P.,
Vice President of Student Services).
Coleman said Murphy is “willing to
come back to speak to the PC
community” in the future.

Carrie Spiros ’00

Editor-in-Chief

Described by political science
faculty member Dr. Joseph Cammarano
as the “one” in the “one-two punch of
political journalism,” Washington Post
columnist E.J. Dionne came to
Providence College with a challenge to
students: find the link between service
and politics and use it to become the next
reforming generation.
Dionne spoke on Tuesday to a crowd
of 60 students, faculty and community
members regarding the state of the
nation’s politics at the end of the Clinton
era.
He described the Clinton admin
istration as “the great lost opportunity,”
but the state of American politics as
“fundamentally changed.” Dionne gave
examples of the improved budget deficit,
a virtual disappearance in battle over the
role of government, and a general
prosperity not experienced since the end
of the fifties, including a decline in crime
and rise in moderates’ presence among
issues.
After a brief speech, Dionne engaged
in an hour long question and answer
session with an attentive audience.
The question and answer session
covered the current primaries and
campaigns. “Clearly people in the
nineties are tired of false choices. The
debates were over issues, not over
problems.” “The 2000 election is
difficult. There are three branches

Increasing popularity of club
drugs addressed at consortium
by

February 17,2000

E.J. Dionne, Washington Post Columnist
essentially up for election: the White
House, the Congress and the Supreme
Court,” explained Dionne.
“He was an excellent speaker. He
really spoke to the needs of students
instead of just using political jargon,”
said senior Kathleen Sullivan. As to
whether the cunent generation of 18 to
24-year-olds is up to Dionne’s challenge,
Sullivan said, “There is much more
movement for social change in our
generation. Whether it culminates in the
political spectrum is yet to be seen.”
As for the current budding American
citizens, “You are a good clue to the
Dionne, page 3

Eating disorder panel
presentation delivers
personal message
in your life, the one thing you can control
is your intake and output of food.”
Zuba’s behaviors early on were
Two young adults shared stories of characteristic of a person with anorexia,
their personal battles with eating but Zuba denied that she had a problem.
disorders Tuesday evening in ’64 Hall “In college, I would get treats made at
to give PC students a clear concept of home and hide them in my drawer. I
wouldn’t go to the cafeteria with my
the severity of anorexia and bulimia.
The personal stories, combined with roommate.”
Zuba was sick for a period of time
medical definitions and general
information on eating disorders, drove during her first year of graduate school
home the real dangers of anorexia and and consequently lost between 20 and
30 pounds. It was people’s positive
bulimia for approximately 50 students.
The presentation, part of National reaction to this weight loss which
Eating Disorders Awareness Week, was spurred her on to lose more. “The more
organized by PC’s Personal Counseling you hear from people how good you
Center and the Mental Health look, it just (encourages) you more and
Association of Rhode Island.
more,” she said.
Eating disorders usually begin with
She was involved in two car accidents
a distorted perception of a person’s after blacking out at the wheel, and Zuba
weight and shape, said Suzanne Riggs, had to admit that she had a severe
MD, Director of the Division of problem.
Adolescent Medicine and Adolescent
“When you start to lose weight,
Clinic at Rhode Island Hospital. A you’re not just losing weight. You’re not
graduate of Brown University and in your right mind,” she said. “Having
Harvard University Medical School, an eating disorder is an addiction, like
Riggs focuses much of her research on alcohol. Those kinds of behaviors are
adolescent substance use and eating hard to get rid of. I feel like it is
disorders. “How you think about your something I’m going to struggle with
weight and shape is a major component every day.”
of the disorders,” she said. “We have
People suffering from eating
such a weight-prejudiced world that kids disorders for an extended amount of time
who want to fit in are doing all kinds of are in danger of dealing permanent
things to get a different body. It’s that damage to their bodies, Riggs explained.
age of fitting in and trying to look like a Individuals, especially females, caught
in the grips of an eating disorder during
movie star.”
Cheryl Tumquist Zuba, a counselor their formative years—between the ages
who currently works in the Pawtucket of 10 and 25—can be necessary bone
school system, is a 1993 PC graduate. growth and density.
Her struggle with anorexia stemmed
“If a person starves for four to six
from a bad relationship during her months as an adolescent, (bone thinning)
college years, and erupted in her first is inevitable,” said Riggs.
year of graduate school.
Infertility is another potential
“I was always the perfect kind of kid. problem that often accompanies eating
With my eating disorder, I starved myself disorders. “A patient that loses 15
perfectly. A lot of it had to do with being percent beneath their ideal body weight
in control,” she said.
by unsafe methods is in danger of
Ann Bellotti, Assistant Director at (infertility),” added Riggs. “When a
PC’s Counseling Center, agreed. “When
Disorders, page 4
you feel like you can’t control anything
by

Rebecca Piro ’00

News Editor

News
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What every student should know about credit cards
by

Caitlin Fitzpatrick ’01

News Staff

They station themselves at various
locations across the campus, enticing
you with miscellaneous gadgets, phone
cards, and T-shirts. The textbooks that
you purchased this semester, in addition
to your Friar Box, are chock-full of their
assorted advertisements. Each Saturday
your telephone rings and they are on the
other end. They are the credit card
companies, and they want your business.
Why? As a college student, you are a
part of the nation’s next generation of
workers. Should you yield to the
pressure and apply, or is this just a scam
that will lead to trouble later on?
Table marketing is not an uncommon
practice at Providence College. “We
have had table marketers in the past,”
said Joseph K. Rushworth of the PC
Bookstore. “MBNA offers the PC
Alumni card and the PC student card.
MBNA really tries to custom-tailor their
business to accommodate the specific
needs of college students.”
Mary Mitchell is a loan acquisition
specialist with MBNA, the world’s
largest credit card issuer. The company
has been in business for over 18 years
and offers over 6,000 credit cards.
“We are the number one Gold Master
Card in the nation. The PC Alumni and
Student credit cards are affinity cards.
This means that Providence College is a
part of our affinity group and that each
time the card is presented the College
gets a certain percentage of the money.”
“From what I have heard, MBNA is
not as negative an experience as other
credit card companies. They have
counselors that, rather than calling
students and telling them that their
payment is late, will be assigned to the
students to work with them to set up a
payment schedule,” said Rushworth.
Mitchell said that MBNA differs from
other credit card companies because they
assign credit analysts to review student
accounts. “If you have an account and
you have a difficult month, where you

are struggling and cannot meet the
payment, we ask that you call our 800
number and we can discuss it. Our bank
is usually very understanding, as long as
it doesn’t happen every month.”
“One thing that (MBNA) does that we
have been promoting is called ‘Same as
Cash’. It is a program that will waive
interest fees for students that sign up,”
explained Rushworth. “That way, if a
student pays for their books in
September, they won’t have to make a
payment until December.”
In addition to table marketing, many
credit card companies employ
telemarketers in an attempt to attract
students to their company. Many
students at Providence College have
received numerous phone calls from
credit card company solicitors.
“You always know that it is the tele
marketers because there is always a long
pause and then they ask for you. I usually
listen to their spiel because I feel bad for
them and then I refuse,” said Kerry
Andersen ’01. “I’ve already gotten a few
this year. They call in the afternoon here
at school and then at home during break.
I do alumni telemarketing here at school
so I can sympathize with them. I do find
it annoying, though.”
Colleen Slavin ’02 recently received
one such phone call. “The other morning
they called me, at 9 a.m. and I politely
told them that I wasn’t interested. Then
he proceeded to nag me, and when I
finally convinced him that I wasn’t
interested he got kind of angry with me.
I thought that was rude. What do they
expect? I’m in college. Do they think I
can afford a credit card?”
Slavin is not the only student who is
irritated with calls from credit card
issuers. “They wake us up early in the
morning and annoy us at night when we
are trying to do our work,” said Rachel
Rothman ’02. “They should know by
now that college students do not have the
money to own another credit card.”
Nancy J. Bums, Executive Assistant
of Student Services, said that student
telephone numbers are general directory

Quick credit card tips
JL

» Annual Fee- Refers to the amount that a cardholder must pay yearly for
using the credit card. Not every credit card has an annual fee.
• Annual Percentage Rate (APR)- Refers to the cost of carrying a balance on
a loan, expressed as annual percentage. If you add the APR by 12 you will
obtain the cost that you owe the company, in interest, each month.
• Available Credit- The amount of credit you can use. Determined by
subtracting your current balance from your credit line.
• Credit Card Debt- The total unpaid balances on all of your credit cards.
• Credit History- A record of the way you manage your money. The information
is collected and sold by credit reporting agencies. Personal information
such as your name, social security number, address, and employment are
often included. If you have made late payments or missed payments it will
remain on your credit history for seven years. Bankruptcy will remain for
ten years.
• Credit Limit- The greatest amount you can owe on your credit card at any
time.
• Interest Rate- A fee charged for the money that the issuer lends to you.
• Fixed Interest Rate- The interest rate remains the same unless you are notified.
• If the rate changes, the law requires that the issuer notify the cardholder at
least fifteen days prior to the change.
• Variable Interest Rate- An interest rate that is subject to change.
• Late Payment- Payment received after the due date. If payment is received
after the due date the cardholder is subject to a late fee.
• Secured Credit Card- A card that requires the cardholder to make a deposit.
• The cardholder can then only charge the amount of that deposit. Payment of
the loan is secured through collateral (home, car, etc.). If the cardholder
defaults on a loan, the issuer may take the collateral as payment.
• Unsecured Credit Card- Most credit cards are unsecured. Collateral is not
involved. This means that the cardholder is issued a certain amount of credit
and if the issuer is unable to collect on the loan, the value is lost.

• Information obtained from www.StudentCredit.com
information unless students state
otherwise. Carolyn A. Ryan, Director
of Off Campus Housing, said that the
school does not furnish lists of phone
numbers to callers.
“Every off-campus student fills out
a mandatory address card, and they have
the choice of giving out their phone
number or not. If they check the box
that says not to give it out, we don’t. If
they authorize us to give it out, students,

faculty, staff and others can get student
numbers,” explained Ryan. “We have
never had a company call for numbers.
We don’t provide lists of numbers to
anyone.”
David Ogden is the Chairman of
StudentCredit.com. The online service
began in October of 1998 and has been
well received by many colleges and
universities across the country.

Credit, page 5

PC hosts Weight Watchers Dionne challenges youth
for students and staff
-Continued from page 2volunteer) vote.”

by

Lyn Soderland ’03

News Staff

The Weight Watchers Program at
Providence College, although it has been
active for the last six years, has been
revived by Sharon Hay, Coordinator of
Student Services, who ha$ made the
program known to the entire campus.
According to Hay, there are benefits
to having Weight Watchers here on
campus for those interested in their
services.
“It’s a matter of convenience. Any
faculty member or student who wants to
lose weight through one of these
programs doesn’t have to leave campus,”

and friends.
Weekly meetings and a group support
system are the most valuable aspects of
the program, said Hay. The program
encourages members to strive toward
their ultimate weight loss goals and
provides them with role models with
whom they can celebrate their successes.
Members can stay on the program as
long as they desire, according to Hay.
Weight Watchers, however, recomm
ends that participants continue to attend
weekly meeting for at least six weeks
after they’ve achieved their weight loss
goal to learn safe ways to keep off the
weight they have lost.
To help create a nutritious diet for
participants, Weight Watchers has come

It’s a matter of convenience. Anyfaculty member
or student who wants to lose weight through one
of these programs doesn’t have to leave campus.
-Sharon Hay, Coordinator of Student Services
explained Hay.
Weight Watchers is an international
program that follows a three-prong
approach to help individuals lose weight.
The first prong is a food plan that
provides the participant with an easy to
follow point system that moderates their
food intake and promotes a nutritious
diet.
“The food plan gives tips for a
healthy, balanced diet and balances the
calories you intake. Nutrition is always
of the utmost importance,” Hay said.
The second prong is the incorporation
of exercise and activity into the
member’s lifestyle, and the third is
making sure the participant is in a
supportive environment among family

up with a formula which appoints
different foods certain points. Members
are given a certain amount of points
toward food intake each day. The daily
point value is based on the participant’s
current weight.
Although every participant aims to
drop pounds, the loss is gradual since the
program promotes a healthy rate of
weight loss.
“Typically you lose the most weight
in the first week, varying between one
pound and four to five pounds. After that,
we recommend losing no more than two
pounds a week,” Hay said.
The rate of weight loss varies from

Weight Watchers, page 4

future. You are different. . . skeptical
about politics with a great desire to do
that which is practical, that which will
save a life.” Dionne continued his
observations: “There is a degree of
social commitment that we have not
seen since the 1960’s. You have the
capacity to be one of the great reforming
generations... linking a deep desire of
service with a more workable politics.”
These comments resonated with
John Pisinski ’01.
“At my high school in the inner city
there were many volunteer programs
started and run by students,” said
Pisinski. “But not as many people (who

Besides his lifetime work as a
journalist with the New York Times and
The Washington Post, Dionne is a senior
fellow at the Brookings Institute,
considered by many as the premiere
academic think-tank out of Washington
D.C. He is also the author of Why
Americans Hate Politics. Community
Works, and What’s God got to do with
the American Experience. He can be
seen regularly on Chris Matthew’s
television show Hardball and the
MacNeil Lehrer News Hour on the
Public Broadcasting Station.

Chapel Update
* Steel workers continued their work
on the steel decking on the first floor.
The decking is corrugated steel pieces
of various sizes, welded together that
will soon accept concrete that will
form the subfloor for the Wordship
area.
* The northeast wall has been blocked
and the masons have begun to stage
the northwest foundation for blocking.
This block work will continue as the
weather allows.
* Masons are continuing the stone
work under the barrier. This week the
masons installed the limestone sills
and headers around the window open
ings.
* Mechanical support work continues
in the basement of Aquinas Hall. That
work is approximately 40 percent
complete.

Special thanks to Mark Rapoza, Direc
tor of Business Strategies for the in
formation provided.
Compiled by Caylen Macera ’01

News
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A letter from Fr. Smith...
On October 27,1999,1 wrote to the Providence College community to “express
my deepest concern and outrage over the hateful graffiti that were discovered
recently in two of our residence halls... A racial slur about one of our Resident
Assistants was written on the wall of Aquinas Hall on September 7th. On Octo
ber 21“, several swastikas and depictions of male genitalia appeared in Fennel
Hall.”

I went on to note that this “type of behavior is deplorable and completely con
trary to the values embodied..In the Mission Statement of Providence College:

Providence College recognizes the unity of the human family
that proceeds from its one Creator. It therefore encourages
the deepest respect for the essential dignity, freedom and equal
ity of every person and welcomes qualified women and men
from all religious, racial and ethnic backgrounds.”

Last week, another offensive poster appeared on campus, It featured a picture of
the Blessed Virgin accompanied by the following text: “how’s this for an im
maculate concept: KEEP ABORTION SAFE AND LEGAL.” The deliberate
misuse of a venerated person and an important Catholic and Christian belief in
support of a position that is opposed to Catholic moral doctrine is deplorable and
offensive to many on campus and, like racial and ethnic graffiti, will not be
tolerated.
As President of Providence College, I am committed to upholding religious and
human values and to eliminating behavior that undermines them. I seek the
active support of the entire Providence College community in attaining these
goals. All persons should make it clear to their peers that religious discrimina
tion is among the behaviors that are unacceptable and intolerable.
I have instructed the appropriate college personnel to investigate this latest inci
dent and to bring action against the responsible person or persons. If any of you
have information that would help to identify those responsible for the most re
cent incident or any of the other earlier violations, please forward it to any col
lege administrator. Racial and discriminatory behavior will be dealt with in a
serious manner, including dismissal or suspension.

I look for your help in creating a community at Providence College where differ
ences are respected and where every person can flourish and live in peace in an
environment that is supportive and free from racial and discriminatory behavior.

Black history
-Continued from page 1-

Three recently restored mural studies, Choir, followed by a reception featuring
Dance Magic, The Negro Spiritual, and 1 guest speaker Abu Bakr, co-founder of
The Negro in Industry, are now on the Institute for Non-Violence and Peace.
showcase at the museum.
In addition to colleges, some local
The murals “tell (the) stories about businesses are holding Black History
the experience of the black people in events. Books on the Square, for
America,” said Claude L. Elliot, example, located on 471 Angell Street,
Assistant Curator of Prints, Drawings, will sponsor a discussion concerning
and Photographs at the RISD Museum. African-American artists in Paris. The
For example, the mural study Dance event will include Shay Youngblood,
Magic reveals the African influence on author, poet, and prize-winning
modern-day blues and jazz.
playwright, as well as jazz singer and
Elliot encourages all to visit the actress Venus Irving Prescott.
exhibit as the mural studies illustrate the
Although Providence is home to
struggle for human rights and celebrate numerous Black History Month events
the racial identity of African-Americans. this February, many are still dissatisfied
“(Douglas) created a style (that)...puts with the lack of programs dedicated to
you in the place of Africa,” said Elliot. the contributions of African-Americans
The studies “use black people in a very throughout the remaining months.
positive sense...and (give visitors) a
“I feel, being black myself, (that) we
chance to see these stories that you should not limit shows on Africannormally wouldn’t be able to see,” stated American artists (to) February,” said
Elliot.
Elliot, who suggested the institution of
During the upcoming week
black artist exhibitions year-round at the
end, several additional events RISD Museum.
commemorating Black History Month
Teixeria expressed similar concerns.
will take place in Providence.
“We need to look beyond one month,”
A Celebration/Mass will be held at stated Teixeria. “It’s great to have a
5:30 p.m. on Saturday at St. Michael’s month of celebration, (but) I would like
Church. The Mass will include a to see black history focused on every
performance by the Diocesan Gospel month of the year,” she said.
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Eating disorders discussed by panel
-Continued from page 2person maintains a too-low body weight
for too long, they could put their
reproductive ability off for a while.”
Heart problems can develop with an
anorexic person because of food
deprivation and insufficient nutrition,
while tooth decay and irritated tissue
may result from bulimic behavior.
Zuba damaged her body permanently
as a result of her ongoing battle with the
disease. “I need to gain at least 25
pounds to have a baby,” she said. “My
eyes are continually bloodshot, and my
gum tissue is extremely sensitive. I’ve
done things to my body that won’t be
easy to repair.”
Male victims of eating disorders are
often plagued by the same concerns as
many female patients. “(Male victims)
are exactly the same as girls—wanting
to be toned, wanting to fit into a certain
group,” she said.
Lenny Schwartz’s story is proof that
males can suffer from eating disorders
the same way as women. Schwartz, who
has always wanted to be an actor, has
battled anorexia since high school. “I
had this idea that to be a theater person
you had to be thin,” he said. As his eating
disorder became more severe throughout
his senior year, he dropped to a low of
101 pounds but continued to deny that
he had a problem.
“It was really scary for me. I infected
my liver, and I still didn’t believe (that I
had an eating disorder). I thought boys

Weight Watchers
available for
students
and staff
—Continued from page 3person to person. Many different factors,
including age, gender and current
weight, affect the overall amount of
pounds a participant sheds. Also, how
carefully a person follows the program
helps control the rate of weight loss. In
effect, the amount of time it takes to
reach the ultimate weight loss goal is
largely determined by the individual.
Although participants are not required
to make a formal commitment to the
program, there is a membership cost
involved. Also, Weight Watchers
products are available at meetings, but
they are only designed to help members
follow the program. Therefore, purchase
is optional.
For more information about the
Providence College Weight Watchers
program, contact Sharon Hay at
extension 2211. Meetings are held every
Thursday at noon in Slavin 217. The
program is currently in its seventh week
of a 12-week cycle and includes 18
members of the Providence College
community.

didn’t get eating disorders.”
Schwartz’s “wake-up” call came
when he was sent to the hospital for
treatment. “I decided to get better. It
was tough to walk upstairs at school, and
I was not having fun with my friends,”
he said.
Hearing stories from real victims
makes the message about eating
disorders more powerful to people,
Bellotti said. “They made the stories so
personal, so alive, so human. You can
recognize their stories if you are dealing
with similar problems with a loved one,”
she said. “(These two people) have
tackled these disorders, and they are
recovering,” she said.
Whether one is concerned about a
friend, sibling, boyfriend or girlfriend,
Riggs urges people to voice their
worries. “When something looks like
an intentional weight loss, don’t ignore
it. Fifteen percent of patients (of eating
disorders) die. What’s to ignore?”
The best way to confront a fellow
student or friend who may have a
problem with an eating disorder is to
express concern, said Riggs. “The key
is expressing concern: using ‘I’
statements instead of ‘you’ statements;
don’t use the term eating disorders;
express concern and offer support.”
Confidential screenings and
evaluations for eating disorders are going
on all week at PC, Bellotti said, as well
as other clinics and hospitals in the area.

Protest
demands
diversity
-Continued from page 1Administration realizes it needs to make
an initiative,” stated Chase. “I’d love to
see more students here next week.”
Calling the picket line “ceremonial,”
Hurson considers this protest and last
semester’s march around campus
effective, because “anytime students get
together to show their support, it is a
success. It’s our goal to show students
can make a difference here.” He also
commented that they might try a letter
writing campaign and hold more forums
in the future.
“I’m trying to remain optimistic,”
commented Howie Carney ’00. “We’ve
been working on this issue for two years,
and we haven’t really seen the
Administration deal with it. In the next
couple of months, if we can keep up the
pressure, hopefully something will come
up.”

~ Local News Update ~
• On Tuesday, five candidates faced off to replace Lincoln Chafee as mayor of Warwick. Chafee was chosen to serve the remainder of his father’s U.S. Senate
term upon the latters death. Earning 59% of the vote was Republican Scott Avedisian and 26% went to acting Mayor Gerry Gibbons, a Democrat. The new
mayor will have to run for re election next year.

• Providence Mayor Vincent Cianci’s administration is feeling heat from the FBI. The fourth Plunder Dome defendant, David Ead is the newest to plead guilty
on extortion chaises. The FBI said bribes were arranged and paid in the executive branch of Providence City Hall in order to reduce back taxes, reports NBC 10.
The Plunder Dome investigation is widening. The FBI said that they are not just looking at bribes for tax breaks. They said certain unnamed people had to pay
one or both of the high-ranking city executives in City Hall, bribes to get or keep jobs with the city of Providence. The FBI has yet to name the high-ranking
officials. Prosecutor Richard Rose said, the corruption investigation into the Cianci administration is focused on two executives who work or have worked, in
City Hail.
• On Thursday, Democratic Presidential candidate Bill Bradley visited Rhode Island. The former New Jersey Senator came to the city after being in Boston. On
February 29, Tipper Gore, wife of the Vice President, is expected to visit the Ocean State. Gore is expected to speak at Landmark Hospital in Woonsocket, and
attend a fundraiser in Providence.

• On Tuesday, People to End Homelessness held a rally at the State House in an effort to raise awareness. They say that Rhode Island has become the third least
affordable rental market in the nation. People earning the minimum wage are unable to keep a roof over their heads. The group would like to see the legislature
work on promoting housing for very low income and no income Rhode Island residents.
• Forty members of the Providence Community gathered this week to voice concerns they have over the shooting death of Providence Police Sergeant Cornell Young
Jr. Residents blamed the Providence Police Department saying that although there are good officers on the force, there are also racist officers who need to be weeded
out. The Martin Luther King Coalition against Racism held the speak-out at the Providence campus of the Community College of Rhode Island. It drew a Boston
minister who represents Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan.
-Compiled by Kristen Stanley '01
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Diversity committee
-Continued from page 1“to know what the College is doing and
to remove the mystery,” said committee
member, Carla Mayorga ’02. The
diversity committee focused much of
their time on researching the College’s
treatment of Martin Luther King
scholarships and their financial
limitations, said chairperson, C.J.
LeGeyt ’00. Before the committee
approached Administration with their
suggestions, they needed legitimate facts
concerning diversity efforts on the
College campus. The committee
researched colleges with the same
demography as Providence College
including Boston College, Holy Cross,
Fordham and Fairfield. They
investigated ways these schools spend
their money to provide a diverse
environment for their students.
Committee members met with Dean
of Admissions Christopher Lydon, Vice
President of Alumni Development
Joseph Brum, and Vice President of
Finance and Business Michael Frazier.
“In meeting with the three men we
wanted to know the initiatives being
taken toward minority recruitment, the
money being spent on minority
scholarships in relation to other
scholarships, and the steps being taken
by the College to solicit funds for other
minority scholarships,” said LeGeyt.
“Although it appears that the College
has not solicited enough money for
minority scholarships, in actuality, funds
for these scholarships are there. People
don’t look at the fact that we have all
these other scholarships that are
colorblind,” he added. “The easiest way
to tackle this situation is to blame
everything on finances, (but) we found
that the money is there in comparison to
other schools. It is an environmental
problem,” LeGeyt said.
By “environmental problem,”

LeGeyt means the atmosphere and
attitude of the College community itself,
which he believes can be improved with
education on diversity matters.
Lack of diversity, low minority
enrollment and the College’s distribution
of Martin Luther King Scholarships has
led to ongoing debates; the diversity
committee is working to make these
issues a thing of the past. “I think that
the Diversity Committee has made leaps
and bounds in obtaining information that
students here on campus will be proud
of,” said committee member, Julie
Holstrom ’03.
Secretary for Amigos Unidos Caesar
Alvarez ’01 believes that the committee
is a step in the right direction. “The
diversity committee shows that students
of all races care. There is finally a
committee that is not entirely made up
of Martin Luther King scholarship
students,” he said.
The committee has already scheduled
its first retreat, planned to take place in
April. Letters were sent to all club
presidents in an attempt to involve all
clubs in the event. One to two people
from each club will be chosen to attend
the retreat. “This diversity retreat is
intended to be hard-core and in your
face,” said Holstrom.
All of the information gathered by the
diversity committee on issues such as the
Providence College’s distribution of
MLK scholarships and its plans to
increase minority enrollment will be
comprised in a brochure distributed next
week to every student through campus
mail.
“The biggest thing here is that people
have been trying to find answers for so
long. What we found is that there is
reason to have faith in the school that is
working towards many of the same goals
we are, though sometimes their
intentions are masked by publicity.”
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Credit cards
-Continued from page 3According to the company’s mission into trouble because of late payments,
statement, its main objective is “to teach overspending, over-borrowing, or loss of
students the basic principles of good bills. Proper management of a credit
credit management” and to “make the card requires organization and planning.
process of getting a student credit card
“Setting a budget is a good idea. Try
fast, safe, and simple for the student, to pay off your card’s balance each
providing them with a way of applying month if at all possible. If you cannot
at their own convenience.”
pay the entire amount, try to at least pay
“We are an education, application, triple the minimum balance that is due.
and information company,” explained Building good credit with your credit
Ogden. “We aren’t a progressive card is easy. Using your card responsibly
company. We don’t go to the students. will help you to build solid credit,” said
Instead, we let them come to us.”
Ogden.
StudentCredit.com stresses education
He suggests paying your bill at least
when it comes to credit. The site seven days before it is due. A helpful
describes the various types of credit strategy is to treat your credit card as you
cards and attached fees. Students can would your checkbook. Do not spend
become members of the site for free.
more in one month than you can afford.
“If someone has a question about
Before applying for a credit card,
credit or our company, we ask them to Ogden said that it is wise to research the
email us and we will respond that same company to determine whether or not
day,” said Ogden.
you are qualified.
Ogden explained that although
“Our company recommends that the
studies conducted by their company student sit down and research the ins and
show that 62% of students use their outs of credit. We sometimes suggest
credit cards responsibly, there are several that the student sit down with his or her
misnomers and preventable problems parents and discuss all the options,” said
associated with credit.
Ogden. Do not learn about credit by trial
Contrary to commonly held and error, and do not apply to any card
misconceptions, Ogden said that credit just because you will get a free tee shirt.”
cards do not give the cardholder any
“Do not apply to a credit card until
additional or “free” money; they simply you are ready,” Ogden explained. “Know
provide an alternative form of payment. all the offers that are out there. Do not
When used responsibly, credit cards can apply for every single card. If you do
help you to build good credit. However, this, it goes down as what is called an
improper use can seriously damage your ‘inquiry’ on your credit report and this
reputation.
looks bad.” He further explained that
“Credit can be a very powerful thing. frequent applications lead to checks on
A credit card is something that some your credit by the card issuer. Numerous
people look at as evil, and some look at checks over a brief period of time may
as a blessing,” he said. “Good credit can cause you to be denied.
help you later in life when you want a
StudentCredit.com cautions students
house or a car. Bad credit will make it to read the fine print on their credit
almost impossible for you to get these applications. Various fees and payments
things.”
are often attached to credit cards, and
The site StudentCredit.com explains these fees differ from card to card.
that the majority of credit card calamities Ogden said that many students act
a^greventablei<Cardholders^ftei^et
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Parents’ Weekend 2000 a success
Students and parents enjoy food, fun and family
by Juliana

Patsourakos ’02

News Staff

Last weekend, upperclass students
invited their parents onto campus to
spend a few days sharing the college
experience that their parents would
otherwise experience only secondhand.
Parents’ Weekend 2000 began with a
semi-formal dinner-dance on Friday
evening. Over 650 students and parents
attended the dinner titled “Puttin’ On the
Ritz in 2000!” Ann Manchester-Molak
and Deirdre Driscoll of College Events,
coordinators of the event, were very
pleased with the outcome of the evening.
Food, decorations, and entertainment
contributed to the atmosphere of the
evening. Peterson Recreation Center
was adorned with balloons and stars to
emphasize the theme of the new
millenium, according to student-worker
of College Events Kim Crawley ’01.

events College Events has put out. I wish
my parents were here!” said Mary Teresa
Soltis ’00 of the Friars Club.
The weekend continued on Saturday
at the Providence Civic Center, which
hosted a large crowd of enthusiastic
students and parents who attended the
PC basketball game versus Rutgers
University. The Friars fell to Rutgers in
the second half of the game, 69-60.
On Saturday night, PC hosted the
University of New Hampshire in men’s
hockey at Schneider Arena, where
parents and students cheered the Friars
on to their victory.
Virginia Bartoldus, mother of Mike
Bartoldus ’02, thought the game was
exciting.
“(They are) a great hockey team,” she
said of the PC Friars.
John Gailhard also agreed that the
hockey game was a highlight of the
weekend.

We had a great time. We went to the dinner-dance,
the basketball game, the new mall, Hemmingway’s
and of course the Mass this morning.
-Guy Berube, father of Alison Berube ’00
Playing for the fifth consecutive year
at Parents’ Weekend was the Ronnie
Rose Band, which entertained the crowd
with lively music until midnight.
“We’ve been happy with (the band)
because (it) seems to bridge the gap
between parents and students,”
commented Manchester-Molak.
A buffet style dinner included various
breads, salad, prime rib, chicken marsala,
and desserts.
“Everyone seems to be having a good
time,” said Liz Fay ’01, who was on the
catering staff for the affair.
Parents and students also took the
opportunity to kick up their heels
together.
“1 wanted to dance,” said Debbie
Green, mother of Tiffany Green ’01.
“My mom wanted to get funky,”
agreed Tiffany.
The Friars Club was also on hand to
offer assistance and greet guests.
“So far, I think it’s one of the best

“(It was an) outstanding hockey
game. (It) promoted a lot of enthusiasm
among the parents. You could see the
spirit of the student body,” commented
Gailhard.
Following a packed 11 a.m. Sunday
Mass in Alumni Hall gym the following
day, families ate brunch together at
Peterson Recreation Center.
“We had a great time. We went to
the dinner dance, the basketball game,
the new mall, Hemingway’s, and of
course the Mass this morning,” said Guy
Berube, father of Alison Berube ’00.
In addition to bringing students and
parents together, Parents’ Weekend gave
some seniors a time to reflect upon their
years at PC, which are rapidly coming
to a close.
“It’s hard to believe that it’s over, but
Parents’ Weekends have been a great
time for parents to meet other parents,”
remarked Sal Papa ’00.
Carol and Brian Holbrook, parents of

T said to W»c’
this
*eie
A few months into his first job after
college, Gary Van Deurse needed a
break from his rttne-to-five routine—a
way to feel “useful and alive.” Gary
found his answer in AmeriCorps.
During his year of service in a rural
community, he helped improve the lives of
families who needed education, affordable housing,
and other support. Looking back, Gary says, “Joining AmeriCorps is
the best thing I’ve ever done. AmeriCorps challenged me, opened my
eyes, and gave me new skills and new energy,”

Brian Holbrook ’02, also enjoyed the
various events of the weekend.
“We went to the basketball game,
hockey game, and Elmhurst Pub. It was
exciting!” exclaimed Carol Holbrook.
The final event of the weekend was a
faculty recital held in Guzman Chapel
at 2 p.m. where faculty from the music
department performed a variety of
numbers, from tragic piano pieces to
light, humorous songs.
“Jubilate Domino” was the first piece
of the afternoon and was performed by
Susan Rodgers, contralto, Mai-Lan
Broekman, viola de gamba, and
Catherine Gordon-Seifert, harpischord.
Rodgers’ wide range of vocal
performances included the dramatic
“Song of Black Max” to the well-

received “Over the Piano.” David
Harper
provided
the
piano
accompaniment to Rodgers.
Irene Tchantceva’s powerful
performances of “Nocturne in C minor”
and “Feux d’artifice” were attentively
received by the group of faculty,
students, and parents.
Rosalind Chua’s emotional piano
pieces captivated the crowd and included
pieces by Chopin and Ben-haim.
“Farmer’s Market,” the last
performance of the hour-long recital was
a piece performed by Christopher
Kelton, tenor saxophone, Marina
Zabinski, piano, Matt Dill, electric bass,
and Gordon Davignon, drums that was
met the most Enthusiastically by the
crowd.

Credit cards
-Continued from page 5-

impulsively and apply to a credit card
on their way to class because they will
receive a free gift in return for their
application. Often these students do not
read the fine print and later find
themselves in debt.

Ogden said that many universities,
including California State at Sacramento
and the University of Florida, have
banned table marketing by credit card
companies on their campuses.

Library hours for President’s Day
weekend:
Friday, February 18—8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday, February 19—12 noon - 5 p.m.
Sunday, February 20—12 noon - 5 p.m.
Monday, February 21—12 noon - 1 a.m.

Visit with AmeriCorps, Tuesday, February 29, 2000, at our:
Information Table
10:30am-3:30pm * Slavin Center

Information Session
5:00pm • Room 203 • Slavin Center

For more information, contact Deirdre Healy at
CO17) 565-7005 or E-mail; dhealytHcns.gov

AmeriCorps:

Are you up to the challenge?
1 -800-942-2677

www.americorps.org

A message to all students
Charge: Providence College Students caught trying to buy
alcohol with fake or altered IDs at Rock’s Liquor Store on
Admiral Street
1.
Standards of Conduct
(Page 39, II, 1)
GUILTY
2.
False ID
(Page 44, XII)
GUILTY
Sanctions:
1.
2.

Disciplinary Probation until 5/19/2000
$100 fine

World
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American deaths
uncovered
by Alicia

War in the Congo
US paying for 31 percent of the
peace keeping mission

Nidetz’02

World Staff

General Augusto Pinochet and his
forces overthrew Salvador Allende and
his Socialist government on September
11, 1973 as two Americans in support
of Allende were killed in Chile in a way
that pointed toward C.LA.
participation.
At the time, United States Officials
did not admit to any such involvement.
In fact, in 1980 the government issued
results of investigation papers which
had been written over in black ink, and
that cleared both Chilean and American
governments of any involvement
whatsoever.
However, upon General Pinochet’s
arrest in 1998, the documents were
recalled and the black ink removed.
What the removal of the ink revealed
was that the State Department had
found that the Pinochet government
had been responsible for the death of
the two American men.
Charles Horman, 31 and Frank
Teruggi, 24, two left-of-center
Americans, had both been supporters
of Salvador Allende and had shown
their support by printing and handing
out newsletters which honored Allende
and socialism. Investigators at the time
of the investigation claimed that the
Chilean Government would not have
killed the men had the United States
Government not given them support.
After many Senate intelligence
committee hearings at the time of the
investigation, America’s role in the
overthrow of the Allende government
continues to be one of controversy.
Other United States Government
agencies, which have policy in Chile,
have not yet released important records
from the time. These agencies include
the C.I.A and the Pentagon.
Mark Mansfield of the C.I.A. came
out with a 22 year old letter, which
denied that the CJ.A. had any role to
play in the murder of Charles Horman.
He also promised to release other files
pertaining to this case in the spring.
Joyce Horman, Charles’ widow just
wants to know “who gave the order.”
Joyce has been wondering who is
responsible for her husbands' death for
the past 26 years. Men in military garb
kidnapped Horman from his apartment
in Chile while Joyce had been out
running errands. His father flew from
New York in aid. He and Joyce
searched in every way possible while
keeping close ties to the embassy,
which not only supplied escorts, but
ironically pressured Joyce into giving
them names of Charles’ friends. She
did not comply for fear of their true
intent. Much to the Hormans’ fears,
the only true search for Charles was
the one being done by his family.
In 1976, an intelligence officer by
the name of Rafael Gonzalez stepped
forward to tell the media that he had
seen Charles Horman as a prisoner of
Chile’s chief of intelligence. The chief
had said that Mr. Horman “had to
disappear’’ for fear that he “knew too
much.” In reply to this, the State
Department gave two internal reviews
that same year. These reviews found
that an embassy official had been given
a tip that Charles was already dead
before his father went to Chile to begin
his search.
In the first investigation,
conclusions were made that pinned
Chile as the government who ordered
Horman's execution for fear that he
threatened their power. The second
investigation came up with the same
conclusion, but found it hard to believe
that the Chilean government did not set
off some signal, even an inadvertent
one, to the United States government

Source:NY Times
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by

Lauren Ricci ’00

World Staff

African governments have requested
greater aid from the United Nations
Security Council to help disarm warring
factions in the Congo. The request
comes after more than two years of
fighting in the nation, with no resolution
in sight. Originally proposed as an
American sponsored 5,537 member
movement, the governments feel that a
much greater peacekeeping force is
needed. The proposed operation comes
at a $41 million start-up cost, with the
United States paying for 31 percent of
the peacekeeping mission.
Although a cease-fire was signed last
summer to stop the fighting, the
complicated struggle continues, turning
into a conflict referred to as “Africa’s
first world war.”
The roots of the conflict can be traced
back to 1997, when Rwanda and
Uganda, helped Laurent D. Kabila to
overthrow Dictator Mobutu Sese Seko.
Kabila became president of the Congo
and invited advisors from Rwanda to
participate in the government. This
moved angered the Congolese, and
Kabila discontinued
Rwandan
representation, cutting all ties with the
nation. The Rwandans then turned
against the Congolese and Kabila,
declaring war on the nation in August
of 1998.
While the general understanding of
the war places the Congo against
Rwanda, the actual conflict involves a
total of seven nations, and nine rebel
groups within the Congo itself. The
conflict may be better explained as those
who side with President Kabila, and
those who side against him.
Against Kabila there is Rwanda,
Burundi, and Uganda. Loyal forces

include Angola, Namibia, and
Zimbabwe. Also loyal to Kabila is the
Hutu militia, responsible for the
Rwandan genocide in 1994.
Most of the countries involved have
entered the conflict because they are
looking to protect other interests. Some
countries, like Angola have sent in troops
to protect their own borders. Others, like
Zimbabwe and Uganda have offered
troops in exchange for the chance to tap « KABILA S SUPPORTERS ♦ KABILA S OPPONENTS
the abundant resources of the Congo.
The Congo is rich with diamonds, gold, they have privately urged the Rwandans
timber, ivory, and various agricultural and Ugandans to pull out of the Congo,
they have cited difficulties of their own,
resources.
The participation of these outside including the moral debt acknowledged
nations has created a ripple effect by President Clinton for not doing more
throughout the continent, with refugee to stop the genocide in Rwanda in 1994.
Now, despite a peace accord signed
and rebel groups entering into
neighboring countries. It is estimated in Lusaka, Zambia in July, the fighting
that at least 100,000 people have been still continues. While most Africans
killed, including soldiers, refugees, and agree that the fighting needs to be
rebels. Hundreds of thousands have been stopped, no one knows where to start
uprooted from their homes. The untangling the web of alliances and
environment is being exploited, oppositions.
United Nations officials and
economies continue to fall apart, and
civilians continue to live in disease and American diplomats agree that fighting
must be stopped before peacekeeping
famine.
The war continues to be fought on forces can be brought in to disarm troops
two levels: both modem and primitive. and separate forces. Experts agree that
While helicopters are being used, so are any force that is sent in by the UN right
now would be too small, arguing that the
barbed arrowheads and machetes.
The United States has been criticized peacekeepers would simply be unsafe.
by the Congolese for allowing the war A dense jungle and an area roughly the
to continue. The Congo blames the US size of Western Europe also adds to the
for failing to criticize Rwanda and difficulties.
“It’s totally inadequate,” argued
Uganda, who are US allies. “Since
President Kabila came to power, we have Jakkie Potgieter, senior researcher at the
received no assistance from the United Institute for Strategic Studies in South
States, while Rwanda and Uganda have Africa.
If the Security Council approves the
continued to receive aid,” argued Uba
Thassinda the Congo vice president for mission, it will be the first of its kind in
international cooperation. “How can they Africa since the 1960’s.
keep helping those countries?” he
Sources: New York Times ( Feb. 6,
inquired.
2000, Feb. 13, 2000)
While American officials say that

“Peanuts” cartoonist dies at 77
by

Kim Cutrone ’00

World Editor

Even though Charles M. Shulz, the
creator of the legendary comic strip,
“Peanuts”, passed away on February
1.3th, Snoopy, Woodstock and the
lovable Charlie Brown will live on in
the memories of Americans. At the age
of 77, Shulz passed away on Sunday
from colon cancer.
Bom in Saint Paul, Minnesota on
November 26, 1922, Shulz seemed to
have been bom with a natural affinity
to draw comics. At a young age,
kindergarten teachers recognized his
talents, telling him that someday he
would be an artist. Even Shulz seemed
to know he was destined for drawing.
“It seems beyond the comprehension of
people that someone can be bom to draw
comic strips, but I think I was,” says
Shulz. “My ambition from earliest
memory was to produce a comic strip.”
Even during the hard times of the Great
Depression when his family struggled
to keep their meager barbershop
running, he found comfort in his art.
With his father’s influence and support,
Charles
was enrolled in a
correspondence course in cartooning at
what is currently known as Art
Instruction Schools Inc. in Minneapolis.
It is through the course that Shultz
learned how to take his drawings and
make them come alive in a comic
panels.
World War II changed Shulz’s life,

allowing him to excel as an infantryman,
staff sergeant and leader of a machine
gun squad. Even though his artistic
aspirations had to take a back seat, he
was always known to his fellow military
men as the resident cartoonist,
decorating the other soldiers letters with
cartoons for their families back home.
When the war ceased, Shulz found
himself thrust back into the world as a
civilian in need of employment. On the
verge of accepting a job engraving letters

on tombstones, he found a position at a
small Roman Catholic magazine known
as “Timeless Topix” lettering already
drawn cartoons. He took on a second
job as a schoolteacher at the same
correspondence school he was enrolled
in before the war. While in this teaching
position, he met the people that would

inspire his famous characters, Charlie
Brown and even the Red Haired Girl
who broke Shultz’ heart in real life.
His portfolio expanded while he
taught and his confidence rose. With a
persistent effort, he submitted comic
panels to the “Saturday Evening Post”
and was finally printed. Supported by
the success of the being published in a
national magazine, he went on to land a
weekly comic in a local Minneapolis
magazine. The strip was called “Lil
Folks,” featuring Charlie Brown. The
strip became the main focus of Shulz’s
career from that point forward.
Shulz began marketing “Lil Folks”
to syndicates around the country. He
finally received a reply from United
Features Syndicate, which suggested
that Shulz expand the comic from one
panel to a strip format. Shulz jumped
at the opportunity and created four
panels. United Feature Syndicate fell
in love with is ideas and signed him with
a five year contract. The name was
changed to “Peanuts” against his will,
but the world began a love affair with
the characters that has lasted nearly fifty
years, the longest running and most
popular comic strip of all time.
On the eve of his last Sunday comic,
which was printed on February 13,
2000, Shulz passed away. On the final
strip he signed a farewell message to his
editors, fans and his beloved characters:
“Charlie Brown, Snoopy, Linus,
Lucy...how can I ever forget them...”
Source: www.snoopy.com,
ww. biog raphy. com
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George W.
Bush
by

Kim Cutrone ’00

Would Staff

Bom on July 6
, 1946 in Midland
*
and Houston, Texas, George Bush has
honed what many Republicans call a
compassionate conservative reputation.
He graduated with a bachelors degree
from Yale University and continued his
education with a masters in business
from Harvard. In 1975, he began a
prosperous career in the oil and gas
business, continuing in the energy
industry until 1986.
Taking a political turn in 1988, he
helped his father, George Bush, Sr., win
the presidential election that year. Even
though George W.’s career seemed to
have been routed on the political path,
the Texan assembled a group of partners
and purchased the Texas Rangers
baseball franchise in 1989. The
organization later built the Ballpark at
Arlington while George W. served as
managing general partner of the team.
He held the managerial position until
November 8,1994, when he was elected
governor of Texas with 53.5 percent of
the vote.
As governor of Texas, Bush enacted
reforms to improve public schools, cut
taxes, help welfare recipients find
employment, and strengthen criminal
justice laws.
His extensive
improvements in education included
increasing funding for public education
and giving parents a greater choice of
schools as well as fostering competition
and creativity through charter schools.
He became the first Texas governor
to be elected to consecutive four year
terms in 1998, winning with 68.6
percent of the vote. With a high level
of multicultural support, Bush became
the first Republican gubernatorial
candidate to win the counties of El Paso,
Hidalgo and Cameron, populated
largely by Hispanics.
Governor Bush resides in the historic
Governor’s Mansion in Austin with his
wife, Laura, a former teacher and
librarian as well as his two 18 year old
twin daughters, Barbara and Jenna. He
is a Methodist who prides himself on
contributions to many charitable,
business and civic organizations.

Republican Policies of George W.
Bush
The following lists several main
points in Bush’s bid for Presidency

Education
-

Call for creation of charter states

to receive maximum flexibility
with federal funds in return for
meeting high performance
measures in increasing student
achievement.
- A plan to give states, local districts
and parents more authority to set
priorities and chart the way for
student achievement.
* Empowerment of parents with
information by requiring states to
publish school by school cards with
annual test results.

Taxes
Double child credit to $ 1000
Expand charitable deduction to
non-itemizers
- Elimate the death tax
- Restore Reagan’s 10 percent
deduction for two income, married
couples, reducing marriage penalty

♦
-

Social Security
Opposes tax increase for Social
Security
- Opposes government investment
in private stocks or bonds
- Call for dedicating all Social
Security money to Social Security

-

Health Care
Strengthen medicare by providing
more choice and private sector
alternatives for the elderly.
- Medical savings accounts as a
health insurance options for all
Americans

USA
Georgia tornadoes kill 18
On Monday night, killer tornadoes
ripped through Grady County, Georgia,
killing 18 people and leaving twice that
many homeless. Among the victims
were an 88 - year old grandfather and a
seven month old girl. It was the deadli
est tomadoe to hit the state since 1944.

Clinton helps heating
President Clinton ordered a release of
of another $125 million in government
aid to help families pay for the rising
cost of heating oil. Mr. Clinton also
suggested that states address home
heating issues for middle class citizens
as well as the needy.

International
Talks fail to patch rift
Sinn Fein President, Garry Adams’ de
mands to restore the suspended N. Ire
land government were met with de
mands from other participants that the
IRA return to disarmament talks. Mr.
Adams claims that his party is being
unfairly scapegoated.

Russia and NATO repair ties
NATO and Russia have agreed to try
and repair ties after a year of tension
over Kosovo and Chechnya. A joint
statement from Nato and Russian Presi
dent Vladimir Putin says that the two
are aimed at intensifying contacts.

Health and Science
New York; Heart attack city
White females in New York state had
the highest death rates from heart dis
ease in the United States. The state also
ranked second highest among the over
all female death rate nationally.

Reno fights Internet crime
Attorney General Janet Reno told a sen
ate panel that preventing cyber crime
is one of the most critical issues to be
addressed. She supports an increase in
funding in order to catch and prevent
hackers.

Make the World a better

place...
The Cowl World section needs more

writers. If you would like to keep the
campus abreast of current world events,
stop by The Cowl office in Slavin 104A
and fill out an application or call x2214.

-

Foreign Policy
Refocusing of America’s policy in
Asia on friends and allies
- Press for reform at international
financial institutions such as the
World Bank, including greater
transparency and accountability at
these intitutions themselves.
- Said option of ground troops
should not have been taken off the
table in Kosovo intervention

-

Abortion
-

Pro life with exceptions of rape,
incest and life of the mother
- Opposes same sex marriage
- Supports parental notification ,
banning use of taxpayer funds for
abortion, and banning partial birth
abortions.
Source: www.georgewbush.com, NY
Times

Dexedrine
Study
The Miriam Hospital is
seeking subjects between
21-35 years old for a
research study. The study
will examine the effects of
Dexedrine, a stimulate and
appetite suppressant.
Subjects will receive a free
one hour medical screen
ing that includes a physical
exam and lab tests. Sub
jects wil then participate in
a one hour baseline session
followed by two -four hour
sessions, one week apart,
at The Miriam Hospital.
Participants will be com
pensated $125 for their
participation.
Call 793-7345 for
further information.

ATTENTION
SMOKERS
The Center for Behavioral
and Preventative Medicine at
the Miriam Hospital, a
Lifespan partner, is conduct
ing FREE research studies to
leam more about why people
smoke.
Your participation would
require two one hour visits
to the Miriam Hospital over
a one month period.
You will be compensated
$50.00 for your time and
effort.
If you are a cigarette smoker
over the age of 18 and are
interested in learning more
about the studies,

Please call:
401-793-7985
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I would like to respond to the
presence of some postings on campus on
2/9, not so much as they assaulted
Catholicism, but as they presented the
idea of keeping abortion “safe and legal”
as an “immaculate concept.”
It is no secret that in a way, the reality
of evil makes life something like a
broken play, forcing us to make the best
use of our human lives and resources in
difficult circumstances. One of those
resources is, of course, our ability to
make laws. They shape our lives, give a
sort of guidance about what we want to
be as a people.
It should go without saying that no
one rightly wants anyone to die from an
operation of any sort. But a more
immaculate idea than fighting simply to

keep abortion safe and legal is to
consider how to treasure and cultivate
our ability to be parents.
We can too easily accept lifestyles
wherein businesspeople collude to trade
away their parental prime or
responsibilities for cash and other toys.
In the sales arena and others, we can too
easily allow others to pitch junk to kids
as through they were garbage cans.
Despising parenthood is a selfinfantilizing and suicidal syndrome for
a nation, and law should be used to help
us to treasure our young and our
parenthood, and to encourage better help
for those in distressing pregnancies and
care for those who are bom from them.

Sincerely yours,

I agree with Sports Editor Joe
Valenzano ’00 “Off the Bench.” “The
State of PC Sports Address” in last
week’s issue of The Cowl. I firmly
believe that Providence College should
infuse fresh blood in to its athletic
programs by requesting the resignations
of Mr. John Marinatto, Assistant Vice
President of Athletics and MR. Gerald
L. Alaimo, Senior Associate Director of
Athletics, along with Mr. Timothy J.
Welsh, Head Coach of Men” Basketball.
Providence College should follow the
example of professional sports. When
management and coaches don’t produce,
then they become history and in most
cases seek employment elsewhere.
I sincerely hope that these three men
resign so they won’t continue to agonize
PC fans.

Elias Henritzy, O.P.

Most Sincerely,
Russell P. Demoe ’73

After the unfortunate and insensitive (to
say the least) events that occurred on our
campus last semester this office received
calls from the Cowl, from concerned
faculty and from at least two parents. In
each case the concerned caller ended
their conversation with, “And what will
be Balfour Center be doing about this?”
My reply was that throughout the year
we are doing something about
intolerance, ignorance, and indifference
about diversity. The workshops we
sponsor, the speakers, the cultural events
the moderating of six cultural student
organizations are all designed to “do
something” about racial and ethnic
intolerance. We all work diligently to
moderate what we think is an ideal by
creating a center on the campus where
all are welcome. We continually update
our resources which are available to
faculty and students pertaining to
diversity, multiculturalism, and minority
affairs. Contrary to popular belief the
center, though the site for the
Cunningham
Southeast
Asian
Scholarship Program and the Martin
Luther king Scholarship Program, it is
not simply a haven for “minority”
students. But despite generous coverage
by the Cowl and Spectrum and
announcements on forthcoming events
such as the Hispanic Heritage month
events in September and October, the
Native American Heritage month in
November, the Martin Luther King
Memorial Candlelight Vigil in January,
The Black History events in February,
the Latin Expo, the Black Expo, Asian
Cultural Festival in the Spring they all
go woefully unattended by majority
students and faculty. Primarily the same
familiar faces of loyal faculty and student
leaders and the planners themselves tend
to be the only attendees. What will the
Balfour Center do about acts of
intolerance? we will continue to do what
we have been doing, and more; but more
to the point what will you be doing?
If you are a student at Providence
College you are part of the solution or
part of the problem when acts of
intolerance show up on campus. If you
are a faculty member or a professional
staffer the same thing applies. If you are
an administrator your daily behavior
with your colleagues, with students, and
visitors on the campus demonstrate
either REAL concern or lack thereof.

The Balfour Center in 310 Harkins is
indeed a campus symbol of multicultural
affairs and by our planning we work to
inspire and encourage; but what is done
there is no less the responsibility of each
member of the community- of the family.
If we are to have a campus where all feel
welcome and accepted then it will be
because most of us have extended a
welcoming persona to our colleagues. If
our campus is cold to outsiders or to
those who do not make up the majority
population then it will be because many
of us do not reach out to those who are
different in appearance or background.
For emotional safety we humans tend to
visit with, eat with, work with those we
already know and those who validate us
with a familiarity with which we are
comfortable. This is a temptation many
of us take and I understand this. I count
myself fortunate to have traveled and
lives among people vastly different from
myself. I gravitated to those differences
since childhood so it is not really a
surprise that I would become involved
with a multicultural initiative.
Differences have always fascinated me
and I am comfortable enough in my skin
and identity that I can mix freely with
nearly anyone; but I recognize that this
is not the path of everyone else. But we
are an extraordinary community and I
expect extraordinary behavior from each
member of this community family. That
means that each of us must break away
from the warm and fuzzy cadre of
familiarity and venture into the realm of
the differences right here on our campus.
What can WE do to make things better?
This is the better question. Here are just
a few elementary steps to begin a journey
towards promoting better understanding
and acceptance:
Do not laugh at jokes that demean
another’s identity. Jokes about women,
about men, about ethnic groups or
religious groups should be discouraged.
When you join your colleague or
classmate in laughter at the expense if
another’s dignity you are part of the
problem.
Venture at lunch time to sit with a group
of students or invite a colleague of
another discipline or background for
lunch. When you do this you become
part of the solution. Share your culture.
Tell others about the way you grew up,
where you grew up and the customs of

your family. There are regional
differences that are almost as wide apart
as those of national differences. If you
are from the northeast, a person from the
south or mid-west will find your family
and community life interesting. This
makes you part of the solution.
Invite room mates from a different
culture to your apartment to visit with
you and your apartment mates one
evening. This makes you part of the
solution.
Stop by the Balfour Center and share
your suggestions. This makes you part
of the solution.
Nurture the stereotypes you learned as a
child and refuse to think differently. This
makes you part of the problem.
Offer your time as a peer mentor in the
peer mentor program sponsored by the
Balfour Center.
All Providence College students are
welcome and encouraged to be part of
this program. This act will make you part
of the solution.
When you learn behavior that is contrary
to the mission of the college (such as the
writing of epithets, symbols, and the
making of crank calls) keep it a secret
and do not tell college officials. This will
make you part of the problem.
Look away when you meet a person of
another race as you walk across campus.
This will make you part of the problem.
When visitors (parents, perspective
students, speakers, etc) come on campus
greet them with a smile. People take
away impressions of your campus by
their one experience. Let their one
experience be a positive one so that they
will want to return. This will make you
part of the solution.
I think you get the point. Each day of
our lives we either assist harmony or
hinder it just by the way we treat each
other. No one center can bring about
racial or ethnic harmony without the
support and participation of the greater
community.
The challenge of racial harmony belongs
to each of us. There is no designated
single handed peace-maker on campus!
That job belongs to each o us who want
peace and good will. As our motto
proclaims: “It’s about all of us!”

To the editor,

responsibility and action regarding
crimes, including the blatant use of
illegal drugs, which, most regrettably,
primarily involves the favorite and only
recreational activity of many of our
students. Sobering statistics could be
beneficial to the College in becoming a
safer, more wholesome institution.
Years ago, I was similarly im/
depressed when there were reports of
assaults after dark on campus during the
second week of the spring semester. It
was suggested to then director of the
School of Continuing Education (SCE)

that their students should be informed
of the possible dangers so that they could
take precautionary measures, such as
walking to and from classes in groups at
night. The director refused to have such
announcements made in SCE classes
because they would scare people and
reduce enrollment.
History repeats itself when we don’t
learn from it. It is about time we learned
it.

Once again, I am simultaneously
impressed (in a neutral sense) and
depressed with the College’s reaction to
crime issues at our “very safe school”
[77ie Cowl //]. There seems to be much
concern about the effect of new reporting
standards on our image, which may
adversely influence student enrollment.
It also might reveal just how safe and
savory Providence College actually is.
In turn, the Administration and College
community would be obliged to take

Dr. Wilesse Comissiong, Dean of the
Balfour Center for Multicultural Affairs

Michael D. Spiegler
Department of Psychology
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Heart of the Matter
Even though Valentine’s Day has passed, we here at The Cowl Commentary staff are in the mood for love. Alas, not everyone
shares our sentiments. It seems as though Somerset High School in Somerset, Massachusetts wishes to ban public displays of
affection (PDAs) from their hallways. Is this a violation of First Amendment rights, or, is the school well within its standards and
practices. In the spirit of love, Maryssa Reed ’00 and Marcus Dowling ’00 provide intriguing analysis of this story.

Taking a shot at6 Tonsil hockey”
Kissing regulations are ridiculous, unlawful and unnecessary
by

Marcus K. Dowling ’00

Commentary Editor

This week, I return to the halcyon
days of my youth as a point of
reference for this Commentary piece.
Administrators at Somerset High
School in Somerset, Massachusetts
are attempting to ban public displays
of affection in the school’s hallways.
Naturally, we look toward the
American Civil Liberties Union for
their response, but, alas, they have no
strong position towards bans on
kissing. But, back to my youth. My
first kiss took place at an eighth grade
dance, with a girl who, at the time, I
regarded as easily the MOST beautiful
girl in the world. However, it was
quickly stopped by our middle school
principal, Mr. Marchese, as he felt as
though it was inappropriate for two
individuals to show their feelings for
each other in such a way in public.
Yes, I have an axe to grind this week,
as I will strive to defend the fact that
Emily and I were well within our legal
rights, and, gosh damit, why do school
administrators have to be so mean!
Well, not really. After eight years,
I feel that I can put that situation
behind me, but I still do not believe
that America’s school systems have
the right to legislate morality. I echo
the sentiments of Somerset High

School freshman Heather Rita when she
says “It’s just a kiss, it’s no big deal.”
There are already laws on the books
across the country which define indecent
behavior. Nowhere in this legislation
does it state that kissing constitutes
indecent behavior. Sure. “Playing tonsil
hockey,” (as the kids call it these days)
may extend far past the realm of
generally accepted behavior, but so does
picking one’s nose in class, not sharing
a ham and cheese sandwich with your
best friend, and calling “frontsies” on
your worst enemy. Yet, I have not read
of a public school which Even though
acceptable behavior may have a sliding
scale that is uncomfortable for some,
there needs to be greater tolerance for
those individuals who wish to express
their love for their significant other.
Donald Rebello, principal at
Somerset, claims that he wants to
promote “mutual respect” between the
faculty and students. What about Mr.
Rebello respecting the freedom of
speech of his students? I am certain that
he allows for free expression in the
school’s newspaper, and allows for
students to express themselves
artistically as well. I am not stating that
kissing is a totally comparable form of
expression in relation to art or
journalism. But, the fact still remains
that they are both protected under the
freedom of speech. As Somerset

freshman Crystal O’Connell states,
“They banned hats, now they’re banning
kissing. What else are they going to
ban?” This is ridiculous. Banning
kissing is a completely random activity.
Certainly, I do not believe that Somerset
High School has become a hedonist
paradise filled with magical orgies. If
anything, banning kissing may open
up the proverbial can of worms of
“kissing protests,” where possibly
people may kiss in rebellion. What
do Rebello and his band of Orwellian
thoughtpolice do in such a situation.
Would they stick to their pragmatic
principle and suspend an entire school
of students? Or, would this lead to an
eventual repealing of the ban and a
pitiful situation for Somerset High? I
would believe that a school would
rather be known for its educational
acumen rather than being the place
where “those old fuddy duddys banned
kissing.” Instead of risking public
humiliation for such an arcane
regulation, Somerset High should
realize the error of its ways and return
to its former state.
On this level, a serious point must
be raised. When will there be an
acceptable stop to these oppressive
laws? At what point do we realize that
we are legislating the innocence out
of the youth of America? There is a
certain level of regulation which is

fine. I do not want to see carnal
pleasures occurring in the hallways
of America’s schools. Kissing, even
in its most “involved” state, is not
an activity derived from carnal
desire. It may lead in that direction,
but, given the fact that most
individuals are relatively aware of
the laws which govern our society,
this is highly unlikely to occur.
Seekonk High principal Russ
Goyette makes an argument that
kissing is “much more meaningful
if (you) share it together and not in
front of the entire student body.”
This is an excellent point.
However, kissing is not like the slap
bracelet, a hot fad which is
potentially harmful (did anyone else
attend a school where it was found
that slap bracelets could possibly
slice your wrists?...I did...). There
are no negative effects to the idea
of kissing in school. There is no
documented proof, outside of jilted
lovers, that kissing will lead to
permanent mental scarring. Ted
Bundy did not come upon his idea
for his path of rage from seeing his
eighth grade girlfriend kiss me. Yes,
there was a guy named Marc who
beat me like a proverbial
“government mule” upon seeing me
kiss Emily, but again, I’m not mad
about that anymore, am I?

“Kiss on your own time!”
by

Maryssa Reed ’00

Commentary Staff

RD. A. Public Display of Affection.
Some love it, some hate it. This
“risque” activity has become more and
more popular among young people,
even in the school setting. Should
principals put a ban on public displays
of affection in schools? School is a
place to learn about academics, not
how to play “tonsil hockey.”
Recently the issue of public displays
of affection has caught the interest of
school personnel in specific high
schools. Principals are concerned with
the effects that P.D.A. may have on
surrounding classmates. Somerset
High School wants to ban public
displays of affection altogether in next
year’s handbook. The principal,
Donald Rebello, aims for mutual
respect among the students in his
school and hopes that the ban will
contribute to that respect. Specifically,
holding hands and hugging are not of
concern. Educators are mainly
concerned with inappropriate kissing
and further activities. Public displays
of
affection
make
others
uncomfortable and are distracting,
especially for students at an
impressionable age. Gossip among
students is an issue not to be taken
lightly. Rules for P.D.A. are necessary
in a setting where structure and
learning are the main focus. These
rules will help eliminate gossip and

provide a more comfortable environment
for students.
Public displays of affection exhibit
poor judgment on the people involved.
Let’s stand by the saying; “There is a
time and place for everything.” Not only
is it inappropriate, but annoying to most
bystanders. No one enjoys seeing one
person “vacuuming up” the other’s lips
whether in the hallway, cafeteria, or any
other public place. It’s just aggravating.
The arguments against this potential ban

interferes with that concentration
because it is a distraction. Students are
more interested in who’s kissing whom
than what their homework assignment
is. “Did you see John making out with
Jen in the hall? Yeah, I heard that he...”
Gossip, Gossip, Gossip.
In certain instances gossip concerning
students at school can be very serious.
Fighting, name calling, and student
isolation are all significant effects. Of
course P.D.A does not cause all gossip,

No one enjoys seeing one
person “vacuuming up” the
other’s lips whether in the
hallway, cafeteria, or any
other public place

________

regard a person’s freedom of expression.
Of course P.D.A is not illegal (depending
how far one goes), but how far can one
let it go? If there are no guidelines on
public displays of affection in schools
then what will be next? Some people
show shame in what they do in front of
others and it may lead to significant
problems.
Schools are places to learn and
environments for concentration. P.D.A.

________ J

but enforcing rules may eliminate at
least some of it. Think back to your high
school years and remember those
couples that were joined at the hip (or
shall I say mouth). It is not very
attractive to watch two people create a
spectacle of themselves in front of a
group of people.
It is actually
embarrassing to be the person watching.
Do you continue to stare or ignore them?
It’s kind of difficult to ignore something

that is pretty much right in your face.
What ever happened to privacy? One
would think that individuals would not
choose to have their personal lives laid
right out on the table.
It seems as though it is an individual
preference. Some mind it and some
do not.
There are actual legal cases that
have arisen in the past due to students
defying rules on public displays of
affection. Certain Catholic schools
have strict guidelines about this policy
and have actually expelled students
because of repeated warnings. In a
recent poll, people living in a specific
community were asked whether or not
they agreed with the ban at the high
school. A little over half of the
individuals polled did not agree with
the ruling.
Whether or not students and
adults agree with the ban, it is
definitely in effect for next year. It
will be interesting to see how
students react to the change and
whether or not it makes a difference
in the school. With new guidelines
for public displays of affection, there
will be a better chance for students
to concentrate in what they are in
school for and not who is dating
whom. Remember, no one wants to
see a couple physically proclaim
their love to one another. School is
for academics, not soap operas. As
an old teacher of mine would say,
“Kiss on your own time!”
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Scammed in a
New York minute
. . . and no one
cares!
Hillary Clinton is running for a U.S. Senate
seat in New York. Isn’t there something better
for her to do with her time?
all boils down, the best thing
Hillary did for herself was to marry
Commentary Staff
Bill Clinton.
The First Lady. The Smartest
We should give her the benefit
Woman In The World. The New York of the doubt though. Looking past
Democratic Senate Candidate. The something
so
minor
as
Hillary. The woman has so many titles qualifications, she could very well
that it’s intimidating. She has been at represent New York on key issues.
the edge and center of controversy for It’s never really clear where she
the last eight years, beginning with stands though. Most thought she
Gennifer Flowers through health care was a feminist, but she wouldn’t
and executive power up to Monica. dare forsake her husband or her
Now a week and a half ago, she has national platform on Monica or
confirmed the nearly year long even when the truth came out about
speculation of her New York Senate Gennifer Flowers. Her public
bid. Not only has she been the first statements are also duplicitous.
First Lady to take up far more issues This last weekend she had to
than just a special cause (drugs for correct a Martin Luther King Day
Nancy Reagan, literacy for Barbara speech in which she called the
Bush), but she is also the first to run death of Amadou Diallo “a tragic
for public office. In spite of her name murder.” Says HRC now, “That was
recognition and almost universal just a misstatement on my part.”
media acclaim, her candidacy leaves After a possible tainting of the jury
many on both sides of the aisle and pool, it’s just a misstatement?
even non-partisans in doubt of her Maybe respect for the law runs in
qualifications, aside from the whole the family.
“carpetbagger” controversy.
The whole atmosphere of the
Now please don’t misunderstand campaign smacks of arrogance.
me. Hillary Rodham Clinton is a very Who is this woman or these people
talented and intelligent woman. While to march into New York, stepping
my encounter with her as one of about over Democrats with years of
one hundred students was brief and planning and public service
fairly impersonal, I was impressed (not building up to this point? How do
that big of a deal) by her ability to they expect the majority of New
concentrate and allocate quality time Yorkers to greet Hillary? “Thank
with White House visitors. This is a you so much for gracing us with
great quality in anybody. It’s a sure your campaign!” “Thanks for
sign that she is a great people-person. choosing New York of all states!”
And so is my mother and most other Hillary did not know or care thing
mothers I know. That does not exactly one about New York before she
qualify or disqualify any of them as began her “Listening Tour” there
Senate candidate from the State of besides how much money it could
New York. But she’s so intelligent! raise for her husband’s campaigns.
Yes, she is Ivy League educated. This Now suddenly she has to change
definitely should not be the maker or yet again to fit the circumstances.
breaker in politics, as many George She has swayed so many different
W. Bush detractors will kindly ways throughout her public life and
advise you.
even this campaign that one is
So where else has the electorate forced to wonder if she has any
seen examples of her brilliance? Just political soul remaining.
look at some major accomplishments
Even more frightening than
in her life. She worked on the such a candidacy is that she is a
Democratic council in the House contender. I am not talking about
Judiciary Committee during the Hillary herself, but someone with
Watergate hearings. After that, it’s so little experience and political
downhill. Her work for the Rose Law backbone running simply on name.
Firm is “pretty sketchy” as your What does this say about the New
average PC student would say. It’s York and even American
still under investigation for shady electorate? Have the standards for
land deals. Her investment in cattle high national public office really
futures went well for her, though dropped so drastically? Who
many still wonder how someone so actually buys this? I discovered the
inexperienced gets that lucky in such answer when asking the same
a market. She did hold an question about pro wrestling.
Administration position, heading the Neither will ever be revealed as
Health Care Task Force. This frauds because everyone already
committee of 524 advisers (not one understands that. And yet know one
of which was a doctor or a health cares. It is one thing for such a
insurance expert) was going to fallacy to be pushed on little kids
decide the fate of American health and other folks for entertainment
care in secret. Not only was she purposes, but quite another when
reckless in this role, but it was a such people will be deciding crucial
policy disaster that almost domestic and foreign policy. It may
guaranteed the GOP Congressional sound ideal, but people seeking
victory in 1994. After all that, she is U.S. Senate seats should have had
clearly running on name recognition. some success in their lives beyond
If another person with absolutely no a choice marriage and an Ivy
successful policy experience decided League education. You would think
to run for the U.S. Senate from New and hope that New York Democrats
York, they wouldn’t be considered. and all New Yorkers would be
She has arrived at this point in insulted by anything else offered to
politics as the First Lady. When it them, but the silence is deafening.
by

Dave Holman ’03
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How’s this for
a concept:
Respectful free
speech
by Joe Creamer ’01
Commentary Staff

The power of symbols is
underestimated too often. Images,
letters, numbers, and signs:
immediately bring to mind a certain
concept, idea, or belief. For example,
the intertwined NY insignia makes us
think of a fat second baseman, an
apostate pitcher, and a mouth in the
front office. However, the individual
symbols themselves are only the
means to convey an idea. It is the idea
or concept behind the symbol that
bears the meaning. To a person from
the twelfth century, the golden arches
just look like a yellow M, whereas we
can taste the greasy, sally fries in our
mouth as soon as we spot the golden
arches. Through our association of

a sacred symbol for many people.
Their message was a political and
constitutional one. yet they
unnecessarily
insulted
and
disrespected the dearly held beliefs of
many other people.
This unknown trio does have a
right to free speech. (Maybe not at a
private institution, but constitutionally
speaking.) They can say or write
anything they want no matter how
distasteful or hateful it may be. Just
as Atlanta’s John Rocker has a right
to make racist remarks, they can hang
signs with anti-Catholic sentiments
upon them. They can, but they
shouldn’t. Why not? The Bill of
Rights protects the freedom of speech
so that unpopular or minority opinions
will be heard. However, this was not
meant to encourage people to attack

Their message was a
political and
constitutional one,
yet they
unnecessarily
insulted and
disrespected the
dearly held beliefs of
many other people
symbols with a concept or idea, we
give symbols their meaning. The
power of symbols is evident in their
ability to make an entire concept
present with a universally understood
sign or image. Some symbols mean
different things to different people.
The Confederate battle flag seemed
harmless enough painted on the
General Lee in Dukes of Hazard, bid
when flown above the South Carolina
State House, many people find that it
stands for slavery and racism. This
flag is a potent symbol which
expresses serious ideas for many
different people. Sadly, many people
who oppose removing the flag do not
understand the power and significance
of symbols in all our lives.
Last Wednesday morning, three
young men were discovered hanging
posters on buildings around campus,
which read “How’s this for an
immaculate concept: keep abortion
safe and legal,” Accompanying these
words was a picture of the Blessed
Virgin Mary, This icon is a powerful
symbol to many people. These young
men denigrated a symbol, one which
represents love and purity. She is the
intercessor between God and man.
She showed exceptional courage by
carrying God’s gift of redemption to
the world, even while unwed. They
made a mockery of the religion of
millions of people, specifically many
people on this campus. They profaned

other people or their religions.
Ideally, the guaranteed right to
freedom of speech allows for
dialogue and discussion among
people who disagree, and eventually
compromise, an essential ingredient
of democracy. Compromise cannot
be accomplished through anonymous
attacks. Instead, a believer in
democracy should stand up and speak
reasonably in support of his position,
not hide behind mocking posters and
clever phrases. A supporter of
democracy should listen to his
opponent, and, instead of fearing
open debate, he or she should
embrace it. Free speech should be
used to make people think, not to
cause hurt or injury. One should
attack the issues, not the people, Free
speech should be used in a manner
that respects the ideas and beliefs of
others, even when one disagrees with
those ideas and beliefs. Free speech
should not be used to denigrate the
personal religious beliefs of others,
which are also protected by the Bill
of Rights, If one has opinions to
express, one ought to write a letter to
the editor, hold a forum, or stage a
peaceful protest. Most important of
all, free speech serves no purpose and
has no value if no one is listening.
And, no matter how loud young men
like this anonymous trio scream, they
must realize that no one will listen to
a message tinged with hatred.
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Sending our women “over there”
by

Dan Reed ’02

Asst. Commentary Editor

Unfortunately, there has always
been war, and as long as one group of
people wants what another has, there
will always be war. Nations are,
therefore, forced to create large armies
to defend themselves from aggressors
and sometimes to claim what they
desire. As the technology used in war
has become steadily more advanced,
the men involved in the fighting hardly
ever see the people they are killing.
Lately, this antiseptic type of combat
has led to increasingly loud cries that
men alone should not have the
privilege of fighting, but women
should be allowed to fill combat
positions as well. Already, women
serve admirably in a number of combat
support roles, and have even begun to
serve in the navy on ships of war. We
seem on the verge of creating a unisex
army.
Inevitably, a number of sexists have
chosen to resist this achievement, and
keep women out of prestigious combat
roles such as the infantry. They cite
two main reasons to keep the army free
of further female encroachment. First,
they claim that women are physically
incapable of shouldering the burden of
wartime service. I have seen many
women, however, who are far more
capable of lugging around a rifle than
I am, yet I still could wind up fighting
in the next war. Secondly, these critics
claim that the logistical difficulties of
having an army with both men and
women would make such an effort
inefficient. Unless they think these
women are going to need special
vanity mirrors to put on their makeup
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before they march into battle, I hardly
see a problem. Just get them their own
tents, and I’m sure there will- be no
problem. These excuses are merely a
weak effort by an aging, out of touch
generation to keep women out of what
remains the last male-dominated
institution.
Personally, as a representative of the
new liberal generation, I support women
joining the armed services in whatever

smart bombs and tanks, and not with
swords and muskets. I personally have
no doubt that any women can drive a
tank or fire a missile every bit as well as
a man. Honestly, I think the men that
oppose women in combat have an image
of a woman driving a tank into battle,
only to stop and check her lipstick in the
rearview mirror. Otherwise, how can
they object to this inevitable evolution
in warfare?

Hopefully we will soon build monuments for our fearless women in combat.
capacity they desire. When examined
objectively, we can see that the relics
who wish to exclude female combat
troops are hanging desperately on to the
image of a group of valiant men charging
across a field and subduing their evil
enemy. Those of us who remember the
Gulf War, however, know that this idea
of war belongs in movies such as
Braveheart and Saving Private Ryan,
and not in the real world. Everyone who
watched the coverage of this war on
television knows it was fought with

Despite my compelling argument, I
know this article will not be enough to
convince some of the male chauvinists
among us that women in combat is a
good idea. Since actions speak louder
than words, I have come up with a
proposal that could prove the female
gender’s ability to fight effectively. . .
let women fight the next war alone. This
may sound a little drastic, but it is the
only way to prove to the whole world
that women can fight in a modem war
just as well as men.

Women will undoubtedly be thrilled
by this plan, but I know some men will
be upset at the idea of not being able
to serve their country in its next time
of need. When I first developed this
idea, I felt the same way. Admittedly,
it would be difficult to forgo the joys
of combat and watch our wives,
mothers, sisters and daughters head
overseas to war, but if we wish to prove
that women can effectively fight in
modem war, it is a sacrifice we must
make. Personally, I am willing to
spend any war years on the home front,
making weapons to supply our fighting
women overseas. Certainly, I would
like to have the chance to be drafted
and trained as an infantry soldier, but
men have had that chance as recently
as the Vietnam War, and it is time to
give up the opportunity for the sake of
those millions of women who are
currently kept out of combat.
Men have, since the dawn of
time, kept women from fighting and
dying in war. In doing so, we have
barred them from an important
aspect of our cultural heritage.
Almost every generation has its war,
and when it is over, those men who
survive have come home with stories
of violence and gore that women
must hear with jealousy. As much
as I would like to have my own
stories of seeing friends dying
horrible deaths, I am willing to give
this opportunity to a woman who
needs it more than I do. When our
generation’s war needs to be fought,
I encourage our government to do
the right thing and send female
soldiers off to fight it, and force the
men to stay home in safety.

by Matt Duchnowski ’01
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Letters, etc.
To the Editor,
Every so often hatred rears its ugly
head. A month ago the campus was
outraged because a swastika and ethnic
slurs were sprayed on campus wall: the
former, a symbol of hatred for Jews: the
latter insults aimed at Latinos and People
of Color. It is hard to imagine we have
not learned a lesson from the hatred that
sent eight million Jews to the gas
chambers. It is hard to imagine that we
have forgotten the lesson associated with
the Civil Rights Movement and the
beatings and injustice inflicted upon our
Latino and Black brothers and sisters.
Good people from every quarter of
the College came to ’64 Hall to denounce
these acts of hatred. As we left that
meeting we pledged to reject prejudice
and to promote respect for everyone on
this campus. I would say everyone who
attended that meeting is still faithful to
that pledge.
I must tell you, though, that we still
have a long way to go. We can declare
our campus buildings “smoke free,” but
we can’t rid the campus of hatred- at least
not yet.
On February 9, a very serious act of
Anti-Catholicism took place on campus.
Posters degrading the Blessed Virgin
Mary and the sanctity of unborn human
life were taped to classroom doors and
hallways. I consider this an affront to
my Catholic Faith. I interpret those
posters as a deliberate act of religious
bigotry. In no way can I attribute it to a
youthful prank, any more than I can put
a benign interpretation on the “swastika”
or “ethnic slurs.”
The Catholic teaching on a number
of issues has generated some wholesome

To the Editorial Staff of The Cowl'.
Under ordinary conditions, I am not
inclined to write letters to the editors of
newspapers. As an instructor here at
Providence College as well as a
Dominican priest who lives in a
dormitory, I consider myself enough of
a public person as it is. However, the
morning I was involved in an incident
that I am convinced that I need to make
public. A little after eight o’clock, I
arrived at Moore Hall to prepare for a
lecture. While I was in the building I
noticed three young men were taping a
flyer to one of the front doors. Curious,
I decided to see what they were posting.
What I saw and read shocked me. In
my three years at the college I have never
encountered such anti-Catholic hatred
and bigotry. There was a picture of a
statue of the Virgin Mary. Next to her
were the words: “How’s this for an
Immaculate Concept-Keep abortion safe
and legal.” Adding insult to injury, the
color of the paper was blue, a color
traditionally associated with Marian
piety. It is as if the person who printed
the flyer wanted to attract readers by
dressing it in pious trappings. Since
these flyers did not have the approval for
posting by the Office of Student
Services, I confronted the men as they
were posting a flyer on the next door.
When I asked them for their college
identification cards, they could not be
produced. Thinking (and hoping) they
were intruders or trespassers and not
students, I asked them to produce other
forms of identification. One complied.
The other two refused. Their refusal is
not surprising. Historically, hate groups
in this country have often chosen to mask
their individual identities in order to
avoid justice.
Finally, without
confiscating their material, I informed
these men that they needed to obtain
permission from the Office of Student
Services to post their flyers at our private
institution. They departed on the pretext
of seeking this permission, but I suspect
that they were being less that honest.

debate and discussion among people
who hold a different position. Where
these discussion are held in a reasonable
setting by people of good will, a great
deal of good can result.
When some one demeans something
that is “sacred,” I find it difficult to
pretend nothing happened. When
someone belittles the Blessed Virgin
Mary in order to express his/her
opposition to a theological teaching of
the Catholic Church, I consider it a
vicious attack on something I hold as
sacred.
The individuals who promulgate
hatred have never understood a valuable
lesson from the course in Western
Civilization. Empires, once glorious and
prosperous, were brought to ruin because
of bigotry, hatred, oppression, and
injustice.
When the Dominican Friars opened
the doors of Providence College, they
welcomed people of every race, religion,
and ethnic background. We are proud
to say our Alumni reflect that diversity.
The Catholic Faith teaches that
everyone’s religion, gender, race and
ethnic background is a sacred, precious,
personal attribute. We are all children
of God and we are our sister’s brother’s
keeper.
Providence College is blessed with
very fine women and men in our Student
Body, Faculty, Staff and Administration.
I suggest that we, as people good will,
renew our determination to promote
Love of God and Love of Neighbor on
our campus. Gradually, we shall
overcome.
Father Tom Ertle, O.P.
Assistant Chaplain
At first, I was very angry and
disturbed by this incident. Having some
time to reflect, I am no longer so.
Instead, I am terribly saddened by what
this incident suggests. I am sure they
thought they thought they were striking
a blow for free speech. But if this was
indeed the case, why mock someone’s
religion? After all, being pro-life is not
defined exclusively in terms of being
Catholic. There are people of every faith
and no faith who find abortion abhorrent
and an offense against human rights. If
the intention of these young men was to
address these people and to introduce
greater intellectual diversity into the life
of this college, why not present it that
way? Instead, for reasons I do not
understand, they chose to mock and
belittle devotion to Mary and Catholic
faith in a way reminiscent of the worst
nativism of the nineteenth century. Then
again, a common tactic of bigots is to
belittle those they hate in order to rest
secure in their own sense of superiority.
In any event, no protestations of
innocence from these young men,
however strident and whatever the cause,
can whitewash their lamentable recourse
to hate speech.
Another aspect of this distasteful
incident is the possibility these young
men are Catholic, if not in practice at
least in name. I sincerely hope they are
not, since being a Catholic and mocking
the Mother of God is like mocking your
own mother. It is like hating yourself.
Then again, like hiding one’s identity and
denigrating a whole class of people, self
hatred is also a telltale quality of the
bigot.
And where did their hatred come
from? How does it find a home at an
institution of higher learning? I suspect
there is a double standard at work, at least
on some level. Unlike other groups who
have endured the pain of prejudice in this
country, Catholics still have their
cultured despises. It is no secret that
some educational and academic elites
who justly find racial or gender biases
repulsive make no bones about their anti-

The abortion issue stirs a great deal
of personal emotion, pulling on those
deepest beliefs and values that define
who we are. Though an expression of
one’s personal opinion on any issue is
integral to a free society, a key element
should be always present in any profes
sion of beliefs: respect.
Unfortunately, this respect was found
lacking in certain flyers that were re
cently found plastering the walls of the
Feinstein Center. The author’s anonym
ity and posting of the flyers under the
cover of darkness are to be expected.
The singular fact that disturbed so many
was the violent barbs were aimed at not
only all who hold pro-life convictions,
but at all Catholics as well. This per
verted message was not designed to
make people consider another side of an
issue or respect a difference of opinion,
but crafted simply to enrage. Plain and
simple, it was an attack on all those
people who hold religious convictions
regarding the sacredness of the Virgin
Mother and human life.
Providence College’s pro-life group,
PC for Life, recognizes that a measure
of respect must be present in any expres

sion of opinion on any subject. Regard
less of how passionate the conviction or
strong the message, we must never speak
out of contempt to advance a cause. PC
for Life appreciates the basic rights of
those who hold opposing perspectives.
We participate in peaceful demonstra
tions of prayer outside of abortion clin
ics that simply petition for the well be
ing of all mothers and children rather
than attacking anyone or uttering any
disrespectful words. Every year, we
travel to Washington to participate in
the March for Life, respectfully peti
tioning a nation to listen to the beat
ing hearts of an unborn generation and
join in our life-giving mission. As
eager as we are to spread our message,
we always hold the dignity of our op
position and their beliefs in the high
est regard. We recognize that a civil
debate on abortion is the most impor
tant forum for expressing views in a
respectful way, and would welcome
such an opportunity should the inter
est arise. All we ask is that our oppo
sition return the courtesy we have
shown them.
-PC for Life

To the
readers of
The Cowl
Commentary
Staff...
Thanks for the
letters I
Catholicism.
Finally, I interpret the actions of those
young men as an attempt to hurt all the
past and present Catholic faculty and
staff who have sacrificed the best years
of their lives making this college work
and giving their students a good
education. I do not pretend to speak on
behalf of the Dominican community or
the administration, but as a Dominican
priest living on campus in a dormitory,
this incident has been particularly
painful. It is always painful to be hated
for what and who you are. Like all of
us, we Dominicans are people. And as
people, we are flawed. We sin. At times
we can be shortsighted and arrogant. We
make mistakes. But we also love the
students. We love them so much we have
given up marriage, home, family, careers
and privacy (and often in my own case,
sleep) to serve them and educate them,
to show them that our Catholic faith
embraces everything that is authentically
human, because God first embraced
these things in Christ. What we do here
is not just a job or career. It is a ministry.
It is an apostolate. It is a labor that
consumes every fiber of our earthly lives.

If you need proof of this, all you have to
do is visit the cemetery next to Moore
Hall.
I believe that evil is sometimes
permitted that good may come of it. It
is my sincere hope that publicizing this
incident will serve some greater food. At
the very least I hope this display of
religious hatred will receive the same
prominent coverage in this newspaper
that other equally distasteful episodes of
racial and ethnic bias have this year.
Perhaps it will even lend greater insight
to those who are prone to make facile
criticisms of the founders and caretakers
of this college. Perhaps they will
recognize the time has some to be more
inclusive when it comes to grappling
with the problems of hate on this
campus. We must not only address those
forms of hatred directed at race, gender,
and ethnicity, but also those directed at
religious faith in general and Catholicism
in particular.

Sincerely,
Rev. Augustine Judd, OP
Adjunct Instructor of Theology
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Incurably bad
by Jessica

Tabak ’01

A&E Editor

Split Series - Volume II
BYO Records
The second volume in the BYO
Records split records series brings
together San Francisco’s blue-collar
champions The Swingin Utters and
Washington D.C.’s hardcore heroes
Youth Brigade. This CD should be one
hell of a rock’n’roll fest. However, the
Utters get the tar kicked out of them
by Youth Brigade’s onslaught. Don’t
get me wrong here, I’ve loved the
Utters since high school. Lately, they
have been leaning towards a more
folky, epic style which has worked
really well in the past alongside their
gruff punk rawk stuff. This CD features
more of this but it lacks the raw energy
featured on their previous endeavors .
Youth Brigade, on the other hand, come
through with some very powerful stuff.
The songs range from the funny but
serious “Where Are All The Old Man
Bars” to the nostalgic but relevant “Let
Them Know.” This CD is definitely
worth it for the Youth Brigade stuff,
but don’t expect much from the
Swingin Utters.
—by Ben Sweeney ’00

Faith HUI - “Breathe”
Warner Bros. Records
Yet another country artist is
making the leap into pop music. Hill’s
single “Breathe” (following up “This
Kiss”) can now be heard on any Top
40 station, which is a shame. Her
music still has a definite country
flavor, and I hope she doesn’t stray
too far from it. But even if you aren’t
a country fan at all, you’ve got to
appreciate her talent. This chick has
got a serious set of pipes on her, and I
like the fact that her voice isn’t a highpitched twang. Her full, rich,
emotional alto voice handles every
song on the album 100% and then
some, even though a few of them
definitely qualify as Country Cheesy.
Worth a try if you want to venture
outside your usual 92 Pro FM but
aren’t
feeling
particularly
adventurous. Best Tracks: “Love is a
Sweet Thing,” “Breathe,” “It Will Be
Me,” “That’s How Love Moves.”
—by Julie Kenny ’01

Man on the Moon Soundtrack
Warner Bros. Records
I remember when R.E.M.’s “Man
on the Moon” first came out. It took
me a while to figure out that it was
about Andy Kaufman (I was a lot
quicker with the Dan Rather/ “What’s
the Frequency Kenneth?” thing a few
years later). Now. with an Andy
Kaufman movie of the same title,
every kid knows who the man on the
moon is (Neil who?), which is OK, I
guess.
The movie’s soundtrack is OK, too,
I guess, although it isn’t as great as I
was hoping it would be. There are a
lot of songs sung by Jim Carrey trying
to be Kaufman, and most of the new
R.E.M. tracks are instrumentals. The
coolest parts of this CD are the tracks
performed by Kaufman himself.
Carrey Schmarrey—there’s only one
Andy Kaufman. The songs that
Kaufman performs himself capture his
quirky spirit better than anything else
on this album.
—by Jessica Tabak '01

It’s really painful, this “watching as
your favorite musicians become
mediocre caricatures of themselves”
thing. Everyone from U2 to Ani
DiFranco to The Rolling Stones has
managed to suckify themselves to the
point where I fear their next single
instead of look forward to it. How can
it happen, you ask, that artists with such
amazing track records can just wake up
one day and no longer know what good
music is? Should we as music
connoisseurs require that, after a certain
number of successful albums, artists
hang up their guitars and sing only in
the shower?
After listening to Bloodflowers, the
new album from English gothmeisters
The Cure, my answer is a reluctant yes.
This album wants to be good, and I really
wanted it to be good, too, but song after
song finally proved to me that goodness
just wasn’t going to happen. Not on this
album, anyway. A nine-track trek into
unchecked melodrama, Bloodflowers is
a boring, cliched attempt by Robert
Smith and his band of melancholy men
to stretch their career into a fourth
decade. I guess that technically they’ve
done that, but the world isn’t a better
place because of it.
I’m taking this whole thing especially
hard for a number of reasons. First of
all, The Cure has been one of my favorite
groups since junior high, when I bought
the “Friday I’m in Love” single and fell
in love with a band who, unbeknownst
to me, had already peaked back in the
late 80’s. Secondly, the members of The
Cure are the creators of my favorite song,
like, ever (“Just Like Heaven,” circa
1987, in case you’re wondering), so I
have certain standards for them, and it’s
hard to watch them be so obviously
unmet. And thirdly, they make their fans
look like idiots with each bad album they
release. I wake up in cold sweats from
nightmares in which friends of mine say
“You like The Cure? Aren’t they that
band who sings ‘Maybe Someday?”’
So I had a lot at stake when I put this
CD in my player and started listening.
It opened respectably enough, with a
track entitled “Out of this World” that
features Smith crooning predictable but
pretty lyrics over an acoustic guitar. (The
acoustic guitar kind of threw my
roommate a little, but she’s OK with it
now.) I even thought for a second that
maybe it would all be fine, that maybe
this album would be sweet and solid, if
not a brilliant whirlwind of synth and
electric guitar magic like The Cure used
to make in the old days.
My hopes were quickly dashed by
song two, an eleven minute mistake
called “Watching Me Fall.” It has a
really lame guitar hook and a chorus so
banal that even an entire verse devoted
to the act of oral sex doesn’t make the
song worth listening to. Things brighten
up a little bit by the time “Maybe
Someday” pops up on the roster. An
unimpressive but solid song, “Maybe
Someday” is the only track on this album
that is remotely catchy. My rocket
scientist brain thinks that this is probably
why it’s the one on the radio right now.
It is followed by a dull “The Last Day of
Summer,” on which Smith sings a very
uninspired chorus of “the last day of
summer never felt so cold/ the last day
of summer never felt so old.” Good
Lord. This limp lyrical drivel is coming
from a band that made melancholy
beautiful for a solid seventy minutes on
their album Disintegration.
The rest of the album continues to
flounder about, trying to find a focus that
just isn’t there. The songs are long (just
one clocks in at under five minutes) and
sprawling, which would be fine if they
didn’t lack the magical musical layering
and offbeat lyrics that have made long

Maybe Someday: The members of my favorite group The Cure ponder

when oh when they
and sprawling songs work for the band
in the past. Unfortunately, they do, and
we are left with an album that never
becomes what it could be.
So should old musicians be forced to
stop producing records? Should the
radio authorities reevaluate the merit of
artists after a certain amount of years to

will be good again.
make sure that they still belong on the
radio? I don’t want to infringe on
anyone’s “civil rights” or anything, but
for the love of all that is good, it’s time
that someone did something about this
horrible phenomenon. We need to save
the reputations of artists who refuse to
save them themselves.

NEW
Alumni Hall Pizza Delivery
Happening Now
Hours of our program
Tuesday through Saturday
8:(X) PM -10:30 PM

Students use your friar dollars, simply call ext.2213 and
place your order and you will be asked for your I.D.
number and we deliver to the main lobby of your place
of residen ce,
Fixes Delivery Menu
Cheese $ 7.25
Double S 8.00
Pepperoni S 8.50
Hamburger S 8.56
Bacon $ 8.8$
Mashrwm S 8.25
Onion $7.95
Black Olive $ 8,25
Pineapple $ 8.50
Cheese less $ 5.95
Cheese less with vegetables $ 8.95
Extra sauce S S .85 per pie
Extra Cheese with tupping S LOO per pie
Additional Toppings S LOO (each topping)
20
Beverages available for S1.10
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Root beer and Spring Water, All deliveries and
pickup order# will be supplied with salt <& pepper packets, six inch
paper plates and napkins.

Friday night special Buy two ppg towing pies and get the
third at half price. We also cut our pies in 8s. IQs or 12s
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Poor, Poor Leo
by Michelle Smith ’01
A&E Staff

by Ben

Sweeney ’00

A&E Staff

OK, so I saw Scream 3 the other
day. It wasn’t so much to see the mix
of hilarity and vicious killing
because, let’s face it, the series has
pretty much lacked both of these
elements since the first movie. It was
more for closure, you know? I
needed to see how it turned out. I
don’t think I would have gone if we
weren’t assured that it would be the
last one. There is a certain attraction
that final chapters have to the
otherwise not so committed viewers.
Even I wanted to see Halloween
H2O (though I never did until it was
on video, and man, did it suck). So I
saw this final chapter, even though,
after seeing the sequel, I hoped it
would never be made. The
disappointment I felt after seeing
Scream 3 got me thinking about the
state of horror movies today so I
decided to share my mental
ramblings with you, the reader.
Lucky you.
There has been a significant
decline in the quality of the so-called
horror industry and the Scream
trilogy is a perfect example of this
degeneration. (I refuse to call teen
slasher flicks like Scream and I
Know What You Did Last Summer
horror movies [except that they’re
horrible... sorry] so from now on I
will call them “scary movies”). The
only reason these movies are scary
is because they combine tense
situations with sudden, loud noises
in the soundtrack. They’re not even
gory anymore. A true horror movie
is scary because of the horrible
situation the characters find
themselves in which threatens not
just their lives but the structural
integrity of their bodies. Sure, that
Scream guy can stab you, but can
he rip your rib cage out of your chest
while you just scream? Which is
worse, being pushed out of a
window or having your head run
over by a lawnmower? You tell me.
Horror movies also deal with a
more realistic antagonist, even if that
realism comes from the fact that it’s
not realistic at all. Sure, you can
shoot Jason Vorhees as many times
as you want and he’ll keep coming,
but that’s because he’s super-human.
The Scream murderer always turns
out to be just some guys, who, for
no reason whatsoever, can’t be beat
up. Why the hell not! At least we
know that Freddy Krueger needs to
be dragged into the real world to be
killed, and that this is the standard
for someone who stalks people in
their dreams. (Note: I am NOT a
fan of the Nightmare on Elm Street
OR Friday the 13,h movies. They are
merely well known examples of
what I’m trying to point out, OK?)
Lastly, horror movies have no
dillusions about what they are. They
don’t pretend to be anything more
than what they really are—pure,
cheesy, bloody entertainment. The
Scream movies pretend to make fun
of the “scary movies” of yore but end
up merely being another example of
them. If you want a real horror
movie try looking up the likes of Evil
Dead (my favorite), Dead Alive (the
unbelievable climax used 30 gallons
of blood a minute), The Things or
(for you lightweights) The Beyond
(the cheapest color movie ever
made. Scary too).
‘Nuff said.

Oh where, oh where do I
begin? Let’s put aside the fact
that I was against the making of
The Beach to begin with. Let’s
put aside the fact that the
Thailand National Park was
altered, foreign plants were
brought in and the entire
ecosystem was disrupted to make
this movie. And let us finally put
aside the fact that hypocrite
Leonardo Dicaprio is hosting
Earth Day 2000 in Washington
D.C. in April. With all of this
brewing in the back of my mind,
I decided to go in with an open
mind. Who knew? Maybe it
would end up being pretty good!
BUT I WAS WRONG. THIS
MOVIE GOES BEYOND ANY
DICTIONARY DEFINITION
OF BAD, HORRID, AT
ROCIOUS, WHAT HAVE YOU.
This movie is a mess. I think
screenplay writer John Hodge
and director Danny Boyle (who
also directed Trainspotting and
Shallow Grave, so I have no idea
what he was thinking with this one)
wanted an excuse to hang out on a
tropical beach for a good six months,
because the movie is basically Leo
hanging on a beach. Shots of Leo’s face,
his naked upper torso, Leo swimming,
Leo having sex, Leo living on a tropical
island. Wrapped around all this is an
extremely loose plot in which events
happen and relationships form, yet there
are never any reasons or development
leading up to it. This leaves the viewer
feeling extremely disconnected from all
the characters and wondering if
destroying a beach is really worth all this.
In good humor, here is the basic plot.
Richard (lovely Leo) is in Bangkok,
hanging out, looking for an adventure.
In the hotel where he is staying, he meets
“Daffy” (Robert Carlyle), this sweaty,
drug addicted crazy guy who leaves
Richard a map of this “beach,” where
there are fields of pot and a beautiful blue

I wonder if I can smoke this...: Grasping onto bamboo for support, Leo

ponders, “What the hell was I thinking?”
lagoon and it’s
commune, if you will (the
The Beach
paradise, blah
irony continues), headed by
blah blah. Well,
Sal
(Tilda Swinton), a
Directed By:
Richard, the
woman hopelessly devoted
Danny Boyle
curious fellow
to keeping the commune
Running Time:
that he is,
secret. From here on,
119 Min
decides to find
things get pretty bad. The
Currently Playing At:
this island, and
three
guests
make
Showcase Cinemas
he
invites
themselves right at home,
Francoise (Virginie Ledoyen), who he leading a life of pleasure, swimming,
has some kind of unfounded crush on, eating, playing, “living in paradise,” but
and her boyfriend Etienne (Guillaume with all the material needs of modem
Canet), to come with him. One of the society (made from trips to the
key moments is right before they leave mainland). Richard and Francoise “fall
for the island, when Richard decides to in love,” and Etienne is perfectly OK
leave a copy of the map for his hippie with this. Why? I don’t know. Richard
friends he met. A big mistake which has has sex with Sal. Why? I don’t know.
its consequences later on.
Richard is forced to live by himself for
So, they get on the island, and they a little while, because his hippie friends
discover that half of it belongs to the have discovered the island, thanks to his
local pot farmers, but on the other side, map. He then proceeds to have images
one hop, skip and jump over a waterfall of Daffy in his mind. Why? I don’t
away, .is a little society. A hippie
Beached, page 17

Movie Listings...starting 2/18
Avon Cinema, 260 Thayer St,
Providence, 421-3315
Straight Story: evenings at 5:15
Topsy-Turvy: evenings at 7:30, Sat,
Sun, Mon matinees at 1:00
Sleepy Hollow: showing at midnight
on Fri, Sat, and Sun

Castle Theater, 1039 Chalkstone Ave,
Providence, 831-2555
Sleepy Hollow: 7:00; Fri- Sun also at
9:00; Sat and Sun matinees at 2:00
Being John Malkovich: Fri- Sun:
7:15, 9:15; Sat and Sun matinees at
5:00; Mon- Thurs: 7:25
Snow Falling on Cedars: Fri- Sun:
7:00, 9:15; Sat and Sun matinees at
4:45; Mon- Thurs at 7:15

Showcase North Attleborough, 640 S.
Washington St (Route 1), North Attleboro,
Mass. (508) 643-3900
American Beauty: 12:45, 3:30, 6:50,
9:35,12:00; Sun- Thins: no 12:00
Hie Green Mile: 7:45,11:2ff, Sun-Thurs:
no 11:20 show
Scream 3: 1:00,4:00,7:30,9:45,10:10,
12:10, 12:30; Sun- Thurs: no 12:10 or
12:30 show

Pitch Black: 1:30, 4:30, 7:40, 10:10,
12:30; Sun- Thurs: no 12:30 show
Snow Day: 12:10,2:30,5:05,7:25,9:40,
11:45; Sun- Thurs: no 11:45
The Whole Nine Yards: 12:15,2:10,2:35,
4:25,4:50,6:45, 7:20, 9:20, 9:50, 11:30,

12:05; Sun- Thurs: no 11:30 or 12:05 show
Stuart Little: 12:40,3:00,5:15
Down lb You: 12:00
The Tigger Movie: 12:00,2:00,4:00,5:50,
7:45,10:00
Hanging Up: 12:00,12:30,225,2:50,4:40,
5:05, 7:05, 7:35, 9:30,10:05, 11:40, 12:10;
Sun-Thurs: no 11:40 or 12:10
The Beach: 1:10, 4:10, 7:10, 9:55, 12:25;
Sun- Thurs: no 12:25 show
Boiler Room: 1:20,4:15,7:15,10:00,12:25;
Sun-Thurs: no 12:25 show

Showcase Seekonk Route 6, Route 6,
Seekonk, Mass. (508) 336-6789
Hanging Up: 12:10,2:30,3:00, 4:45,5:15,
7:15, 7:45,9:40, 10:05,11:45,12:10; SunThurs: no 11:45 or 12:10
Down To You: 12:15
A Wake in Providence: 12:20,2:45,4:55,
7:25,9:45,11:45; Sun-Thurs: no 11:45 show
Pitch Black: 1:20,4:20,7:20,8:40,10:00,
10:50,12:20; Sun-Thurs: no 10:50 or 12:20
show
The Tigger Movie: 12:00,12:30,2:00,2:40,
4:00,4:50,5:50,7:00,7:45,10:00
American Beauty: 12:45,3:45,6:45,9:30,
12:00; Sun-Thurs: no 12:00 show
The Beach: 1:00, 4:10, 7:10, 9:55, 12:25;
Sun- Thurs: no 12:25 show
The End Of The Affair. 12:00,2:25,4:50,
7:30, 10:10, 12:25; Sun- Thurs: no 12:25
show
The Cider House Rules: 1:10,4:00,6:50,
9:35,12:05; Sun- Thurs: no 12:05

Showcase Seekonk 1-10, 800 Fall
River Ave, Seekonk, Mass. (508) 3366020
Scream 3:1:00,3:50,7:00,7:30,9:40,
10:10, 12:15, 12:30; Sun- Thurs: no
12:15, or 12:30 show
Next Friday: 12:50,3:00,5:10,8:10,
10:15, 12:20; Sun- Thurs: no 12:20
show
Snow Day: 12:00, 12:40, 2:15, 2:50,
4:30, 5:00, 6:50, 7:20, 9:20, 11:30;
Sun-Thurs: no 11:30 show
Stuart Little: 12:20, 2:40,5:05
Boiler Room: 1:10,4:00, 7:10, 9:55,
12:25; Sun- Thurs: no 12:25
The Whole Nine Yards: 12:10,2:30,
3:00, 4:50, 5:15, 7:15, 7:40, 9:45,
10:10, 12:00, 12:30; Sun-Thurs: no
12:00 or 12:30 show

Toy Story 2: 12:30
Girl, Interrupted: 9:35, 12:10; SunThurs: no 12:10 show
The Green Mile: 12:15, 4:10, 8:00
The Sixth Sense: 7:35,10:05; 12:15;
Sun- Thurs: no 12:15 show
Galaxy Quest: 1:20, 3:40, 6:00

Showcase Seekonk 11-12, 775 Fall
River Ave, Seekonk, Mass. (508) 3363420

Angela’s Ashes: 12:45, 4:10, 7:20,
10:30; Sun- Thurs: no 10:30 show
Hurricane: 12:30,3:50,7:00,10:10;
Sun-Thurs: no 10:10show
-Compiled by Laura Bergemann ’02
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l\lot-so-Twisted

Folkie Shmolkie: New Lilith chick Jordan Payne is just another girl
with a guitar on her debut album, Jordan’s Sister.
by Julie

Kenny ’01

A&E Staff___________________________

Great, you say. Another Chick with a
Guitar. Just when you thought that whole
craze was dying down (Lilith Fair is no
more, no one thinks Sheryl Crow is cool
anymore, and there is no way Britney
Spears will ever go near a guitar.. .that’s
assuming she even knows what one is).
But in case that kind of music is totally
your thing, I give you Kendall Payne and
her debut CD, Jordan's Sister. And yes,
she did tour with Lilith Fair in 1998.
These are your typical slightly-angstridden, sometimes happy, folk-pop
songs. They’re perfectly harmless and
make for enjoyable listening. But don’t
expect the lyrical quality of the Indigo
Girls. Or the musicianship of Sarah
McLachlan. Or the simplicity of Jewel.
Or the soul of Tracy Chapman. You get
my point. She comes close enough to
each, but she never quite reaches them.
Payne holds writing credits on all
thirteen songs, and she has a ways to go
before she gets to the next level of
poetry-set-to-music. The songs aren’t
anything wildly original; when it comes
down to it, they all focus on “finding
yourself.” But they don’t have the soul
bearing honesty that is necessary to turn
a song that’s supposed to be a personal
expression into a stand-out.
The first track, “Closer to Myself,”
is an extremely catchy folk-pop song.

This is the one that screams “debut
single.” “Wonderland” deals with the
way the world is “Going blind to the
pain/Going deaf to the sight/Going dumb
to the cries/Of the innocent life.”
Basically, we’re all living in our own
happy little comers and are ignoring the
problems that surround those “nameless”
who suffer. Its light, simple, lullaby-like
melody belies its serious subject matter.
Another song that focuses on a
universal theme is “Honest,” which
Payne says addresses the human
condition. A pretty broad topic to tackle.
What it says is that, “Child don’t close
your eyes/The truth contains much
beauty/.. .You’ve been deceived to think
the pain is to be dreaded/When you’ve
got nothing left, it’ll give more than it
takes.” This song features just Payne and
a piano, and the combination works well,
as it also does on “On My Bones.”
Payne focuses on some decidedly
feminine issues, too. “Supermodels”
deals with the subject of female beauty
in the ’90s, saying, “Was it worth the
tears you cried to fit the size?/Think it
over once or twice/What lasts the longest
in this life?/Character or rock-hard
thighs?” “It’s Not the Time” is the best
song on the album. It addresses an
unwanted pregnancy, and the
arrangement of a driving beat and some
slightly eerie synthesizing totally makes
the song work. “I am so confused, I don’t
know what I feel/I refuse to believe this

Best Picture:
American Beauty
The Cider House Rules
The Green Mile
The Insider
The Sixth Sense

Cinematography:
American Beauty
The End of the Affair
The Insider
Sleepy Hollow
Snow Falling on Cedars

Best Actor:
Russel Crowe
Richard Farsworth
Sean Penn
Kevin Spacey
Denzel Washington

Film Editing:
American Beauty
The Cider House Rules
The Insider
The Matrix
The Sixth Sense

Best Supporting Actor:
Michael Caine
Tom Cruise
Michael Clarke Duncan
Jude Law
Haley Joel Osment

Best Director:
American Beauty
Being John Malkovich
The Cider House Rules
The Insider
The Sixth Sense

Best Actress:
Annette Bening
Janet McTeer
Julianne Moore
Meryl Streep
Hilary Swank

Best Screenplay—Adapted:
The Cider House Rules
Election
The Green Mile
The Insider
The Talented Mr. Ripley

Best Supporting Actress:
Toni Collette
Angelina Jolie
Catherine Keener
Samantha Morton
Chloe Sevigny

Best Screenplay—Original: I
American Beauty
Being John Malkovich
Magnolia
The Sixth Sense
Topsy-Turvy

is a child/...And guilt is great on my
shoulders tonight/Can someone please
tell me/What is wrong and what is
right?” The anguish any woman in this
position would feel comes right through.
Another song that tugs at the
heartstrings is “Fatherless at 14.” Its
sweet simplicity comes from the fact that
Payne wrote it around age fifteen for a
friend whose father had suffered a
sudden, fatal heart attack. The father
speaks to his daughter through the song:
“Love, I never planned it this way/Never
this soon and never this day/Heaven’s
quite a sight to see/I’m sure you’ll be
here too/And though it’s beautiful my
dear/It can’t compare to you.”
“The Second Day” just doesn’t
stand out, and “Modern Day Moses”
is a little too jazzy and “junior high
chorus-like” it just sounds too trite and
motivational speaker-ish. “The time

is now, the moment’s here/Walk in
faith or stand in fear/Change the
course of History.” Hello, Tony
Roberts.
Overall, Jordan’s Sister has more hits
than misses. The songs are credible and
listen-able and are definitely the type that
get stuck in your head for the rest of the
day. But there’s nothing here that really
makes Payne appear to be the Next Big
Thing, although she does have some
definite potential with her alternating
Little Girl/Seasoned, World-Weary
Performer voice. All the topics dealt
with are pretty commonplace and have
been done a hundred times over. There
aren’t any refreshingly new takes on
them, but the music as a whole (taking
into consideration the vocals, the lyrics,
and the arrangements) is good and worth
a listen. However, if you’re looking for
originality, look elsewhere.

You were a good man, Charlie Schultz.

(1922-2000)
Thank you for being one.
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19 Reasons
to Leave
Campus...
Fine Arts
Microcosms- Paintings and
Drawings by Lilia Samson (thru
2/21) 9AM-9PM Corridor
Galleries URI Free
A
Measured
QuietudeContemporary Irish Drawings
(thru March 12) 1PM-4PM David
Winton Bell Gallery
Andrew Thomas’s Oil Paintings
(thru 2/18) 6-8 PM Knight
Campus Art Gallery
Belonging to Memory: Pictures
by Mark Goodman (2/29) 1 -4PM
Fine Arts Center URI
Simple Statements (thru 3/5)
12-5PM Fine Arts Center Gallery,
URI
Reinventing the Valentine (thru 2/
25) 11-4PM and 6-9PM RIC

•

•

•
•
•
•

Music
Michael Nicolela (2/19) 9PM
AS220 $8
Jazz w/ the Hal Crook Group
(2/22) 9PM AS220 $5
Primus (2/17) 8PM Lupo’s $20
Lords of Acid (2/22) Lupo’s $ 18
No Use for a Name (2/18) 8PM
Met Cafe
Canderia, Scarhead and Burried
Alive (2/19) 8PM Met Cafe
Riders on the Storm (2/19) 8PM
The Living Room

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Theatre
•

The Heiress (2/11-2J20) SPMFri
and Sat, 2PM Sun RIC Theatre
Travesties (2/17-2/20) 8PM
Thurs-Sat 3PM Sun The Sandra
Feinstein Gamm Theatre

•

Etc.
•

•
•

•

Improv Jones (2/17 and 2/24)
10PM AS220 $3
Figure Drawing (2/21) 7PM
AS220 $5
Performance Workshop (2/24)
6PM AS220 Free
Andre Fernandez-Comedian
(2/17-2/20) The Comedy
Connection

Arts & Entertainment

Malcolm on Top
by Erin Keller ’02
A&E Staff

There’s nothing like jumping on the
bandwagon.
Thank God for Malcom in the Middle.
Ironic that Fox, the television network
that produced this season’s most
premiere failures, has also brought the
season’s biggest hit. Created by
Linwood Boomer, this show is a breath
of fresh air in what is quickly becoming
a very stale genre.
Television dramas are blooming.
New gems like The Sopranos have the
whole nation excited, while old favorites
like ER are still able to keep up with
them.
Game shows have been
resurrected, with shows like Greed, M,
and the cult hit that started it all, Who
Wants to Be a Millionaire, giving away
loads of trivia (and cash) every week.
The comedies, however, are in a rut.
With the exception of Malcom, not one
show has stood out, the way one used to
every once in awhile. None of the halfhour humor that prime time is offering
these days is going to become a classic
like Seinfeld, The Simpsons etc. In a
haystack of typical, studio audience, love
relationship and/or workplace centered
comedies, many viewers have stopped
looking for a new needle. News Radio,
Jesse, Friends, Caroline in the City,
Frasier, Veronica’s Closet and 3rd Rock
From the Sun— though they may be
funny (except for Jesse of course...why
the hell is that show still on the air??),
they are basically step by step, color by
number, generic comedies. You can
practically see the “Applause” sign
flashing in these shows. And I’m only
mentioning the “hits.”
Enter Malcom in the Middle.
Critics call it “the real life Simpsons,”
and for the most part, that’s an
accurate critique. The non-studio
audience, the “one camera” look of a
movie, and the way the character
Malcolm talks to the camera makes
Malcolm in the Middle look different,
and the constant creativity is what
makes it really different. Based on
Boomer’s family (which, when you
think about it, is slightly alarming),
Malcolm’s writing is fantastically
droll and its take on the modern
American family irresistibly fresh.

Something to smile about: Frankie Muniz as the title character in FOX’s
Malcolm in the Middle is a bright spot in the dim land of unfunny TV sitcoms.

The show does not need to add a
laughter track—you’re doing it
yourself.
Finally, playing America’s hippest
prodigy, Frankie Muniz as Malcolm walks
among the dearth of talent in this flailing
field. With very few exceptions (all four
of whom happen to be on NBC’s Will and
Grace), it has been too long a time since
brilliant comedic stars have shone in a
sitcom. Muniz as Malcolm is showing
that he, unlike most actors on TV today,
has the potential to be a sitcom star. Even
more impressive is that this breakout talent
is eleven years old. As the narrator of the
show, Muniz flawlessly portrays a young
boy continually amazed, confused, and at
times disgusted with his six person family.
Never over the top, an acting flaw all too
typical of the young ones, Muniz is
perfect. The cast is further enhanced by
the comedic talents of Jane Kaczmarek,

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

AS220 115 Empire St., 831 -9327
The Comedy Connection 39
Warren Ave. E. Providence
438-8383
David Winton Bell Gallery List
Art Center Brown University 64
College St. Providence
Festival Ballet of RI5 Hennessey
Ave. N. Providence 353-1129
Gallery 401 401 Elmgrove Ave
861-8800
Knight Campus Art Gallery 400
East Avenue Warwick 825-2220
The Living Room 23 Rathbone
521-5200
The Met Cafe 130 Union St.
861-2142
North Kingston High School
Route 1A and Fairway Dr., N.
Kingston 884-8377
Providence Performing Arts
Center 220 Weybosset St.
421-2997
RISD Museum 224 Benefit St.,
454-6500
RIC Performance Arts Series 600
Mt. Pleasant Ave. 456-8194

-Compiled by Erin Keller ’02

who plays Malcolm’s crazed but very
street smart mom Lois, and Bryan
Cranston as his father Hal whose only goal
is to stay out of Lois’ way. Also splendid
is Christopher Kennedy Masterson, who
plays Malcolm’s oldest and favorite
brother who was recently sent to military
school for his rebellious antics. Of course,
I may be biased towards Masterson’s
talents because I was in his class in third
grade. (There’s nothing like name
dropping.)
So, yeah, maybe I’m not taking a
huge gamble by supporting the show that
every major publication from the TV
Guide to the New York Times seems to
be singing the praises of. I merely wish
to tell those of you who have given up
on prime time comedy to give Malcolm
in the Middle a chance. It’s clever, it’s
well acted, and it’s a lot funnier than
Regis Philben.
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Open Audition
The Importance of Being Earnest

a comedy by Oscar Wilde
Tuesday February 22

7:00 PM
Siena 212

prepare a 2 minute monologue
for more information call Fr, Matthew Powell
at ext 2353
If you are interested In a crew position call
John Garrity at ext. 2219

know. He does not even think of him
until now. Richard then develops this
“I’m the man of the jungle and this is
my territory and now I’m going to go
insane” attitude. Why? I don’t know,
because a few days later, he returns
to his normal state and all is well.
There is one point while he’s running
through the forest, that the screen
switches to a video game animated
Leo running through the woods,
keeping points. It’s all really bizarre
and mak.es no sense.
Why?
BECAUSE EVERYTHING THAT
HAPPENS IN THIS MOVIE HAS
NO BASIS, IS UNBELIEVABLE
AND JUST KIND OF DRIFTS
ALONG, NO EXPLANATION
NEEDED. This is why. How does it
all end? I guess 1 won't tell you, but I
really should, since I am begging
everyone NOT to see this movie, if
not as a protest for the environmental
destruction, than quite simply because
it is a bad movie. I think the best parts,
if they can so be defined, are the
random red screen blotches that
appear. That probably makes no
sense, but welcome to the world of
The Beach. Leo’s first movie after the
Titanic is an ultimate failure. Poor
guy. It’s all too bad, because Leo
looked kind of good in this film, if
you can ignore the obnoxious, smug
look on his face throughout the movie.
Poor, poor Leo.
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Poet’s Place
Construction Poem

Sjjeneoolence
by

Beth Brunet ’00

Features Staff

There is a generosity about you,
you who did not laugh when 1 snorted,
who turned away when I blushed,
who reached for me when I tripped.

You have given a new meaning to
charity in listening first and worrying later.
You have done a great service for me
in letting me be and become myself,
in always holding the doors open as
we walk upon common, but
sometimes soft grounds,
in helping me to realize my potential.

You have given a part of yourself to me
in all that you have allowed me
to do, to see, to feel.
In allowing me to rub the lamp
o
more than thrice, and reminding me
to breathe all the while; in allowing me
to tell with unbridled passion the stories
you’ve heard more than once;
in allowing me to paint in colors unknown;
you’ve done me good. . .
you who refused to tear down my walls,
and you who couldn’t resist.

I appreciate you for your benevolence:
your gentleness in teaching me
and your openness to being taught.
Thank you for the service you’ve
rendered me. That is, thank you, for
in your service you’ve rendered me.

by

Laura Rodini ’01

Features Staff

He stands,
One tall tree
Shadowing a field of fallen trees.
Magician-like, he raises them again.
His own sized forest
Sanded and split and
Pounded into place,
Then made to levitate:
One board across,
The other above.
Each day, growing solid, Space resounds
Framing the Staccato sounds
From which it came to be.
He’s warping Nature’s form
Into a pile of sawdust on the floor.
(He wipes his forehead with his arm)
and says, “Tomorrow we’ll charm the windows in.”

The Feature? Section of The Cowl is (ookinj for />oeft> writers, sto
rytellers, and picture takers. Get off the couch (after your fa
vorite show, of course), and a/>/>(y in S(avin 104- today/
Entree Special Rotisserie half
Chickens, Carved Ham, Roast
beef $4.75 Lasagna $2.00
Pizza Special Spinach Pie
$2.00, Daily Calzone $1.75
International Special Tortillini
Saute $3.95
Grill Special Cheddar Melt
$2.10

Monday February 21,
2000 Closed
Tuesday 22, 2000
Deli Special
Sicilian Baguette $3.50
Specialty veggie wrap $3.25
Entree Special
Yankee Pot Roast w/ all the
Veggies, Turkey and baked ham
$4.75 meal or dinner
Stuffed Shells $2.00
Pizza Special
Tomato Portabella, and daily
Calzone $1.75
International Special
Attack of the killer poatoes
$3.95
Grill Special
Smothered Burger $1.95

Wednesday 23, 2000
Deli Special
Chicken Ceasar Roll-up $3.60
Specialty veggie wrap $3.25

Thursday 24, 2000
Deli Special
Honey Mustard Chicken Wrap
$3.60
Specialty Veggie wrap $3.25
Entree Special
Fried Buffalo Wings w/ all the
Fixings, Turkey & Meatloaf
$4.75
Baked Ziti $2.00
Pizza Special
Vegetable Stromboli & Daily
Calzone $1.75
International Special
We Be Jammi’n $3.95
Grill Special
Teriyaki Burger $1.95

Friday 25,2000
Deli Special
Chef Salad Pocket $2.75
Specialty Veggie wrap $3.25
Entree Special
Baked Cod Belle vista, Turkey,
Ham Hawian $4.75
Stuffed Shells $2.00
Pizza Special
Vegetable Works & Daily
Calzone $1.75
International Special
Omelets (all cracked up) $4.25
Grill Special
B.B.Q. Burger $1.95, Scallop
roll w/ chips $4.75

Monday
Deli Panini Special Hot Pastrami
Entree Menu
Lunch Turkey Snowpea Stir Fry/
Spicy Broccoli Potatoes
Dinner Thai Vegetable Lo Mein /
Roast Top Round of Beef
Pizza Gusta Special Primavera
Especially For You
Shuffle off to Buffalo Wings
Spitfire Special Rotisserie
Turkey Breast

Tuesday
Deli Panini Special Italian
Chicken
Entree Menu
Lunch Chicken Pot Pie /
Vegetarian Lasagna
Dinner Stuffed Pork Loin /
Cheese Tortellini
Pizza Gusta Special Shrimp
Pesto
Especially For You Grilled
Tuscany & Garlic Bread
Spitfire Special Mesquite
Barbecued Ribs

Wednesday
Deli Panini Special Mexican
Pizza
Entree Menu
Lunch Cheese Steak Sub /
Broccoli Rice Casserole
Dinner Honey Mustard Chicken
Pizza Gusta Special Florentine
Especially For You All Cracked
Up (Omlettes)
Spitfire Special Honey Roasted
Ham

Thursday
Deli Panini Special
Barbecued Pork
Entree Menu
Lunch Chicken Broccoli Stir Fry
I Baked Polenta
Dinner Southern Fried Chicken /
Vegetable Fajita’s
Pizza Gusta Special
Grilled Vegetables
Especially For You
Chef Salad Station
Spitfire Special Pork Loin
Friday
Deli Panini Special Vegetarian
Entree Menu
Lunch
Fried Clam Roll I
Eggplant Manicotti
Dinner Cod Florentine /
Broccoli Cheese Calzones
Pizza Gusta Special Mexican
Saturday
Deli Special Turkey Foccacio
Sandwich
Entree Menu
Brunch
Omlettes / Texas Toast
Dinner Chicken Parmesan /
Pasta Primavera
Pizza Gusta Special Pepperoni
Sunday
Deli Special Sesame Chicken
Salad
Entree Menu
Brunch
Scrambled Eggs /
Dipped Waffles
Dinner
Beef Tips Marsala /
Seafood Scampi
Pizza Gusta Special Hawaiian
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The Discerning
Eye
by

Thomas Scalzo ’00

Features Staff

“Much Madness is divinest SenseTo a discerning EyeMuch Sense-the starkest Madness‘Tis the Majority
In this, as All, prevailAssent-and you are saneDemur-you’re straightway dangerousAnd handled with a Chain-” E.D.
As I was driving home with a friend
of mine after a failed attempt to buy ink
for his printer, he told me that it was
upsetting to him how few people ever
notice and / or appreciate the amount of
work that goes into creating something.
“You spend hours and days,” he said,
“writing a story, painting a picture,
creating a song, etc. and most people
read it quickly, glance at it, distractedly
listen to it, etc. and then move on.”* It
is a very real and understandable
problem and I sympathized with him.
Why do we spend our time trying to
create when the majority of the world
doesn’t seem to care? Most people are
more interested in what’s next than
what’s now. Most of you will spend two
minutes reading this article without
appreciating the hours of planning that
went into it. So why not just give up, let
others be unappreciated and join the
majority ranks of the unappreciators? (I
don’t think “unappreciators” is actually
a word, but it is now).
As you can tell, I was beginning to
lose hope. That’s when I stumbled across
this poem by Emily Dickinson (top).
Well, actually I didn’t stumble across it,
I had to read it for class, but the result is
the same. I read it and felt better. I felt
that someone out there (even if she’s
dead) understands. She tells us that the
few people out there blessed with a
“discerning eye” are able to recognize
the genius and sense in what others might
term “madness” or a waste of time. And
not only is sense to be found in what the
majority views as madness, it is a divine
sense. That’s high praise. Now, I’m not
saying that I am a genius or anything,
don’t get me wrong. I’m just pointing
out the fact that there is genius to be
found in places where the general mind

of human beings does not wish to look.
However, Dickinson is also aware
that even though there is the essence of
the divine to be found in the minds of
people out there, for the most part, if you
stray from conventional thought, you
will be termed “dangerous-and handled
with a chain.” This is a frightening
thought. Is it worth it to continue with
your artistic endeavors even though
people do not appreciate what you are
doing and may in fact be afraid of you?
In response to this question, I ask
another: Is it worth it to deny your ideas,
to ignore your “divinest sense,” just
because most people don’t appreciate
what you’re doing?
I say “no,” it isn’t worth it. You must
realize that there are people out there
who do appreciate what you do. There
are people that take the time to try and
understand what you are trying to say.
After this brilliant realization, I knew I
had to go to see my friend. I had to tell
him what I had learned from reading this
poem; that he needed to keep on doing
what he was doing, keep on creating
whatever came to him. I wanted to tell
him that a few hardy souls out there
would see the genius of what he was
doing, even if most people didn’t take
the time to really appreciate it.
With these thoughts in mind I burst
into my friends room, poem in hand,
convinced I could finally guide him away
from his prevailing lack of faith in the
world. He was sitting at his computer
and I came up and showed him the poem.
He glanced over it quickly, said, “Oh,”*
and went back to checking his email. At
first I was a bit confused by this response.
I thought my friend was being a bit
hypocritical in not appreciating the work
of someone else. But then I thought
about it a bit more and realized that what
he needed was someone still alive, who
truly understands his situation, to tell him
there were others out there who
understood and appreciated. And so I
wrote this article, for my friend, and for
all of you out there who think your
creative efforts are not appreciated. I
wrote it to tell you that most likely your
efforts won’t be appreciated. But just
think of it, when you’re dead, people
might realize that you were brilliant, and
some confused college kid will write an
article about you.
* All quotes by mystery student used with
permission.
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Getting To
Know You:
Malgorzata
Swiontkowska

Name: “Malgorzata Swiontkowska”
Grad Year: “2002”
Quote: “Revere your weirdness—it’s the key to your genius”
On Campus Occupation: “Resident Abuser (just joshing!)”
How many people do you write up per week?: “Depends on the moon.”
Is it true that the residents on your floor fear you?: “Yeah! They think that
I’m what lurks under their beds at night.”
Who do you think will get the Republican Presidential Nomination?: “Janet
Reno?”
Who would win in a fight between BOP and Friars?: “The RAs would blow
them both away.”
Best place to get pizza in RI?: “I don’t really do pizza but I do do tofu.”
In 13 words or less, describe McVinney?: “Big and tall.”
Best street around PC: “I don’t like any of the streets around PC.”
Do you ever hang out with the construction workers at the Grotto?: “We do
lunch together and reminisce about the good old days. You know, when the
Grotto was here instead of a million dollar hole in the ground.”
Alumni or Ray?: “Hmmmm. Alumni.”
Do you think there should be more mimes on campus?: “Most definitely!
Mimes=great company and loads of fun.”
Have you ever elected to take the pass/fail option?: “No.”
Accino or Koffler?: “Where’s Koffler?”
Finally, which song do you prefer, ‘Endless Love’ by Lionel Richie and Diana
Ross, or ‘Hail Providence?’: “‘Barbie Girls’ by Aqua destroys them both”

Fill Me In
Quote of the Week:

Do you ever feel like you
are constantly climbing
stairs to nowhere ?
-anonymous

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)

adjective _____ _
article of clothing_________
adjective________
thing (plural)
adjective__________
verb ending in “ing”__________
exclamation__________
verb ending in “ing”__________
adverb
adjective_________
adjective__________
adjective__________
adjective________
adjective_________
thing__________
name of establishment________
verb ending in “ing”
a drink__________
verb ending in “ed”
verb ending in “ed”__________
verb ending in “ed”_________
adverb ending in “ly”
verb ending in “ed”
adjective________
verb (present)
thing_______
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Un«(e Walter
*
//ate
/alentine’r
Pay
This week’s Uncle Walter’s is dedicated to all you people out there who
were alone on Valentine’s Day. Your Uncle knows that for some reason
people make a big deal out of Feb. 14, when in reality, it’s no better than any
other day. We wanted to remind all you depressed people out there that
there are 364 exhilarating days besides V-Day each year. Since we couldn’t
list them all, we’ve decided to narrow it down to the best nine. While most
of the days we have chosen are holidays, that doesn’t mean that holidays are
the only days we can look forward too. Every day is great in its own unique
way. Take today for example. You should be overwhelmingly happy because
you are about to read:

February 17,2000

Yes You
by Jill Yablonski

’00

Features Staff

I smiled, laughed, and begged for
your attention yesterday. Or rather I
didn’t. You who I see everyday, you who
I brush anonymous shoulders with, hold
the door for, and sit beside in class. All
I want from you is to read this and sigh.
But you won’t and I’ll ramble on
regardless, As those I can name and
count on my hands scan this meandering
prose with glazed over eyes.
I tripped, fell, and thought of you
today. Natural instincts taking over, I
held my breath and scanned the ground
before me looking for your shoes. The
ones you always wear, with the frayed
laces. But you weren’t there, and I gladly

exhaled as that familiar flush drained
from my face. While, lifting myself up
and brushing the dirt and dust from my
knees I saw you approaching. Oblivious
to my presence as you held your head
high.
I type, think, and daydream now. You
read me and leam of me as I live in my
world and you in yours. Five minutes
later you are still you and I am still I.
Confused by the way I let strangers in
and annoyed that not enough accept my
offer.
I will trip, daydream, and laugh
tomorrow-and the next. You will fall,
think, and beg for my attention. Or rather
you won’t. You will walk beside me and
I beside you in solitude and silence. And
I will smile to myself and daydream
myself fallen into your arms. I will slip
into another five minutes of depression
and you will walk by as it always is and
how I like it to be.

Uncle Walter’s Top Nine Days that are better than Valentine’s Day:
9.) Groundhog Day: Hours of tense anticipation waiting for a rodent in
Pennsylvania to tell us absolutely nothing. It doesn’t get any better than
that.
8.) April Fool’s Day: You get to humiliate all the people you care about all
day long, and they can’t get mad!
7.) The day when pitchers and catchers report for spring training
6.) Flag Day: Whether you love flags or just love to bum them, this day is
for everyone.
5.) St. Patrick’s Day: Enough said.
4.) Columbus Day: Think of it! An entire day devoted to the man who
didn’t discover America! This is a day for everyone to celebrate all the
things they have never actually done.
3.) Thanksgiving: Instead of eating pounds of heart shaped candy before
crying yourself to sleep, you can eat massive amounts of turkey with your
family and pass out on the couch.
2.) 4lh of July: Let’s face it, people love to watch things explode. (Listen to
“Coming to America” by Neil Diamond during the fireworks. Trust me.)
1.) Washington’s Birthday: Make those dinner reservations people, it’s on
Monday! (We recommend Chelo’s).

The Messenger
by

Matthew Farley ’00

Features Staff

Last week, I was the messenger. It
was fantastic. I got to class about fifteen
minutes early and sat down in my seat.
After a few moments, I started looking
around the room and finally noticed a
sign on the chalkboard. It read, “No 4:00
class today.” I was so incredibly happy.
I ran out of Harkins Hall with a large
grin on my face and the feeling that I
could indeed save the world.
I don’t know many people in this
class. But I do recognize them. So, as I
saw them walking toward the building,
I told them the great news. For those
brief moments, we were connected. I
was so happy to be the one who was
bringing this wonderful news to my
classmates. NO CLASS! NO CLASS!
Some of them doubted me at first. “Are
you sure?” they’d ask me. “Yes,” I
replied. It was absolutely wonderful. I’ll
probably never talk to any of these
people again. But for those few minutes,
we were united. We had won. They were
eternally grateful to me for being the
bearer of good news.
All this for a class! What’s so bad
about sitting in a class for an hour? I
don’t know either, but there’s just

something about going to class that is
horribly horrible. I hate class! I look at
my watch about ten times per class. The
worst is when I look at my watch for the
first time and it’s only eight minutes into
class. At that point, you know it’s going
to be a long class.
I hate having classes in those rooms
in Feinstein with the red chairs on
wheels. Every time someone breaths,
those chairs squeak. It’s so loud and
annoying. And, of course, those are the
rooms where we go to watch movies!
For two hours we sit watching a movie
and everyone is so anxious to get out that
the’re sitting in their chair for a while
and then they’ll lean forward and then
sit up again. It’s so noisy. The most
amazing thing is that I can’t stand movies
when I have to watch them in a class. I
love movies. I watch them all the time.
They’re great. But even my most
favorite movie becomes unbearably long
when I’m watching it for a class. I hate
class.
We all hate class and we all love that
messenger who gets to class first and
finds out that it’s been cancelled. Here’s
an idea: if ever you don’t want to go to
class, put up a fake sign in your
classroom. By the time the professor
shows up for class, at least half of the
class will have left already and then the
professor will decide to cancel it
completely because he/she won’t want
to only tell stuff to half the class. That’s
a good idea. Do that.

by

TiffanyGreen ’01

Features Staff

My mother came down on Friday
night for Parent’s Weekend. On the way
here, she managed to scare the living
daylights out of me, as well as total her
car completely. She was fine, but when
I heard she was in an accident, I didn’t
know if she just said she was fine to calm
me down and she wasn’t, or if she really
was okay. My RA had to come down to
tell me about my mom’s accident,
because my mom got my phone number
mixed up with hers when she called. So,
when I got to the scene of the accident, I
started bawling like a baby. My mom
had to calm me down, and she was the
one who had gotten into the accident. I
have serious issues. After the trauma had
subsided, I realized that my mother’s
near death experience was kind of funny
for several reasons:
1. My mom takes 295 instead of the
highway because highway drivers “scare
her.” Really, Mom? Maybe if you took
the highway, you wouldn’t of had to run
that red light to make it to Providence
on time, AND you wouldn’t have hit
someone else, AND you wouldn’t have
done a 360, AND your car would still be
driveable. I think we may have to
redefine that term of “reckless driver”
for you, Mom.
2. My roommate’s parents drove SIX
HOURS to see her. They were not
escorted by the police off of the road,
they arrived with all of their limbs
attached in the right places, and they can
still put the keys into the ignition, and
their car will start. We live 20
MINUTES AWAY, Mom. WARWICK,
RHODE ISLAND. Nice Job, big mama.
3.The thought of my Mom just
spinning around in her car
uncontrollably strikes me as wildly
humorous. Isn’t that horrible? It’s like
when you’re in Church, and you’re not
supposed to laugh, but this just makes
you laugh harder. This happened to me
on Sunday, in Church. I attended church
with my roomie’s parents, because they
have a vehicle to come to Providence

College with.
4.Mom, next time you come down,
you are taking another method of
transportation: plane, train, Bonanza,
speedboat, skateboard, snakeboard,
scooter; anything but a car. In fact, next
parents weekend, why don’t you stay at
home, and I’ll stay at school. We will
talk on the phone while watching a
Lifetime (television for women) original
movie. Anyway, your comments while
I try to watch the movie are never
annoying, but insightful.
5. The cop seriously thought I snorted
crack because I was bawling my eyes
out, and my Mom (you know, the one
out of the two of us who was in the
accident) was fine.
Hey, Mom, I have decided that 1 feel
bad about ranking the crap out of you,
so 1 will tell you a confession that I have
to make. You know that tiny, miniscule
incident in which I have to go to traffic
court on March 2nd for? Yeah, when I
got my car impounded because 1 didn’t
know that I had to re-register my car
every single year, no exceptions? Well,
I kind of lied about how I got pulled
over by the cop. He didn’t pull me over
because of my expired sticker on my
license plate. I ran that red light you
always tell me to be careful with on
Cowesett road. So, I basically am the
biggest hypocrite that ever lived. But,
Mom, you can’t get mad at me because
you never would have known unless I
wrote this, and because I obviously
learned how to run red lights from you.
Therefore, I am exonerated from all
feelings of guilt for reprimanding you
for doing the same thing you did
6. Mom, please buy Shauna (my
sister) and I helmets and elbow pads
before we venture out on our next family
outing. Thanks.
7. Next parents weekend, when you
total your next car, don’t call the wrong
phone number. My phone number is
3559. In fact, don’t call me at all. Just
roll up on campus in the back seat of the
police car. This will cause quite the
ruckus within the Providence College
community.
8.1 love you, Mom. I’m glad that your
head is still attached to your body, and
that I didn’t have to dance with a
stretcher this weekend. Nice going.
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The Grad Fad
by

Colleen Lee ’00

Features Staff

The latest trend: shifting weight from
one sneaker clad foot to the other, you
shelter the evolution of a tight knot into
a rubber-band-sized ball of nausea,
confusion, and annoyance. It zips from
your belly to your throat, threatening to
snap at any moment. It has arrived. The
all-encompassing, dreaded, most vexing
question ever, “So, what are you doing
after graduation?”
Seniors, you know what I am talking
about. This timeless, gender-neutral,
recording-like inquiry assaults the
average fourth-year student anywhere
from eight to forty times per day. And
despite the knowledge of its imminent
arrival, nothing can be done to prevent
its damage.
Probably only a handful can respond
confidently to this question. Very few,
if any, of the dastardly (I just broke my
New Year’s resolution) 60 percent of
PC’s population would gleefully
respond, “I’m getting married and
having lots of babies.” These are the
proud recipients of the nearly extinct
MRS degree.
A couple others already have jobs
lined up. And the many that do not, are
seeking opportunities in countless job
interviews and graduate school
applications. These possibilities are

promising but do not necessarily indicate
security.
For those of us pursuing our passions
in humanities related majors, the future
is far less certain. We do not have
multiple job interviews or offers
awaiting us. We face the upcoming days
with smiles, a few books, and empty
wallets in our back pockets.
As for me, I’m heading out west.
They say paradise is there, but that’s not
why I’m going. I have no plans, no job,
nowhere to live. The only semi-certainty
is that each morning I will wake up. And
my first breath will not be one of the
congested New England air, but one of
the misty, yet refreshing, Seattle air. Ah,
the freedom to be liberal in my intake of
life!
So, what am I doing after graduation?
Quite frankly, this question bores me. It
ranks below even the apathetic, “How
was your summer?” or the family
appraisal, “Do you have a boyfriend I
girlfriend?”
Do you really want to know? Then
observe carefully. My life is my
education. I hardly need a cap and gown
or a framed sheet of paper to indicate
that I have reached a milestone in my
life. A graduation celebrates not merely
the satisfactory grades or complete
papers, it rejoices in life’s intangibles.
Everyday I face those intangibles by
laughing louder and longer than I did the
day before, by overcoming fears, by
allowing myself, as Emile Zola said, “to
live outloud.”
Everyday I graduate from something.
The following day, I survive. And
splendidly do I survive.

Fill Me In
(The Bear)
Walking to class just the other day I saw the 1)
bear for the
first time. A civilized bear, at least as bears go, he was wearing a 2)
on his 3)_______ feet, a red tie, and a robe made of 4)______ . He stopped
me at the comer of McVinney, and asked me if I desired to be his
“5)________ friend.” Surprised that he didn’t just say “What’s up?” and
continue 6)
by, I screamed “7)
!” Astonished at my
rudeness, he said this was my last chance to be his friend. Not wanting to
anger the first 8)_________ bear I had ever met, I 9)_________ agreed.
He told me of his 10)_______ nemesis, the evil bear, whose arrival on
campus was imminent. I wondered how a bear with such a terrible reputation
could get past the 11)______ security guard at Huxley gate. He assured me
with a 12)
smile that his rival was much more clever than the average
bear. He would surely come to devour the 13)_______ students, but would
tell the 14)
guard he was here to work on his 15)
in the art
studio. The good bear, my new friend, was her to save us from peril.
I had my first encounter with the evil bear on Saturday night on my way
home from 16)
He was 17)
on the side of Guzman
and drinking 18)_______ in large quantities when I 19)________ upon his
path. He 20)
at me, and 21)
me near death. 22)
my new friend showed up just in time. He 23)
until his enemy ran
away crying. He vowed to return again, but I knew I was safe with my
24)
bear friend. Unfortunately, he made me 25)_____ _ his
26)
for him everyday in return for his protection...But that’s a
different stoiy altogether.

by

Tracy Kennedy ’02

Features Staff

Parent’s Weekend. .. that time, once
a school year, when the benefactors of
our education get a chance to see if their
money is being put to good use. That
one time in the whole year that us
students will crawl under our beds and
desks, cleaning every speck of dust in
sight (but knowing of course that you’re
going to miss one dustball, and it will be
the one that your mother will pick out).
It’s that time when you actually get to
eat out every day and night for three days
in a row. This is the weekend that you
are actually justified in not doing any
homework, because your parents are
around. The campus is flooded with
parents calling at the call box first thing
in the morning, touring the campus, and
getting a peek at our day-to-day lives.
Not everything, of course, we have to
keep some secrets from the parental
units. It can be a very tense time,
especially when roommates’ parents are
meeting for the first time.
So this is the scene that was set for
my last weekend. I’m talking eleven
very Italian, very talkative people in one
restaurant at a time. Oh boy! Yeah,
we’re just lucky we didn’t get thrown
out. However, it didn’t matter because
us girls were getting a real meal for free!
Now, if there was a camera trained on
the table, we all would find out what is
the scariest thing for a teenager/ college
student/ child to ever discover.. .dun dun
dun. . . we are OUR PARENTS.
Completely and totally, and there is no
escaping it. In our room there are no
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Tracy, Sam, and Kristin; we are Pattie,
Barb, and Donna (courtesy of Sam).
There is no denying it or hiding from it.
Scary, yes, but it is really funny too.
As we are sharing stories of dropping
food on our laps, food falls from the
tables onto the clothes of one parent or
another. Hearing our mothers gab about
something or another is strangely
reminiscent of our late night talks about
this or that. I don’t know if it is just
because we are not around each other
with our parents much, but man, if you
could see them in action you really
wouldn’t be sure who was who. The
apple certainly does not fall far from the
tree.
I always loved to meet my friends’
parents myself. I remember high school
graduation and its accompanying events
as a great time to see who looked like
their mother or father. It.’s great. Yeah,
I know I’m weird, there’s just no two
ways about it. Though time and
circumstance may change a person, we
are all products of the X and Y
chromosomes. We are bound, in some
respect or another, to have at least
shadows of our parents in our
personalities. It seems like all of my
friends from here and home are slowly
evolving into the one thing they
promised themselves they would never
become. I guess there is no escaping it.
You know what though? I don’t
really mind that I’m becoming my
mother and father. They are two
wonderful people who have done a
remarkable job raising my sister and I.
No matter what I have done or how I
have failed, they have loved and
supported me. I love them very much
too. So, I guess it’s o.k. if I grow up to
be just like them.. .

If you’re not eating
CASERTA’s you're
not eating pizza!
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a delicious 12-piece pizza
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The ORIGINAL

121 Spruce St ■
A Rhode Islano Tradition for over 50 years

Providence Or the Hili

TAKE OUT 272-3618 or 621-3618

I
Parsing available I
, I
or 621-9190 I
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In recent weeks, Pebbles and Bamm Bamm have been
mysteriously missing from their usual stomping grounds
in Bedrock. After spending many hours at local
establishments washing away their sorrow, Dino and
Hoppy set out to keep the Roving legacy alive and get
the campus’ answer to the question on everyone’s lips:

Where Are Pebbles and
Bamm Bamm?

“In the back of the PC shuttle.”
Chris Powers ’02
Shane Dwyer ’02

“Waiting for their paper
to print.”
Lisa Martinez ’01
Tim LeCam ’00

“Paying their respects
to Charles Shultz.”
Sr. Annette Desmarais, O.P

“The Foxy!”

“Gettin’ it on!”

Wayne McNelley
Rob Nelson
Ryan Devaney
John McHugh

’03
’03
’03
’03

The Peanut Gallery

“On a romantic
Valentine’s getaway.”
Meghan Blinn ’02
Eliana Tasoca ’02

Dino

Hoppy

“Probably in the
doghouse with
Tim Welsh.”

“I don’t know about
Pebbles, but I bet
that Bamm Bamm
will be calling me
for a ride!”

February 17,2000
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Now Open in Providence...

Your Move Games
Come check out our massive game store and tournament center

Our 3500 square-foot store offers a fantastic merchandise
selection and gaming space for up to 200 players!!!

If Games Workshop makes it, we’ve got it! We cany all things GW, including Fantasy Battle, Warhammer 40K,
Battlefleet Gothic, GorkaMorka, Blood Bowl, Necromunda, and paints. Game tables and terrain are free to use.
All Games Workshop purchases of $100 or more are 20% off with cash, 15% off with credit.

We’ve got packs, starters, theme decks, gift boxes, and single cards- including holofoils! We’ll even show you
how to play.

- ■ z■

The Gathering

Great selection of starters, boosters, and pre-constructed decks. Singles of Alpha, Urza’s Destiny, and everything in
between! (Foil cards, too) Boosters from recent sets $69.99/box. Pre-order Mercadian Masques $74.99/box.
Magic Tournament Schedule
Monday, Tuesday. Thursday: Booster Draft 6:00pm. Cost $10. Prize: packs = to number of players in tournament
Wednesday: Extended 7:00pm. Cost $5. Prize: packs = to number of players in tournament
Friday: Type II 7:00pm. Cost $10. Prize (based on a minimum of 12 players): $100 cash
Sunday: Sealed Deck 1:00pm. Cost $20. Prize (based on a minimum of 10 players): 1 box of in-print boosters

Extensive role-playing selection, featuring Advanced Dungeons & Dragons, Vampire: The Masquerade and the
rest of the White Wolf / World of Darkness line, GURPS, and *many others.

And More.,,
We also have cool board games, dice, and other gaming accessories!

How to find us:
From the North: Take 195 South to exit 24 (Branch Ave.) Bear left off the exit ramp. At the flashing light, bear
right onto North Main Street. Your Move Games is 752 N. Main Street, 50 feet ahead on the right.
From the South: Take 195 North to exit 24 (Branch Ave.) Bear right off the exit ramp. At the flashing light, bear
right onto North Main Street. Your Move Games is 752 N. Main Street, 50 feet ahead on the right.
How to call us: In Providence (401) 455-2300 In Boston (617) 666-5799
How to surf our web site: www.yourmovegames.com
Hours: Weekdays 12-12, Sat & Sun 12-8
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at Stuart's
Tuesday, Feb. 29th
3 - 5 PM
Food Drinks Music
Costume Contest

•
:
:
•
:
•

Sponsored by the Modern Language Dept. •

Earth Day
® 2000 f
T-shirt Design Contest!
The Environmental Club is
looking for an exciting logo to
put on Earth Day t-shirts for our
Earth Day 2000 celebrations.
Please put entries in envelope,
addresses to P.O. Box 182744
and drop it in campus mail.

Deadline: March 1
Win a mystery prize pack (it will be worth it!)

The Environmental Club
meets every Thursday at
7 pm in Slavin 112
W

We encourage everyone to attend!/
Come be a part of our Earth
Day 2000 celebrations
For more info, call
Jen at 861-0796
i

ife

■3rMW|i|irn|n||
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The AIDS
Awareness Committee

BOP Movie;

needs volunteers to help them in
raising money to send children with
AIDS to Camp Heartland.

Call Dave at x3618 or
Mike at 273-3033
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .

You are cordially Invited to an

Asian Cultural Show
Providence College

Community
i 1 Blood Drive

Saturday, Feb. 26th
'64 Hall, Slavin Center
6 to 9 pm
with an after-party until midnight
Traditional dances, music,
fashion show and dinner

sponsored by:
The Knights of Columbus, Friar Council
Wednesday, Mar. 1st
11 AM - 6 PM
Slavin Center, ’64 Hall

3

FREE admission! Open to the public!

Sponsored by Asian American Club,
BMSA and The Balfour Center

Pizza for all donors courtesy
of Ronzio Pizza.

Attention all musicians!

r
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The PC Environmental Club is
w planning an Earth Day 2000 | Look for boxes in your dorms and in j
Ke, Slayin 211
celebration for Apr., 17th and 18th. Obe Chaplain’s
| Clothing will also be collected after
We are in search of musical talent for
i masses on Feb. 26th and 27th
entertainment. If you are interested in
i ai
Thanks for your help.
i
playing please contact Ali x4228
*

_ _

,s. :

:< A

L_.

® / For automated \
^/off-campus shuttle^
information, dial x2940
x-a’Ep’'

t

\

i \ Brought to you by the /
S \ S*A*I*L Office / 4

Everyone\
^stereotypes?
What category do
you fall under?

Senior Giving
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Shank IJoa Seniors!!
Jka fottowL ianiori kava returned tkeir
ng de _ _ _______________
pledge cards for the

Senior
program.
20002
Senior OlaSS
C^loSS (giving
(giving r^n^am.
On Ifehalfof those itbuLnti who wilt
benefit from you,r generosity, thank you!
Sally Abbate
Eileen Adams
Kate Agnello
Stephen Allard
Laura Allen
Sara Anderson
Kate Antonucci
Melinda Austin
Heidi Baetz
Kristin Bahrenburg
Amy Bamosky
Neal Barry
Allison Barstow
Julia Bateman
Vanessa Berkoski
Timbre Bernard
Alison Berube
Brenday Biscone
Kathleen Bligh
Tara Boland
Jeremy Bolt
Mary Bombardier
Matthew Bonsall
Claire Borchers
Tonilynne Bove
Katherine Bowes
Debra Bowler
Keara Boyan
James Boyle
Alyson Bradshaw
Colleen Brennan
Michele Brescia
Bill Breslin
Peter Brown
• Keri Brown
Shannon Brown
Ellen Buckley
Gina Buffone
Amanda Burke
Jennifer Bums
Kristi Bush
Kirsten Bushey
Jessica Butt
Erin Caddigan
Corinne Cafferky
Catherine Callahan
Jeffrey Callahan
Sean Callahan
Elizabeth Camerota
Marybeth Campbell
Meredith Campbell
William Caneira
Maria Canetta
Karen Cardwell
Melissa Carey
Kristen Carlson
Kelly Carney
Catherine Casella
Erin Casey
Erin Casey
Kevin Celia
Carolyn Chambers
Brooke Chupaila
Kathryn Chupaska
Shannon Cleary
Christy Clemmey
Rudolph Cline-Thomas
Megan Coan
Joseph Colagiovanni
Ricky Colandrea
Erin Collins
Jennifer Comeau
Sean Condon
Pat Conway
Tom Cook
Gianna Costa
Debbie Costello
Beth Costello
Catherine Couture
Megan Crowley
Jen Cuddy
Vai Curley
Maggie Curran

Erin Curry
Deirdre Curtin
Cathy Cushing
Jennifer D’Amore
Margaret D’Andrea
MaryAnne D’Onofrio
Katherine Daigle
Patty Dale
Tracy Danneberg
Stephanie Davis
Matthew Dawes
Vanessa DeMarco
Don Dean
Alexis Deignan
Anthony Denis
Brian Desmond
John DiChello
Tania DiDuca
Erin Di Vincenzo
Carlotta Dicello
Steven Dobrowski
Amy Beth Donahue
Amy K. Donahue
Joanna Donnelly
Kelly-Anne Donovan
Katherine Doyle
Jill Dunn
Lisa Durocher
Mark Duschang
Sandy Ehwa
Brian Evans
Colleen Eve
Sarah Fabiaschi
Michael Fagan
Dan Fagan
Joy Feeney
Hayley Feyre
Nicole Fichera
Karen Fiero
Mary Finucane
Krisanne Fiorita
Emily Fitzgerald
Eileen Flanagan
Kelly Flanagan
Tom Flinn
Matthew Flynn
Colleen Foley
Betsy Fox
Kelly Fox
Keith Fragoza
Lindsay Frey
Kathering Friel
Brian Furst
Amanda Gagnon
Jennifer Galante
Kevin Gallagher
Amanda Gallant
Amy Garrett
Matthew Gendreau
Toni Genna
Amy Giddings
Marci Gildchrist
Jim Gilroy
Kevin Gole
Amanda Goodman
Gina Goodwin
Jennifer Graham
Meagan Graham
Tim Gray
Nicole Greeley
Dan Grzywacz
Donald Gubitosi
Andrea Gulla
Emily Hall
Johnna Hall
Kelly Hamilton
Allison Hanley
J. Hanley
Jeffrey Hansen
Karen Hanus
Mark Harasymiw
Kristen Harney
Amy Harris

Bob Harscheid
Rebecca Hartshorn
Stephanie Hayes
Mary Hays
Patrick Heeran
Heather Heil
Brian Hennessy
Jason Hepp
Christopher Hilton
Meghan Hinds
John Higgins
Mark Hogan
Chris Holterhoff
Brian Hough
Laura Hughes
Tracy Hughes
Jason Ialongo
Rebecca Jandreau
Laura Jaworski
Rachel Johnsen
Jon Jutstrom
Matthew Kasprzak
Elizabeth Keegan
Jennifer Kendrigan
Ryan Kennedy
Caroline Keohane
Ryan Kerwin
Jennifer Kessler
Mark King
Elizabeth Kirby
Terrence Kirker
Bernadette Klein
Lauren Klier
Kelly Knierim
Eleanore Kobylanski
Cari Kreitz
Claire Kruesi
Rosa-Mai Kueblbeck
Jennifer Kuitwaard
Bethany Lacy
Stacie Lallier
Patrick Lantry
Gwendolyn Lascelles
Kristie Latulippe
Eve Lawlor
C.J. LeGeyt
Jessie LeMasters
Ken Leahy
Elizabeth Leake
William Lederman
Sean Lenahan
Kerry Leonard
Carrie Leoncavallo
April Lepito
Robert Lessard
Andrea Liporace
Diana LoPiano
Michael Lombardo
Carey Lyddy
Maureen Lynch
Michelle Lynch
Patrick Lynch
Vincent MacNutt
Katie Mackin
Monica Macri
Maureen Maguire
Bill Malaier
Aja Mangum
Erika Manos
Carla Maravalle
Aimee Marcel
Jesse Marceletti
Stephanie Marcone
Ned Marsh
Chris Marshall
Danielle Marzano
Michael Mastro
Steve McCabe
Jason McCann
Marilyn MCCarville
Lauren McChesney
David McCormack
Jennifer McCurdy

Laura McDevitt
Kathleen McDonnell
Jenny McDonough
Cailin McDuffy
Andrea McGeever
James McGhee
Meghan McHale
Conor McKenna
Michelle McKenney
Meghan McKinnon
Parker McLauthlen
Alysha McSherry
Meredith McSwiggan
Mickey Melanson
Nick Melfi
Michael Mendes
Jill Meola
Jill Mezeul
Rich Miller
Ann Marie Moglia
Lenny Moitoso
Bryan Molloy
Laura Ann Monteith
Dan Moran
Chad Morin
Karen Morrell
Daniel Muldoon
Meghan Murphy
Meaghan C. Murray
Meghan D. Murray
Ben Nadeau
Kristen Naspo
Patrick Natarelli
Greg Nofi
Darrah O’Byrne
Kathleen O’Connell
Scott O’Donnell
Eileen O’Gara
Lauren O’Hare
Erin O’Kane
Megan O’Keefe
Regan O’Malley
Owen O’Neill
Candice Oberg
Heather Oberg
Sarah Odgen
Meghan Ogrudek
Addo Okyere
Dean Oligino
Jason Oliveira
Renee Oliver
Mike Paone
Salvatore Papa
Cheryl Pasternak
Jason Pavey
Claudia Penza
Caroline Petner
Alicia Petrelli
Kristina Petretti
Lisa Petrin
Kristie Piascik
David Piazza
Lindsay Piper
Karyn Pizzelanti
Richard Polsinello
Karyn Pizzelanti
Renee Popavero
Evy Poulopoulos
Ellen Powers
Kaitlyn Pratt
Jessica Price
Paul Princiotto
Brian Quinn
Shannon Rafferty
Matthew Rando
Lynn Renaud
Peter Richardson
Emily Riley
Kevin Riley
Kellie Ripley
Moira Rippchen
Meghan Robinson
Trisha Rojcewicz

Julie Roman
Kelly Roosa
Shayna Ross
Mary Rubeski
Allison Rubin
Marc Sacco
Nicole Salem
Michael Salinger
Jodie Salzano
Danielle Sasson
Sarita Saviskas
John Sayward
Jeffrey Scaia
Tom Scalzo
Heidi Schlitt
Matthew Serodio
Anthony Serro
Matthew Sexton
Lauren Shade
Marissa Shaheen
Jaime Sharrock
Jill Sheehan
Catherine Sherman
Stephanie Shields
Samantha Siagel
Karen Skoog
Abby Smith
Laura Smith
Mary Smith
Melissa Smolski
Chris Snyder
MT Soltis
Erica Sousa
John Sova
Meredith Spirio
Stephanie Stack
Gina Stamuli
Matt Stauff
Diana Sucich
Brooke Sullivan
Kathleen Sullivan
Matthew Sullivan
Meghan Sullivan
Nicole Sullivan
Susan Sullivan
Kara Svensen
Sabrina Sweeney
Kimberly Sylvester
Mark Sylvestre
Mary Szubiak
Christine Tarantino
Dan Tauro
Helena Taveira
Sarah Tenreiro
John Paul Teti
Megan Thornton
Matthew Tomei
Keith Torello
Mark Tortora
Lauren Tourtelotte
Vinvent Vacca
Jennifer VanderWiede
Lynne Ventresca
Kathryn Vozzella
Kelly Walkley
Meghan Walsh
Melissa Waystack
Matt Wells
Michael Wenzel
Nora Whalen
Greg Whitney
Christopher Whittenhall
Jessica Wilburn
Jennifer Wiley
Mike Wilkens
Christine Winslow
Jennifer Wisniewski
Karen Witiw
Ilesha Wolf
Erikka Woods
Heather Woods
Kate Wrona
Joseph Zawacki
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Lady Friars swamped by Miami;
11 lead changes, Hurricanes emerge with win
by

RJ Friedman ’03

Sports Staff

In a battle of two evenly matched
teams, the Providence College Women’s
Basketball team fell for the seventh
consecutive time this past Saturday, 71 66, to the visiting University of Miami.
The loss to the Hurricanes dropped the
Lady Friars’ record to 9-13 (4-8) overall
- and put them in extreme danger of a
fourth consecutive losing season with
only four games remaining on the
schedule.
As in previous games, the Lady
Friars let their opponent jump out to an
early lead, falling behind 8-2 in the first
four minutes of play. This time,
however, Providence stayed in the game
as sophomore guard Chrissy Vozab
dropped a three-pointer to cut the
Hurricane lead to one, 12-11.
The Hurricanes ran their triangle
style offense effectively, focusing on
getting the ball to 6’2” junior center
Camilla Osth, who scored 18 points
while going 8-12 from the field in the
first half alone.
Miami led 22-15 with 9:30
remaining in the half. The Lady Friars
did not go away as they cut the Miami
lead to 26-22 with 6 minutes left. PC
continued to stay close, shaving the
Miami lead to just one at the end of the
half, 36-35.
Junior forward Jen Gombotz, in a
scoring slump throughout the Friars
losing skid, continued to go cold in the
majority of the half. Gombotz however
came alive as the half came to a close,
as she hit three of her final four shots,
two of them from three-point range.
Despite going 4 of 13 from the field,
Gombotz led all PC scorers with 10
points in the half.
“Jen is a very confident player, and
if she misses a couple shots, she starts
pressing a little bit,” said head coach Jim
Jabir. “She wants to do well, but she
presses and that just compounds her

INK-JET CARTRIDGES ARE
EXPENSIVE!!!
SAVE 30 % - 60% ON ALL INK
JET, LASER, FAX, AND COPIER
SUPPLIES.
Web: www.firstclassgroup.com, or:
Email: info@firstclassgroup.com
Phone: 215.891.1792

HouHOUSE FOR RENT
Modem 3 or 6 bed,
1.5 Bath, Wall to Wall Carpet,
Dishwasher,
Ceiling Fans in Living Rm.,
Private Sun deck off back of house,
A-D-T Security System, Security
Lights, Parking for 3 or 6 Cars.
Call 215-337-9299

Student organizations earn $ 1,0002,000 with the easy
campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so call today! Contact
campusfundraiser.com, (888) 9233238, or visit
ww. campusfundraiser. com

problem. Lots of time its not that she’s
in a slump, it’s that she takes bad shots
- but then again, maybe that’s the same

their last lead of the game, 57-56.
After one of four three-pointers on
the day by Miami senior guard Gina

Photo by John Englishmen '03

Junior forward Jen Gombotz netted 13 points and grabbed 12 rebounds in
the Lady Friars’ 71-66 loss to the University of Miami at Alumni Hall.

“I thought we had done a great job
with game management,” commented
Jabir. “We fouled the right people, they
missed the right foul shots. I don’t think
you can criticize officials, though,
because they’re human and they make
mistakes - and the games over, so
there’s nothing you do about that.”
Osth, averaging just seven points and
three rebounds per game this year, led
all scorers with a career game of 24
points and 12 boards. Graziani finished
with 22 points for the Hurricanes, hitting
4-of-7 from the three point line, and 6of-9 from the charity stripe.
Trippany netted a game-high 17
points for the Lady Friars off the bench
which included going 5-for-perfect from
the line. Gombotz finished with 13
points and 12 rebounds in her fourth
double-double of the season, but
continued her cold slump on a 5-for-17
day of shooting. Roberts posted her fifth
double-double of the season with 12
points and 11 boards, while sophomore
Catrina Hawley-Stewart added 12
rebounds.
With the win the Hurricanes
improved their record to 10-12 (4-7),
good for seventh in the Big East. The
loss knocks the Lady Friars back to ninth
in the Big East, and rules out the chance
of a winning season for PC. Another
loss by the Lady Friars guarantees a
losing season for the fourth consecutive
year, all under the helm of Coach Jabir.
PC hosts Seton Hall this Saturday at
2:00 PM in Alumni Hall.
“We started out this year with great
anticipation and great success, and even
with this losing streak we’re a better
team than we were last year. With
the injuries, you lose your sense of
rhythm, and right now we don’t
know who is going to do what, both
offensively and defensively.
Learning how to win is a hard thing,
and we don’t know how to win yet.
When that lesson is learned, we’ll be
fine.”

thing.”
The second half was a competitive
one, as the Lady Friars and Hurricanes
exchanged leads 11 times. Providence
tied the game at 39 apiece with 18:07
on two free throws from junior forward
Monika Roberts. The Lady Friars then
took the lead at the 15:40 mark as Vozab
hit her second three of the game to give
PC a 45-43 edge.
The next five minutes saw five
different lead changes. Osth picked up
her fourth foul of the game with 12
minutes remaining, and was taken out
of the game for the next eight. The
Hurricanes went on a 7-2 run over the
next three minutes, but a three pointer
by Gombotz with 7:03 remaining
brought PC back within one, 56-55.
Fellow junior Dani Trippany then put
up a lay-up with 5:45 left, to give PC

Graziani, Trippany tied the game at 59
with under five minutes to go. The
Hurricanes then went on another 8-5 run
to go up 67-63 with less than a minute
left to play.
Providence unwisely let the clock
run down to 26 seconds before fouling
Miami’s Graziani. The Hurricane guard
missed her free throw, allowing PC
senior guard Farrah Thomas to sink a
three-pointer from the right comer with
20 seconds remaining cutting the Miami
lead to one.
The Hurricanes hit two free throws,
returning the ball to the Lady Friars for a
chance to win. Unfortunately, senior
guard Meghan Hinds was called for a
questionable offensive foul, giving the ball
and the win to Miami. The Hurricanes hit
four out of eight attempts from the foul
line to seal the victory for good.

Resume Doctor

GO DIRECT!
***

#1 Spring Break Vacations!

Seasoned HR professional with
Fortune 500 company offers
resume writing service to college
students and recent grads. Consul
tation and resume re-write for $35.
Interview Strategy booklet $5.
Call 973-801-1143 and leave your
name, phone # and e-mail.

We’re the Amazon.com of Spring
Break! #1 Internet-based company
offering WHOLESALE pricing by
eliminating middlemen!
We have other companies begging
for mercy!
All destinations.
Guaranteed Lowest Price!
1-800-367-1252
www.springbreakdirect.com

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, &
Florida!
Best Prices Guaranteed!
Free Parties & Cover charges!
Space is Limited!
Book It Now!
All major credit cards accepted!
1-800-234-7007

#1 Panama City Vacations!
Party Beachfront @ Boardwalk,
Summit Condo’s, & Mark II.
Free Drink Parties!
Walk to Best Bars!
Absolute best Price!
All major credit cards accepted!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

SPRING BREAK 2000
From $419

Free food, Free drinks
Guaranteed Lowest Price
Call Free!!!
800-395-4896

www.endlesssummertours.com
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Providence Place
Athletes Out of the
Shadows...

Athletes of the
Week

Fernando Pisani
Sr., Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Pisani registered one goal and two assists,
including one on the short-handed game winner in
PC’s 4-3 win against second-ranked New
Hampshire on February 12. Pisani is second on the
team in scoring with 12 goals and 19 assists.

Men’s Volleyball; Can you Dig?
by Alison

Carton ’01

Sports Staff

Chris Livsey
Fr,. Preston, England
Livesey captured the mile in a time of 4:05.20 at
the St. Valentine Invitational at Boston University
in Boston. Mass, on February 12...with his time,
Livesey qualified provisionally for the NCAA
Indoor Track Championship

Heather Cappello
So., Lockport, N.Y.
Cappello won the 3,000 meters at the
St. Valentine Invitational at Boston
University in Boston, Mass, on Satuday, February
12 in a time of 9:22.81 and qualified for the NCAA
Indoor Track Championship

Standings
Men’s Basketball
Wins

Team
Syracuse
Miami
Seton Hall
St. John’s
Conaecucut
Notre Dame
Vilianova
West Virginia
Rutgers
Georgetown
Pittsburgh
Provide ace
Boston College

Losses

9
8
10
9
7
6
5
5
5
4
2
2 '

l
3
3
3
4
5
6
6
6
7
8
10
11

i

Women’s Basketbail
Team

Wins

Connecticut
Notre Dame
Rutgers
Boston College
Vtllanova
Georgetown
Miami
Pittsburgh
Pruvidenct:
Syracuse
St. total’s
Seton Hall
West Virginia

0
0
3
3
4
5
7
8
8
8
10
9
12

12
12
9
8
7
6
5
4
4
3
3
2

I

Men’s Hockey
Wins

Team

12
*
11
it
8

Boston University
New Hampshire
Boston College
Northeastern
Maine
Providence
Memmack
VMass Amherst
UMass Loweil

&
T
4
4
4

Losses
1
4
6
5
7
II
10
13
12

The Providence College Men’s
Volleyball club team returned to the
court this past Tuesday night, posting
a 3-1 win over WPI to start off their
spring season. The New England
Conference, which includes thirty-six
teams besides Providence, has adopted
a new match format for this season that
originated on the men’s international
level. This new format consists of
three out of five matches scored to 25,
and awards a point to a side for each
one scored instead of only awarding a
point to the serving team. This old side
out format was cut from the formula
to shorten the length of matches in
order to serve television demands.
Providence has finished in the top
ten of their section for the last few
years and hopes to finish just as high
this season. Some of the other teams
competing for positions in the top ten
are Boston College, Northeastern,
Tufts and UConn. Providence is

currently ranked 9lh in the conference
standings and will be taking on 10‘h
ranked Holy Cross next Tuesday night

Currently: 9th place
of 36 teams
Last Result: 2-2 at
UConn Tourney
Next Match: Holy
Cross, Tues. 7pm
at 7:00pm in Alumni.
The Providence team, which is
coached by Ernie Laverdiere, a manager
of the Slavin food court, practices on
Tuesday and Thursday night in Alumni.
Most of the players have prior volleyball
experience and are very competitive
when they take the court.
“Almost all of us played volleyball

Providence College Hockey
Providence College Students and Fans:

I wanted to thank all the students and fans who have been
coming to our Men’s Hockey home games. The student section
has been tremendous. Your enthusiasm at last Saturday’s game
against New Hampshire made a huge difference in helping the
team win.
The coaching staff and the players appreciate your outstand
ing support and the energy you create at the games.
As the season winds down, we have four home games remain
ing: Boston University on Friday, February 18, UMass-Lowell
on Saturday, February 26 and Maine on Friday and Saturday,
March 3-4. Every game is important as we finish the regular
season.
Your enthusiasm and excitement has made Schnieder Arena
an intimidating place for opposing teams and has been an advan
tage for the Friars this season.
So, again, a big THANK YOU for all your support! We look
forward to seeing the student section filled Friday when Boston
University comes to town.
Sincerely,

Paul Pooley

Women’s Hockey
Wins

Team
Brown
Dartmouth
Harvard
Providence
New Hampshire
Northeastern
Niagara
Pnnceton
St. Lawrence
Cornell
Yale
Maine
Boston College

z . •,/ '

13
IS
12
it
12
10
10
8
8
7
2
1
I

'

Losses
1
5
4
5
5

i
9
7
10
12
13
IS
18

</ .' ■ ''-v
-

SUPPORT ICE HOCKEY AT
SCHNEIDER ARENA..
>*«•«*«**« *******♦«<» «•««*««« **»*«*«*«'**»«

Men
2/18 vs. Boston University @ 7pm
Women:
2/19 vs. US National Team @ 7pm

in high school so we take our matches
very seriously. We are ranked pretty high
in the conference and we try to improve
our standing each year,” stated Senior
President Dave Piazza. The team’s roster
consists of 14 players, seven of whom
start most of the matches. These starters
consist of Piazza, Senior Vice President
Steve Wright, Mike Fagan, juniors Mike
DeCastro and Jeff Kissell, sophomores
Jay Brown, Nick Murray, and freshman
Patrick Levesque.
Providence went 2-2 in a tournament
at UConn last weekend. They struggled
early on but picked up their game for the
last two matches of the day against
Stonehill and UMass-Dartmouth. They
will have the opportunity to avenge those
losses in two weeks when they return to
UConn for another tournament. Piazza
is currently attempting to schedule a date
with Northeastern, another top ten team,
and then at the end of March, UNH will
be hosting the Men’s Volleyball Playoff
tournament. The winner of that
tournament qualifies for the national
tournament in Las Vegas.

This Week’s
Meets and
Matches
Men’s Basketball
Wednesday, Feb. 23, at
Notre Dame

Women’s Basketball
Saturday, Feb. 19 at
Seton Hall,
Wednesday, Feb. 23 at
Georgetown
Men’s Hockey
Friday, Feb 18. vs.
Boston University
Satuday, Feb. 19 at
Boston University

Women’s Hockey
Saturday, Feb 19. vs. United
States National Team
Sunday, Feb. 20 at Brown

Swimming and Diving
Feb. 17 to Feb. 19 @
BIG EAST Championship
Men’s and Women’s Track
Feb. 19 and Feb. 20 at BIG
EAST Indoor Championship
Men’s Tennis
Sunday, Feb. 20 at Central
Connecticut
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Local On Track for the Big East
Sports
Roundup
by

Sheree Thornton ’01

Sports Staff

The Celtics edged Utah 101-99
Tuesday night. They were led by Kenny
Anderson and Paul Pierce, ending
Boston’s 14-game losing streak against
the Jazz.
After an 18 point showcase at the AllStar Saturday Rookie Challenge, Pierce
continued to make some noise by adding
20 points along with two key free throws
with 1:03 remaining to give the Celtics
a 99-96 edge. Anderson finished with
33 points including four clutch free
throws in the final 16.4 seconds.
The win was Boston’s first in Salt
Lake City since 1988. The Celtics had
not beaten Utah since the “Bird Man”
era in 1991-92, Larry Bird’s final season.

-Continued from Page 30qualifier, but a contender. She has four
Sophomore Dermot Galvin also ran
weeks to prepare for the NCA As, and
well as he finished second in the 3,000
we hope that she will do well.”
meters. His 8:09.69 finish was also good
Junior Joan Bohlke also had a solid
enough to qualify him provisionally for
run, easily winning the 500 meters in a
the NCAA Championships next month.
time of 1:17.06. The 500 meters is not
Junior Ciaran Lynch finished in the top
an NCAA sponsored event, but her time
10, finishing eighth in a time of 8:23.19,
was good enough to quality her for the
a personal best. Tyler McCabe and Pat
ECAC Championships later this month.
Conway also ran well for the Friars.
With the invitational part of their
“Dermot’s ran was excellent, really
schedules completed, both the Men and
a tremendous run. He’s made great
Women teams will travel to Syracuse
strides all season,” said Treacy. “Ciaran
University this weekend for the Big East
ran his fastest ever, as did Tyler and Pat,
Indoor Track and Field Championships.
In all, it was a very rewarding weekend
Due to the fact that the Friars do not field
for the guys.”
either a sprint or field event squad, they
For the women’s team, the Lady
are out of the Tunning for the overall Big
Friars were led by sophomore Heather
East Championship.
Cappello, who won the 3,000 meters in
The Men are led by senior distance
a time of 9:22.81 which qualified her for
runner Keith Kelly, who met the NCAA
the NCAA Championships. Fellow . qualifying mark for the 5,000 meters in
sophomore Claire Shearman finished 11
a time of 14:09.44 at the Terrior Classic
in the 3,000 meters, in a time of 9:5625.
in January. His time is second in the Big
“Heather ran excellent,” praised
East tots year, and is in strong contention
Treacy. “She’s up to #4 in the country
for winning the event. Lynch has also
with her time, making her not only a
performed well in the 5,000, running

14:43.51 at Boston University it
December. Livesey should also be ir
contention in the 1,000 meters and the
mile, posting team-best times all season
The Women have had many athletes
qualify for the ECACs, including
Cappello, who met the provisiona
NCAA time in January and has beer
improving ever since.
“I think the men will do well as t
team, both individually and in the tearr
relays,” finished Treacy. “The womet
will be more of a struggle, but they’re
going to go out and compete againsi
athletes who are the best in the country
— and prove that they are some of the
best. They’re running well, I expeci
them to do well, and take that momentun
into the rest of the season — because
the real part of the season is jusi
beginning.”
After the Big East Championships
the Friars look forward to the New
England Championships, scheduled foi
the following weekend of February 2526.

Intramural Athletic Bored
Continued from page 32

Isn’t voicing your opinion a freedom
of speech? It isn’t according to Mike
Wadeworth, Note Dame’s athletic
director, who was outraged and
embarrassed by the student fans taunting
of Connecticut’s pudgy point guard
Khalid El-Amin during the Irish’s 6866 victory last Saturday night.
Notre Dame’s coach Matt Doherty
apologized to the Huskies’ coach, Jim
Calhoun in an e-mail for his team’s fans
“catcalling” that was aimed solely at ElAmin. Since the incident, Notre Dame
has assigned more ushers and security
personnel to the student section, and
there will also be closer monitoring of
Joyce Center arena rules that ban posters
and banners to prevent improper
behavior.
* sjc *
* *j|c* *sjc*****

As usual, the top ranked Connecticut
Lady Huskies continued their impressive
run of blowouts. The Huskies improved
to 12-0 in Big East play by spanking St.
John’s, 85-43. The normally poised
UCONN was held to a season low in five
statistical categories last Saturday night
in a 49-45 dogfight win over then tenth
ranked Rutgers. They were held to lows
in points, field goals (19), free throws
made (seven), free throw percentage
(.398), and assists (11).
Despite the struggle, the Huskies
remained the top ranked team in the
nation in the most recent national polls.

least not one that people are aware of, so
teams are constantly joining and
dropping out. This is a major problem
since teams want to know standings and
schedules before the start of the season,
not at the beginning of each week.
The disorganized manner in which
seasons are currently run can be easily
rectified with just a little of the proverbial
elbow grease. Better publicity of set
deadlines and where sign up materials
can be found would be a step in the right
direction. A door to door campaign
encouraging the entrance of teams would
also be a possibility, as well as working
with Residence Life to get floor teams
created. At most schools the intramural
season starts in the second week of
school, and teams cannot join past that
week. If that format is followed, there
would be success at creating a schedule,
getting teams signed up, and increasing
the interest of the student body.
Schedules have several beneficial
results. First there is the idea of getting
teams season schedules is executed, but
also the campus newspaper (that’s us!)
will be able to cover intramurals as a beat
every week and provide standings in
each week’s issue. The added positive
exposure will increase to the amount of

teams that want to join and play.
Then there are the matters of the field
and referees, both of which are in need
of improvement. Raymond Field, where
most outdoor activities take place, is in
terrible shape. It is dangerous and in
need of renovation and continued
upkeep. The school needs to realize that
students who participate in intramural
sports are just as prone, if not more so,
to injury as varsity athletes. Currently
there is no trainer required to be on duty
at intramural events, something that,
would appear to be necessary. Safety,
after all, should be the main concern of
the administration.
The referees, who are well com
pensated, are merely volunteer students
who need some added cash. Once in a
while, there are some who perform their
duties adequately, but often they are not
familiar with the rules of the games they
officiate. This lack of knowledge
translates into poorly officiated games,
and ultimately, in angry teams. This can
be solved by forcing the referees to
become familiar with the rules before
they are allowed to work. Also, if both
teams in a game feel they had poor
officials, the IAB can investigate and
decide whether the referees deserve to

be paid for their time.
The IAB can also improve the quality
of prizes that are doled out to the
winners. A simple tee-shirt is nice, but
perhaps trophies of some kind can be
added to the package. Better rewards
often encourage an increase in
performance and participation.
All of this aside, the IAB is better this
year than they have been in the past few.
They have several “3 On 3” basketball
tournaments that gamer student interest
and have made sure that Raymond Field
is lit on time for evening games. Four
years ago, this was not even done.
In the end, however, some excitement
needs to be brought back to the PC
intramural program, and the best way to
do that is to overhaul the IAB. Leaders
must be inserted next year, and in
subsequent years as well, who have
strong organizational skills. It will be a
slow process, as most grass roots
campaigns are, but it is one that is
necessary. Solid season long schedules,
door to door ‘team searching,’ and
improved incentives will all lead to a
better, stronger, more popular
intramurals program here at PC.
But hey, I’m just a Sports Editor, what
do I know?

What are you doing after the
basketball gome?
Try something new...

VIVA
Boston College’s junior center, Jamie
Cournoyer’s earned Big East Player of
the Week honors on Monday. The stellar
playmaker averaged 19.8 points and 9.6
rebounds over the last five games.
The #19 Eagles (19-6, 8-3 Big East)
are now virtually locked for the NCAA
tournament. BC has split its last six
games since winning 12 in a row, but
still remains undefeated on their home
cout holding an impressive 11-0 record.

*****
While men’s soccer and Major
League soccer continue to struggle, the
women’s game is red hot. After raising
$40 million from cable television
companies and having the support of the
U.S. World Cup champions, it was
reported Wednesday that a women’s
soccer league of 8-10 teams will kick off
in April 2001 with an average salary of
$40,000 for a five-month season.

H
S

-Round-trip airfare
-7 nights hotel
accommodations
-Round-trip airport &
hotel transfers
-Free welcome, beach
& evening parties
-Free admission to
night clubs
-Discounts on
restaurants, water
sports & side
excursions

Sun Splash Tours
1-800-4Zt>-TT10

-Packages available to
Negril and Montego
Bay
-Professional on-site
tour reps
-Complete weekly
activities program
offering optional
sunset cruise, booze
cruise, toga party &
more
-Free bonus party pack.

S+u#en+ Travel
Servicer
1

Price is per person based on quad occupancy; from select departure cities.
Other cities may qualify for reduction or require surcharge. US and
Jamaica departure taxes (currently $65) and Sl2 handling charge additional.
Rates increase $30 on 12/15/99 Peik-week survharges/off-week discounts
may apply. Restrictions and cancellation penalties may apply. Limited
availability. Subject to change without notice. Call for full details on hotel

tw-l iAfc O
|

w****<fr
Wil

Enjoy a brief trip to Europe
with our famous "topos/ "little
dishes," known to all.
Our menu features over 50
hot & cold tapas.
Full bar menu and extensive
wine and beer Bst, as well as
specialty drinks.
Open for lunch & dinner. Take
out avaflable.
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Friars end losing streak;
Edge University of Miami 47-45
by

Matt Young ’01

Sports Staff

A trip to sunny Florida was just what
the doctor ordered for the ailing
Providence College Men’s Basketball
team. The Friars, losers of ten straight
games invaded Miami on Wednesday
night in a Big East clash and came away
with a gritty, hard fought victory over
the Hurricanes, winning by a score of
47-45.
The Friars showed great poise late in
the second half as they used a small,
quick lineup as a catalyst for victory.
After falling behind by three points with
just over five minutes remaining in the
game, due to a 7-0 Miami run,
Providence came alive as freshman Chris
Rogers sparked the Friar offense. First,
Rogers nailed a three pointer with only
one second remaining on the shot clock
to knot the game at 36. On the next trip
down the floor the freshman came
through in the clutch again as he drove
to the hoop strongly and connected on a
lay-up, giving the Friars the lead with
4:32 remaining in the game. Roger’s
efforts proved to be pivotal for the Friars
as they followed his lead to victory.
As the clock continued to wind down the
Hurricanes and Friars traded baskets, setting
the stage for a fantastic finish. A Romuald
Augustin basket gave the Friars a44-43 lead,
one that they would never relinquish.
The Friars held onto a precarious
lead, relying heavily on their defense.
Defensively the Friars have been solid
all season long, as they have held their
opponents to an average of 39 percent
shooting from the field throughout their
recent skid.
The Friars held true to form as they
forced the Hurricanes to turn the ball
over. Jamaal Camah made the most of
one turnover as he knocked down a shot
to give the Friars a 46-43 lead. Camah
rounded out the scoring for the Friars
as he added a free throw on the Friar’s
next possession to up the lead to 47-44.
From there the Friars hung on to post
the victory.

In the first half both teams struggled
shooting the ball as Miami, without
their leading scorer Johnny Helmsley,
was unable to find any consistency with
their offense. The Friars, using a two-

horns with the Rutgers University Scarlet
Knights on Saturday, February 12. This
game was truly a tale of two halves for
the Friars as they held a decided
advantage at both ends of the floor against

Photo by John Englishmen '03

Abdul Mills and the Friars managed to halt their ten game losing streak
Wednesday night in Miami with a 47-45 victory over the Hurricanes.
three zone effectively, forced Miami to Rutgers in the first half. However, their
shoot from the outside. Miami was solid performance in the first half went
unsuccessful, as they were unable to for naught as Rutgers battled back to steal
knock down shots, shooting just 32 a victory in the second half, winning by a
percent for the game. Despite not score of 69-60.
shooting particularly well on the night
The Friars came out buzzing right from
the Friars put forth a genuine effort on the get-go against the visiting Scarlet
the offensive boards as they grabbed 17 Knights, capitalizing on Rutgers’ man to
man defensive set. Offensively, the Friars
offensive rebounds.
The Friars also had their fits featured a scoring by committee attack in
offensively as well as they shot just 38 the first half as nearly everyone on the
percent from the floor for the game. bench got involved. The scoring spree was
Erron Maxey paced the Friars’ attack led by the strong play of guards Abdul Mills
with 16 points, scoring in double figures and Jamaal Camah. Mills reached into his
for the tenth straight game. Romuald bag of tricks to dazzle the Parents Weekend
Augustin also let his presence be known crowd, with several spectacular drives to
on the floor as he chipped in with 11 the basket on the afternoon. He finished
points for the Friars. Jamaal Camah up the game with 11 points and five assists.
continued his strong play as he added Camah added seven points as he used his
quickness to exploit the Knights defense.
seven points and eight rebounds.
In previous action the Friars locked Erron Maxey poured in eight of his twelve

Keeping Pace:

Son of a bitch
by John

Zilch Jr. ’01

Asst. Sports Editor

Finally, humping another’s leg is
worth something.
Well, not exactly; but, at the 124th
annual Westminster Kennel Club Dog
Show held Tuesday night, Samantha,
also known as Salilyn ‘N Erin’s
Shameless, followed in the path of her
father and brought home the prize. Feel
free to exhale, as this marks the end of
Samantha’s career. It has been decided
that she will retire and become a mother
where she be given the opportunity to
breed future winners.
After two days of events, judges sifted
through 2500 premium puppies and
settled on heroine Samantha over the
rest.
It’s an event where the world’s most
obedient dogs strut their stuff in front of
approximately 40 judges in attempt to
win the big prize for eccentric owners,
constantly perspiring trainers, and other
members of the staff.
Held at the Madison Square Garden,
this contest has been in action since
1876, and the competition seems to be
growing directly with the contestant
pool. Once the event begins, the judges

sort the dogs into seven winning
cetegories: Working, Herding, Hounds,
Sporting, Non-spofting, Toy, and
Terrier. From those seven, only one
champion will be chosen. In the year
2000, Samantha marked her territory.
According to Samantha’s trainer Kelly
Fitzgerald, “Samantha really showed her
heart out You could just feel her pumping
up. She has all that heart to spare. She’s
what a springer should be.”
Please...
That dog has no idea as to what the
hell it’s doing out there. What you have
is 2500 terrified dogs who attend stricter
obedience classes than John Rocker.
Nevermind the obvious question:
Does the Westminster Dog Show belong
on the USA Today sports pages? Here’s
a question you have to ask yourself: Do
you really want to own a dog this
civilized and proper?
Let me inform you that I’d rather own
a dog I can play frisbee with, not one
who’s going to sip a margarita and kick
my ass in backgammon. I’ll adopt the
dog named Spike who will
mischievously jump up onto my table
and eat my dinner rather than a collie
named Steven who will cook me
lasagna.

I’m not the most biblical-literate of
men, but I don’t feel as if the world’s
maker intended for dogs to step down a
catwalk in the finest made-for-dogs
Armani suits.
Back to the obvious question, dogs do
in fact belong in sport. Dogs belong in
greyhound racing, retrieving balls, and
going for jogs with you.
The problem is when your neighbor
is teaching Sparky the perfect gait and
dumping Creatine into his dish to tone
his body.
show
A long time ago, gentleman in the
dwindling years of the 19'" century
decided that sporting dogs would be
suitable in culture. I wasn’t around back
then and unfortunately I can only assume
that it was appropriate for the times. But
somehow, the Westminster Dog Show has
endured through the last century and into
the 21st and I’m worried for both the pets
and these pet engineers obsessed with
creating perfect dogs.
I hope that Samantha has a nice
retirement party; but, I also hope that she
breeds a puppy who chooses to roll
around in the mud and attack a judge like
she would a mailman.
Dogs are flea-collar athletes.

points in the first half for the fast starting
Friars.
“I though our kids came out with a lot
of life, energy, character, and
togetherness—but we seemed to run out
of steam in the second half,” stressed
Head Coach Tim Welsh.
The Friars came out of. the locker
room looking to build on their 35-30
halftime lead. After increasing their lead
to 45-34 with 14:26 left in the game the
Friar’s fortunes began to change as they
were affected with a case of the shooting
blues. Providence was unable to connect
from the field down the stretch, thus
enabling Rutgers mount a comeback.
Shooting only 29 percent from the field
in the second half the Friars watched
their 11-point lead evaporate over the
final fourteen minutes.
“In the second half we were haunted
by our old nemesis, and that’s just not
being able to get good looks at the basket
but the good looks we had we didn’t put
down,” explained Coach Welsh about his
teams struggles shooting from the
perimeter.
In the end it was Rutgers who stormed
back as they posted the victory, winning
by nine points. Joel Salvi, whom
Providence Coach Tim Welsh describes
as a “throwback” scored 15 of his 17
points in the second half to lead the
comeback.
BASKETBALL NOTES... The Friars ten
game slide was their longest since 194849 when they lost a school record 12
games in a row...Miami was 8-2 and a
frontrunner in the Big East entering action
Wednesday, but the loss has probably hurt
their NCAA chances...The Big East
announced the addition of Virginia Tech
as a full member effective next year. They
currently are members of the Big East
Football conference. The new team will
change the format for the Big East
Tournament: The schools will be split into
two seven team divisions with PC in with
Boston College, Connecticut, Miami, St.
John’s, Villanova, and Virginia Tech. The
top six teams in each division will qualify
for the conference tournament.

Indoor Frack
strong at
Invitational
by

R.J. Friedman ’03

Sports Staff

At the St. Valentine Invitational this
past weekend at Boston University, the
Providence College Men and Women’s
Indoor Track team “ran to their hearts
content,” putting forth strong showings
in the distance events of the afternoon.
On the men’s side of things, freshman
Chris Livesey captured first in the mile
in a time of 4:05.20, qualifying for the
NCAA Indoor Track Championships in
March. Sophomore Hamish Thorpe and
senior Larry Morrissey also ran strong
races, finishing sixth and ninth,
respectively.
“Chris ran very well, especially in his
last 400 meters, finishing very strong,”
commented Head Coach Ray Treacy. “I
think he has a few more seconds in him,
however, and that he can run close to four
minutes by the end of season.”
“Larry ran the best he has in four
weeks, especially after being sick, and
Hamish is getting faster all the time.
We’re looking forward to the next couple
of weeks and we’re anxious to see what
these guys can do,” Treacy continued.

Track, Page 29
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1) What college has the most NCAA men’s basketball wins in the past century? (3pt.) .

The

__________

2) Who was the last Notre Dame football player to be drafted #1 ? (4pt)______________________
3) Who was the first pitcher to strike out 18 batters in a game? (3pt)____________________ ________
4) Who is the only player to hit for the cycle in both leagues? (4pt)___________________

5) Who is the only player to win a high school, NCAA, and NBA championship in a four year time period ? (5pt)_________________

6) Who won the first Heavyweight boxing title fight scheduled for 12 rounds. ? (3pt)
7) How many hurdles are there in a 110 meter high hurdle race. (2pt)___________________ .
8) Keith Reed was drafted by what major league team? (2pL)____________________

9) How many yards wide is a soccer goal? (3pt)__________________
10) True or false, PC baseball had the most wins ever in Big East baseball history? (3pt)__________________

Test your sports knowledge against The Cowl Sports Staff by answering 10 sports questions pertaining to the
world of sports. Each question is assigned a designated point value. The contestant who accumulates the
most points will win two tickets to an upcoming PC Men’s Basketball game (tickets subject to availability).
Play every week and at the end of the contest the contestant with the most points will win two PC Men’s
Basketball season tickets for the 2000-2001 season.

ECAC race grows
UNH falls to Friars
on Parents Weekend tighter as Friars split
weekend series
continued from page 32-

UNH was unable to score. The win
gave head coach Paul Pooley his 100lh
win at Providence College, with an
overall record of 100-101-15
Ballard made 32 saves in the Friar
net; his counterpart Conklin made 24
saves for UNH.

Gionta had his 22nd goal of the
season 3:40 into the second period on
the power play. Senior Blake
Bellefeuille added his 12Ih goal of the
season at 12:24 of the period. Kolanos
added both of his goals in the third
period. Ballard mave seven saves in the

(The UNH game) shows the
character of the kids we have.
We "re playing better, and things are
falling into place

Coach Paul Pooley
The win on Saturday night helped to
;ake some of the sting out of the thrashing
*iven to the Friars by Boston College the
light before. Junior goalkeeper Scott
Zlemmensen pushed his streak of
scoreless minutes to 185:28, and
freshmen forward Krys Kolanos scored
:wo goals and had two assists to help
Boston College to the victory.
BC jumped out to a 4-0 lead in the
first period. Freshmen Paul Kelly
opened the scoring at 7:06 of the first
jeriod. He was joined by junior forward
Brian Gionta at 11:04 of the first. Senior
'orward Jeff Farkas added a power play
goal at 15:59 and junior defensemen
£ob Scuderi added his first goal of the
/ear forty-one seconds later.
“It was over before it really even
>egan” said Pooley.

15:59 minutes of action. Freshmen
Nolan Schaefer made 24 saves in relief.
“This shows the character of the
kids we have. We’re playing better, and
things are falling into place” said
Pooley. “We’re doing things better
now.”
Action this weekend sees the Friars
play a home-and-home series with #2
Boston University Friday night at
Schneider Arena and Saturday at Walter
Brown Arena. BU comes into the game
as the six time defending Beanpot
champions and have gone 11 games
unbeaten. The Terriers sit in first place
in Hockey East, the Friars sixth.
“We have to outwork them, and play
a physical game. If we come out with
lots of energy, we can have a real
compeitive game” said Pooley.

-continued from page 32-

Deraney. “We just could not find the back Niagara made it 4-2 with a goal in the
of the net. We were hitting the post, (the last minute of play. DeCosta turned
goalie’s) head; she was making saves that away 23 shots in the win.
“In Saturday’s game we came out a
she didn’t even know hit her.”
On Saturday, the Purple Eagles struck little slow but then we started to pick it
first at the 5:27 mark of the first period as up as the game went on,” said Butsch.
the Lady Friars started the game a little “We didn’t play our best but we were
sluggishly. The offense picked up as the able to win. On-Sunday, Niagara played
game progressed, and PC scored the next a great game and we have to give them a
four goals. At the 8:27 mark, freshman lot of credit. We didn’t play badly but
Jennifer Butsch tied the game with a we just couldn’t capitalize.”
The main focus for the Lady Friars
shorthanded, unassisted goal. Senior
Alain Frankiewicz put the Lady Friars in right now is to finish in the top four of
front with a power play goal at the 13:46 the ECAC to secure home ice advantage
mark, assisted by senior Kerstin in the playoffs. They are currently on
the bubble, hanging onto their fourth
place spot by just one point. Coach
Deraney was a little concerned about
splitting the weekend series.
“It was a big weekend for us,” said
Deraney. “We needed to get the four
points but because we only got two, we
made home ice a lot harder to get for us.
Beating Harvard put us on the right track
but (Sunday) was kind of a set back. It
was a tough game to lose. It wasn’t that
we didn’t play well but we just had to
win and we couldn’t.”
PC’s record now stands at 11-6-3 in
Coach Bob Deraney the ECAC, 17-7-3 overall. The Lady
Friars can take a little breather this
Matthews and sophomore Jennifer Kranz. weekend without the pressure of having
PC took control of the game in the to play an ECAC match. On Saturday,
second period as they pulled away from they will take on the U.S. National Team
the Purple Eagles. Junior Valerie Bono in an exhibition game at 7 PM in
scored what would eventually be the Schneider Arena. It should be an
game-winner at the 12:59 mark, assisted exciting match-up, as the team will have
by Matthews and Butsch. Junior Jessica to go up against five former Lady Friars.
Tabb put the icing on the cake for PC, All are invited to attend. On Sunday,
scoring the team’s second power play goal PC will go across town to take on
at the 7:42 mark of the third period number two ranked Brown University in
assisted by sophomore Kim Mathias. a non-league match at 2 PM.

It wasn’t that we
didn’t play well
but we just had
to win and we
couldn’t

Sports
IABis
MIA at
PC
The most popular extra
curricular activities at almost
every institution of higher
learning in the country are
intramural sports. These range
from flag football to basketball
to softball. The rules of the
games vary
from school
Off the
to school,
but the ult
Bench
imate goal
of having a
competitive
Joe
activity for
non-varsity Valenzano
athlete
students is
always achieved. In fact, in
some cases it happens to be
better attended than varsity
games.
At some schools they gather
at their quad and celebrate the
victors of their fall, winter and
spring intramural sporting
events. There are some school
newspapers whose main stories
often come from the intramural
field, not the varsity field.
Unfortunately, here at
Providence this is not the case.
There are many problems
with the Intramural Athletic
Board here at PC, from student
apathy to disorganization.
These problems all are
components of the failure of the
school’s extracurricular sporting
activities.
This once was not the case.
At one time, intramurals
were THE activity to participate
in at PC.
Where once the student
interest laid in winning the Flag
Football league, now the
primary priority is finding a way
to gain entrance to Clubbies and
Prime Time. The apathy
towards intramurals is not
situation specific, but it pervades
every aspect of student life.
Now students would rather
spend their time finishing a keg
than going to an on-campus
event.
The apathetic nature of the
students only partially explains
the miserable state of the I AB.
Boredom and complacency
explain why some students
choose not play. Others are
turned off by the structure, or
lack thereof, in the IAB and its
programs.
The idea of teams joining
midseason is annoying to those
who are registered on time.
There is no set deadline, or at
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Friars upset Wildcats
#2 UNH falls in thriller at Schneider
by

Dave Regan ’00

Asst. Sports Editor

Sitting in sixth place in the
Hockey East standings coming
into play last weekend, the
Providence College Friar
men’s hockey team was
looking to improve that
position and make a run into
one of the top four spots that
would give them the home ice
advantage in the first round of
the playoffs. However the road
will be tough, with six of the
last eight games coming
against some of the top powers
not only in Hockey East, but
in the national polls as well.
Games at Boston College and
the Parents’ Weekend home tilt
against the University of New
Hampshire proved to be tough
tests for the Friars. Backed by
a sellout crowd of 3,030 at
Schneider Arena, the Friars
withstood the onslaught of the
#2 team in the nation and upset
the Wildcats 4-3 on Saturday
night. The win helped to soften
the blow of a stinging loss
Friday night, when BC
whipped the Friars 8-0 at Kelly
Rink.
Both teams were unable to
break through until 14:17 of
the first period. Wildcat
sophomore Darren Haydar and
senior Mike Souza played give
and go in front of Friar junior
netminder Boyd Ballard.
Souza made one deke move
and found a wide-open John
Sadowski on the left side of the
PC net. The senior one timed
the puck past Ballard for his
ninth goal of the season and
gave UNH a 1-0 lead. The
Friars held tight and tied the
game at 1-1 at the 18:35 mark
of the first period. Sophomore
Drew Omicioli and senior
Fernando Pisani rushed the
UNH net, with Omicioli
feeding Pisani down the left
hand side. Pisani fired a wrist
shot that snuck through the
pads of UNH junior goalkeeper
Ty Conklin, giving Fernando
his twelfth goal of the season.
The tie however was short
lived. Just four second before
the end of the period, UNH
won a face-off to the right of
Ballard, and Souza took the
opportunity to fire a quick wrist
shot that beat Ballard for his
tenth goal of the season.
Providence tied the game 22 just 1:18 into the second.
While UNH was on the power
play, Omicioli and freshman
Devin Rask broke away from
the pack. Conklin stopped
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Omicioli’s first shot on net, but
Rask was right there to Stuff
home the rebound for his third
goal of the season. The Friars
kept up the momentum,
culmunating Conklin having to

and had a root canal later on. He
was spitting up blood in the
locker room. But he came back
and finished the game in major
amount of pain. It just shows the
character of Mike Lucci” said

blue line, where Pisani picked
up the loose puck and broke into
the UNH end. Pisani made a
feed to the center of the net
where senior captain Doug
Sheppard
was
waiting.

photo by John Englishman '03

Junior goaltender Boyd Ballard made several crucial saves in the third period, and made 32
saves on the game to backstop the Friars 4-3 win against then #2 UNH.
use the glove to rob Pisani from
the point on a Friar power play.
But PC kept up the pressure, and
the Friars took their first lead of
the game 3-2 at the 7:03 mark
of the period. Senior Nick Lent
and Pisani rushed on the UNH
net. Lent fed the puck back to
Rask who made a quick move
before going to the backhand to
beat Conklin for his fourth goal
of the year, and second on the
night. But the lead lasted just
about four minutes, as Souza
scored his eleventh goal of the
year and second of the night
when he collected his own
rebound and the puck squeezed
through the pads of Ballard
making the score 3-3.
The third period saw the
game take on a much more
physical tone. PC was building
an offensive attack in the UNH
zone when a Wildcat player
blindsided freshman winger
Mike Lucci into he boards, and
down onto the ice. Lucci was
helped off the ice, but returned
later in the game.
“He had a tooth knocked out
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PC head coach Paul Pooley.
Senior defenseman Josh
MacNevin was sent off on a
questionable roughing call at
16:47 mark. But the Friars held
tight when Ballard stopped
Haydar on a breakaway. The
rebound came out to the Friar

Sheppard took the feed, made a
quick move and lifted the puck
over a sprawling Conklin for the
game winner at the 18:28 mark.
Conklin was pulled for a sixth
attacker with a minute left, but
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Lady Friar hockey
splits with Niagra
by Virginia

Cheng ’03

Sports Staff

The Providence College
Women’s Hockey team split a
two-game series with Niagara
in ECAC action last weekend
as the Lady Friars took
Saturday’s game 4-2 and
dropped Sunday’s match 1-0.
PC played aggressively on
Sunday but simply could not
convert on any opportunities.
Both teams stepped up their
defense and matched each other
play for play. The Purple
Eagles finally caught PC off

guard with just eight seconds
remaining in the first period.
Two Lady Friars were in the
penalty box and Niagara did
not waste their five-on-three
advantage. The power play
goal proved to be the turning
point of the game, as the next
two
periods
remained
scoreless. Junior Sara DeCosta
turned away 29 shots in the
loss.
“We actually played better
(on Sunday) than we did on
Saturday,” reflected Coach Bob
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